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The Institute ofIsmaili Studies

The Institute of Ismaili Studies was established in 1977 with the object

ofpromoting scholarship and learning on Islam, in historical as well

as contemporary contexts, and a better understanding of its relationship

with other societies and faiths.

The Institute's programmes encourage a perspective which is not

confined to the theological and religious heritage of Islam, but seeks

to explore the relationship of religious ideas to broader dimensions

of society and culture. The programmes thus encourage an inter

disciplinary approach to the materials of Islamic history and thought.

Particular attention is also given to issues of modernity that arise as

Muslims seek to relate their heritage to the contemporary situation.

Within the Islamic tradition, the Institute's programmes seek to

promote research on those areas which have, to date, received relatively

little attention from scholars. These include the intellectual and literary

expressions of Shi'ism in general, and Ismailism in particular.

In the context of Islamic societies, the Institute's programmes are

informed by the full range and diversity of cultures in which Islam is

practised today, from the Middle East, South and Central Asia, and

Africa to the industrialised societies of the West, thus taking into

consideration the variety of contexts which shape the ideals, beliefs

and practices of the faith.

These objectives are realised through concrete programmes

and activities organised and implemented by various departments



programme-specific basis, with other institutions of learning in the
United Kingdom and abroad.

The Institute's academic publications fall into several distinct

and interrelated categories:

1. Occasional papers or essays addressing broad themes of the

relationship between religion and society, with special reference

to Islam.

2. Monographs exploring specific aspects of Islamic faith and

culture, or the contributions of individual Muslim figures

or writers.

3. Editions or translations ofsignificant primary or secondary texts.

4. Translations of poetic or literary texts which illustrate the rich

heritage of spiritual, devotional, and symbolic expressions in

Muslim history.

5. Works on Ismaili history and thought, and the relationship of

the Ismailis to other traditions, communities, and schools of

thought in Islam.

6. Proceedings of conferences and seminars sponsored by

the Institute.

7. Bibliographical works and catalogues which document manuscripts,

printed texts, and other source materials.

This book falls into category three listed above.

In facilitating these and other publications, the Institute's sole aim is

to encourage original research and analysis of relevant issues. While

every effort is made to ensure that the publications are of a high

academic standard, there is naturally bound to be a diversity ofviews,

ideas and interpretations. As such, the opinions expressed in these

publications must be understood as belonging to their authors alone.
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The Epistles ofthe Brethren ofPurity is published by Oxford University
Press in association with the Institute of Ismaili Studies, London. This
bilingual series consists of a multi-authored Arabic critical edition
and annotated English translation of the Rasifil Ikhwan al-Safa) (ca.

tenth-century Iraq).

Previously published
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Foreword

The Brethren of Purity (Ikhwan al-Safa') were the anonymous members

of a fourth-/tenth-centuryl esoteric fraternity oflettered urbanites that

was principally based in the southern Iraqi city of Basra, while also

having a significant active branch in the capital of the <Abbasid caliphate,

Baghdad. This secretive coterie occupied a prominent station in the

history of scientific and philosophical ideas in Islam owing to the wide

intellectual reception and dissemination of diverse manuscripts of their

famed philosophically oriented compendium, the Epistles ofthe Brethren
ofPurity (Rasifil Ikhwtm al-$afcf). The exact dating of this corpus, the

identity of its authors, and their doctrinal affiliation remain unsettled

questions that are hitherto shrouded with mystery. Some situate the

historic activities of this brotherhood at the eve of the Fatimid conquest

of Egypt (ca. 358/969), while others identify the organization with an

earlier period that is set chronologically around the founding of the

Fatimid dynasty in North Africa (ca. 297/909).

The most common account regarding the presumed identity of the

Ikhwan is usually related on the authority of the famed litterateur Abu

l:Iayyan al-Tawbidi (ca. 320-414/930-1023), who noted in his Book
ofPleasure and Conviviality (Kitab al-Imta C wa'l-muJanasa) that these

adepts were obscure <men of letters': Abu Sulayman Mul)ammad b.

Ma<shar aI-BusH (nicknamed al-Maqdisi); the qac# Abu al-l:Iasan <Ali

b. Harun al-Zanjani; Abu Abmad al-Mihrajani (also known as Abmad

al-Nahrajuri); and Abu al-l:Iasan al-(Awfi. Abu l:Iayyan also claimed

that they were the senior companions of a secretarial officer at the

1 All dates are Common Era, unless otherwise indicated; where two dates appear
(separated by a slash), the first date is hijri (AH), followed by CE.



Bl1yid regional chancellery of Basra, known as Zayd b. Rifa.(a, who
was reportedly an affiliate of the Brethren's fraternity and a servant
of its ministry. Even though this story was reaffirmed by several
classical historiographers in Islamic civilization, it is not fully accepted
by scholars in terms of its authenticity. Furthermore, some Ismaili
missionaries (du'at) historically attributed the compiling of the Epistles
to the early Ismaili Imams Ab-mad b. 'Abd Allah (al-Taql [al-Mastur])
or his father, (Abd Allah (Wafi Ab-mad), while also suggesting that the

Rasa'il compendium was secretly disseminated in mosques during the
reign of the (Abba.sid caliph al-Ma'miin (r. 198-218/813-833).

Encountering 'veracity in every religion', and grasping knowledge

as 'pure nourishment for the soul', the Ikhwan associated soteriological

hope and the attainment ofhappiness with the scrupulous development

of rational pursuits and intellectual quests. Besides the filial observance

of the teachings of the Qur'an and hadith, the Brethren also reverently

appealed to the Torah of Judaism and to the Gospels of Christianity.

Moreover, they heeded the legacies of the Stoics and of Pythagoras,

Hermes Trismegistus, Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Plotinus, Nicomachus of

Gerasa, Euclid, Ptolemy, Galen, Proclus, Porphyry, and Iamblichus.

The Brethren promoted a convivial and earnest 'companionship

of virtue'. Their eschatological outlook was articulated by way of an

intricate cyclical view of 'sacred' history that is replete with symbolisms

and oriented by an uncanny hermeneutic interpretation of the

microcosm and macrocosm analogy: believing that the human being

is a microcosmos, and that the universe is a 'macroanthropos'. The

multiplicity of the voices that were expressed in their Epistles reflects a

genuine quest for wisdom driven by an impetus that is not reducible to

mere eclecticism; indeed, their sYncretism grounded their aspiration to

establish a spiritual refuge that would transcend the sectarian divisions

troubling their era.

In general, fifty-two epistles are enumerated as belonging to the

Rasifil Ikhwan al-$afa J

, and these are divided into the following four

parts: Mathematics, Natural Philosophy, Sciences of the Soul and

Intellect, and Theology. The first part consists of fourteen epistles,

and it deals with 'the mathematical sciences', treating a variety of

topics in arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, geography, and music.

xviii



It also includes five epistles on elementary logic, which consist of
the following: the Isagoge, the Categories, the On Interpretation, the
Prior Analytics, and the Posterior Analytics. The second part of the
corpus groups together seventeen epistles on 'the physical or natural
sciences'. It thus treats themes on matter and form, generation and
corruption, metallurgy, meteorology, a study of the essence of nature,
the classes of plants and animals (the latter being also set as a fable),
the composition of the human body and its embryological constitution,
a cosmic grasp of the human being as microcosm, and also the
investigation of the phonetic and structural properties of languages
and their differences. The third part of the compendium comprises
ten tracts on 'the psychical and intellective sciences', setting forth
the'opinions of the Pythagoreans and of the Brethren of Purity', and
accounting also for the world as a 'macroanthropos'. In this part, the
Brethren also examined the distinction between the intellect and the
intelligible, and they offered explications of the symbolic significance
of temporal dimensions, epochal cycles, and the mystical expression
of the essence of love, together with an investigation of resurrection,
causes and effects, definitions and descriptions, and the various types
ofmotion. The fourth and last part of the Ras(fil deals with 'the nomic

or legal and theological sciences' in eleven epistles. These address the
differences between the varieties of religious opinions and sects, as
well as delineating the 'Pathway to God', the virtues of the Ikhwan's
fellowship, the characteristics of genuine believers, the nature of the
divine nomos, the call to God, the actions ofspiritualists, ofjinn, angels,
and recalcitrant demons, the species of politics, the cosmic hierarchy,
and, finally, the essence of magic and talismanic incantations. Besides
the fifty-two tracts that constitute the Rasifil Ikhwan al-Safa}, this
compendium was accompanied by a treatise entitled al-RisaIa al-jamfa

(The Comprehensive Epistle), which acted as the summa summarum

for the whole corpus and was itself supplemented by a further abridged
appendage known as the Risalat jamfat al-jamra (The Condensed
Comprehensive Epistle).

In spite of their erudition and resourcefulness, it is doubtful whether
the Brethren of Purity can be impartially ranked amongst the authorities
of their age in the realms of science and philosophy. Their inquiries

xix



Epistles of the Brethren ofPurity

into mathematics, logic, and the natural sciences were recorded in the
Epistles in a synoptic and diluted fashion, sporadically infused with
gnostic, symbolic, and occult directives. Nonetheless, their accounts
of religiosity, as well as their syncretic approach, together with their
praiseworthy efforts to collate the sciences, and to compose a pioneering
'encyclopaedia', all bear signs of commendable originality.

In terms of the epistemic significance of the Epistles and the
intellectual calibre of their authors, it must be stated that, despite
being supplemented by oral teachings in seminars (majalis al- Cilm) , the
heuristics embodied in the Rasa)il were not representative of the most
decisive achievements in their epoch in the domains of mathematics,
natural sciences, or philosophical reasoning. Moreover, the sciences
were not treated with the same level of expertise across the Rasii Jil.
Consequently) this opus ought to be judged by differential criteria
as regards the relative merits of each of its epistles. In fairness, there
are signs of conceptual inventiveness) primarily regarding doctrinal
positions in theology and reflections on their ethical-political import)
along with signs ofan intellectual sophistication in the meditations on
spirituality and revelation.

The Rasa)il corpus is brimming with a wealth ofideas and constitutes
a masterpiece of mediaeval literature that presents a populist yet
comprehensive adaptation of scientific knowledge. It is perhaps most
informative in terms of investigating the transmission of knowledge in
Islam, the 'adaptive assimilation' of antique sciences, and the historical
evolution of the elements of the sociology of learning through the
mediaeval forms of the popularization of the sciences and the systemic
attempts to canonize them. By influencing a variety of Islamic schools
and doctrines) the Brethren's heritage acted as a significant intellectual
prompt and catalyst in the development of the history of ideas in Islam.
As such, their work rightfully holds the station assigned to it among
the distinguished Arabic classics and the high literature of Islamic
civilization.

The composition of this text displays impressive lexical versatility,
which encompasses the technical idioms of mathematics and logic,
the heuristics of natural philosophy, and the diction of religious
pronouncements and occult invocations, in addition to poetic verses)

xx



Foreword

didactic parables, and satirical and inspirational fables. Despite the
sometimes disproportionate treatment of topics, the occasional hiatus
in proofs, irrelevant digressions, or instances ofverbosity, the apparent
stylistic weaknesses disappear, becoming inconsequential when a
complete impression is formed of the architectonic unity of the text
as a whole and of the convergence of its constituent elements as a

remarkable oeuvre des belles Iettres.
Modern academic literature on the Rasii'il Ikhwan aI-Safa) is

reasonably extensive within the field of Islamic studies, and it continues
to grow, covering works dating from the nineteenth century up to
the present, with numerous scholars attempting to solve the riddles
surrounding this compendium. The academic rediscovery of the Rasa)il
in modern times emerged through the monumental editorial and
translation efforts of the German scholar Friedrich Dieterici between

the years 1861 and 1872. Several printed editions aiming to reconstruct

the original Arabic have also been established, starting with the editio
princeps in Calcutta in 1812, which was reprinted in 1846, then a complete

edition in Bombay between 1887 and 1889, followed by the Cairo edition

of 1928, and the Beirut editions of 1957, 1983, 1995, and their reprints.2

Although the scholarly contribution of these Arabic editions of the
Rasa)il is laudable, as they valuably sustained research on the topic,

they are uncritical in character, and they do not reveal their manuscript

sources. Consequently, the current printed editions do not provide

definitive primary-source documentation for this classical text. Given

this state of affairs, the Institute of Ismaili Studies (lIS) in London has

undertaken the publication (in association with Oxford University
Press) of a multi-authored, multi-volume Arabic critical edition and

annotated English translation of the fifty-two epistles. In preparation

2 The principal complete editions of this compendium that are available in
print consist of the following: Kitab Ikhwcm al-Safa' wa-Khullan ai- Wafer,
ed. Wilayat I:Iusayn, 4 vols. (Bombay: Matba'at Nukhbat al-Akhbar, 1305
1306/ca. 1888); Rasifil Ikhwan ai-Safa', ed. Khayr aI-Din al-Zirikli, with two
separate introductions by Taha I:Iusayn and A1).mad Zaki Pasha, 4 vols.
(Cairo: al-Matba'a al-'Arabiyya bi-Mi~r, 1928); Rasa'il Ikhwan ai-Safa', ed.
with introduction by Butrus Bustani, 4 vols. (Beirut: Dar Sadir, 1957); and an
additional version, Rasa'ii Ikhwan al-Safa', ed. 'Arif Tamir, 5 vols. (Beirut:
Manshurat 'Uwayda.t, 1995).



Epistles of the Brethren ofPurity

for the critical edition, reproductions of nineteen manuscripts were
acquired by the lIS, and their particulars can be summarized as follows,
with the corresponding Arabic sigla:

Bibliotheque nationale de France, Paris:

MS 2303 (1611 CE): [J]

MS 2304 (1654 CE): [j]

MS 6.647-6.648 (AH 695; Yazd): [.:l]

Bodleian Library, Oxford:

MS Hunt 296 (n.d.): [~]

MS Laud Or. 255 (n.d.): [cl
MS Laud Or. 260 (1560 CE): [t]

MS Marsh 189 (n.d.): [tJ

El Escorial, Madrid:

MS Casiri 895/Derenbourg 900 (1535-1536 CE): L-f]

MS Casiri 923/Derenbourg 928 (1458 CE): [~]

Istanbul collections (mainly the Siileymaniye and associated libraries):

MS Atif Efendi 1681 (1182 CE): [tJ
MS Esad Efendi 3637 (ca. thirteenth century CE): [0]

MS Esad Efendi 3638 (ca. 1287 CE): [i]
MS Feyzullah 2130 (AH 704): [j]

MS Feyzullah 2131 (AH 704): [J]

MS K6priilii 870 (ca. fifteenth century CE): [~]

MS K6priilii 871 (1417 CE): [J]

MS K6priilii 981 (n.d.): [J]

Konigliche Bibliothek zu Berlin:

MS 5038 (AH 600/1203 CE): [y]

xxii
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The Mahdavl Collection, Tehran: 3

MS 7437 (AH 640): [.,1,]

Reconstruction of the Rastl'il by way of a critical edition will be
undertaken using manuscript reproductions that are significantly
distanced in time from the originaL and these have proved to be traceable
to a variety of transmission traditions that cannot be articulated with
confidence in terms of a definitive stemma codicum.4 The dexterity of
the copyists, their deliberate tampering, or commendable exercise of
restraint and relative impartiality, along with their scribal idioms, would
have conditioned the drafting of the manuscripts. Such endeavours
would also have been influenced by the intellectual impress of the
prevalent geopolitical circumstances in which this text was transcribed,
in addition to its channels of transmission. By widening the selection
of the oldest manuscripts and fragments, based on the period of

3 It is worth noting that these acquisitions by the lIS, which consist of the oldest
complete manuscripts, along with significant supplementary fragments ofan early
dating, were each carefully selected from over one hundred extant manuscripts,
which are preserved in thirty-nine libraries and collections, noted in alphabetical
order by country, as follows: Egypt: Diir al-Kutub, Arab League Library (possibly
also in the Arab League offices in Tunis); France: Bibliotheque nationale de
France; Germany: Konigliche Bibliothek zu Berlin, Herzogliche Bibliothek zu
Gotha, Eberhard-Karlis-UniversWi.t (Tiibingen), Leipzig (Bibliotheca Orientalis),
Miinchen Staatsbibliothek; Iran: Mutahhari Library, Tehran University Central
Library, Mahdavi Collection (private); Ireland: Chester Beatty Library; Italy:
Biblioteca Ambrosiana, Biblioteca Vaticana; Netherlands: Bibliotheca Universitatis
Leidensis; Russia: Institut des Langues Orientales (St Petersburg); Spain: Biblioteca
del Monasterio San Lorenzo de El Escorial; Turkey: Siileymaniye, Aya Sofia,
Amia Huseyn, Atif Efendi, Esad Efendi, Millet Library, Garullah, Kopriilii,
Kiitiiphane-i 'Umumi Defieri, Manisa (Maghnisa), Rashid Efendi (Qaysari),
Topkapi Saray, Yeni <;ami, Revan Kishk; United Kingdom: Bodleian Library,
British Library, British Museum, Cambridge University (Oriental Studies Faculty
Library), Institute ofIsmaili Studies (including copies from the Hamdani, Ziihid
'Ali, and Fyzee collections), Mingana Collection (Selly Oak Colleges Library,
Birmingham), School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS); United States:
New York Public Library, Princeton University Library.

4 Within both the English and the Arabic text, the beginning of each folio
of the Ati~ Efendi [t.l manuscript is indicated, starting at recto folio 39,
(fol. 39a)/(1 r,,), and verso folio 39, (fol. 39b)/(y r,,). The pagination of the
first volume of the Beirut (Dar Sadir) printed edition is also indicated, using
square brackets, for example, [po 183]/[' A1].
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Epistles of the Brethren ofPurity

the copying, the levels of based on the period of the copying, the
levels of completeness and clarity, and the recommendations of past
and present scholars who have consulted these collections, a suitably
grounded critical edition will be produced, and this more reliable textual
reconstruction will offer us improved access to the contents of the
Ras(fil beyond what is presently available through the printed editions
(i.e., those from Bombay, Cairo, and Beirut). It is ultimately hoped that

the collective authorial effort, in establishing the Arabic critical edition
of the Rasifil and the first complete annotated English translation, will

eventually render service to the academic community and lay a scholarly

foundation for further studies dedicated to the Brethren's corpus and

its impact on the history of ideas in Islam and beyond.

This present volume, prepared by Professor Owen Wright, consists

of the Arabic critical edition and annotated English translation of

Epistle 5: 'On Music', from the first part of the Raslfil that focuses

on the propaedeutic and mathematical sciences. 5

I am most grateful to all the contributing scholars who are

participating in this challenging textual endeavour, and I express my

deepest appreciation to the distinguished members of the Editorial and

Advisory Boards of the series for their continual academic support,

especially to Professors Hermann Landolt, Wilferd Madelung, Ismail

K. Poonawala, and Roshdi Rashed. Thankfulness must be conveyed

as well to my esteemed colleagues at the Institute ot: Ismaili Studies,

London, and to its Directors and Governors, past and present, for their

generous sponsorship of this scholarly project. I would like also to record

here my indebtedness to Dr Farhad Daftary for his constant support

of this institutional initiative. Most special thanks go to Ms Tara

Woolnough for her dedicated copy-editing wo rk and thoughtful

editorial care, to Mr Saleh al-Achmar for checking the Arabic text,

and to Ms Samantha Earl for the diagrams included in this volume.

Acknowledgements are also due to all the librarians and colleagues
who facilitated the process of acquiring the manuscripts and the
various illustrations for this series.

Sincere recognition, in memoriam, ought to be expressed in homage

5 Previously published books in the aDP-lIS Epistles of the Brethren of Purity
series are mentioned in the preliminary title pages of this present volume.
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to the late Professor Yves Marquet, for his foundational studies on
the Brethren of Purity's oeuvre, and for the honour and privilege he
accorded to us in supporting this series as an eminent member of its
Advisory Board.

Nader EI-Bizri
(General Editor, Epistles of the Brethren ofPurity)

London, May 2010





Introduction

A general outline of the character and contents of this epistle has been

provided in the music chapter in the introductory volume of essays that

accompanies the present series of the Rastfil. 1 Although certain matters

will need to be revisited here, reduplication has been avoided where

possible, so that the main burden of the following remarks is less to

attempt a survey of themes and structure and more to discuss specific

topics not previously addressed or not examined in sufficient detail.

The former concerns the approach adopted in editing the text and in

translating the resulting version, the latter matters ofcontent, principally

musicological, that present particular interpretative problems or call

for further clarification.

1. Text

1.1 Manuscripts

The version of the text presented here is based upon the following

manuscripts, 2 which are considered some of the earliest surviving

Owen Wright, 'Music and Musicology in the Rasii'il Ikhwiin al-$afa", in The
Ikhwiin al-$afa' and their 'Rasii'il': An Introduction, ed. N. El-Bizri (New York
and London: aDP-lIS, 2008), pp. 214-247.

2 See also the Foreword above, pp. xx-xxi. For further background, see in the
introductory volume the relevant material in the Prologue (by N. El-Bizri), pp.
20-22, and the chapter by 1. K. Poonawala, 'Why We Need an Arabic Critical
Edition with an Annotated English Translation of the Rasii'il Ikhwiin al-$afii".



Epistles of the Brethren ofPurity

that contain this specific epistle, and range from the late twelfth to the

fifteenth centuries:

1182 Atif Efendi 1681 t
ca. 1242 Tehran (Mahdavi) 7437 .b

ca. 1287 Esad Efendi 3638

ca. 1296 Bibliotheque nationale 6.647-6.648 ,)

ca. 1304 Feyzullah 2130 j

ca. 15th century Kopriihi 870 ~

1417 Kopriilii 871 J

A number oflater manuscripts (in the Bibliotheque nationale and the

Bodleian, those coded C' C' j, j, and t) have been consulted in
relation to particular passages, but the further variants they generally
introduce have not been taken up in the apparatus, although occasional

reference to them is made in the footnotes to the translation. The same

applies to the earlier testimony of the Jumal al-falsafa by Mubammad
ibn (Ali al-Hindi, dated 1135,3 which includes passages extracted from

the risala.4 The material has been recast in question and answer format,
but still provides a useful control.

1.1.1 Relationships

We thus have, at the most conservative estimate, a g;p of some two

hundred years between the earliest complete manuscript, t, and

the composition or consolidation of the text: time enough for it to
have passed through the hands of several copyists, with consequent
mistakes, adjustments, omissions and additions, some inadvertent,

3 Mubammad ibn 'All ibn 'Abdallilh ai-Hind}, Jumal al-falsafa, ed. Fuat Sezgin
(Frankfurt: Institut fUr Geschichte der Arabisch-Islamischen Wissenschaften,
1985), pp. 114-123.

4 Full details can be found in Eckhard Neubauer, 'Das Musikkapitel der Gumal
al-falsafa von Mubammad b. 'All al-Hind} (1135 n. Chr.)', Zeitschriftfur Geschichte
der Arabisch-Islamischen Wissenschaften, 4 (1987/1988), pp. 51-59; repr. with text in
E. Neubauer, Arabische Musiktheorie von den Anfangen bis zum 6.112. Jahrhundert:
Studien, Ubersetzungen und Texte in Faksimile, ecl. F. Sezgin, The Science ofMusic
in Islam, vol. 3 (Frankfurt: Institut fur Geschichte cler Arabisch-Islamischen
Wissenschaften, 1998), pp. 311-332.
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others deliberate. But the differences these seven manuscripts exhibit
are not readily explicable as the result of accumulated deviations from a
single original; to judge by the evidence, this risala may have circulated
in slightly different versions from a very early stage.

The degree ofcoincidence between the seven manuscripts is quite
variable: there are passages where they are completely or virtually
identicaL others where there are considerable differences. Setting
aside the question of material present in some and absent in others,
one may take the following passageS as indicative of how much they

can diverge:

JJ'J\ [4J :-tJ 4J JlA: [~b :t] ~L.p djl [J) :~] 4J)
.\y\S' :t] 0l5' [I;) ~ ~l5' ~41\) :+j '~J~l :J,~]

~ [0~L;~1 ~~ :J 't] ~~ 0~L;~\ [~l5' :j

:-i] v ~ ~ [0y.I- :j ,i .0y"~) :J ,~ '.:l] 0y"~ y ).rJI

,~\~\JI [v~

followed by:
, ~

.~ ~I..J\ 01.)\ [o~)..l..-o :i] O.:l)~:t ,i

O~)..l..-o ~ ~I) 4J~\ ~ ~\.)I ~ 0~1.J\ 0)..l-.:) :j

.~ ~U\ 01.)1

~ ~I.)T [~ 0~U\ :+~ .0)..L:..:) :.:l] 0)...l.....:):~ ,J:, '.:l

.[~ ~I) :-~] ~ ~\) ~ri) 4J~\

o)..l-.:) :?1 .h>. J '~4J\ J +] :;~j ! ~ ~l:J\ ~bTj : J
.[~~) 4J~\ ~ ~I.)T

Comparing these versions, we may make the following preliminary
deductions:

Manuscripts i, t, and j (group A) have material in common
not shared by the others.

Manuscripts ~, ..1, ~, and J (group B) have material in common
not shared by group A.

5 Unfortunately, this is not included byal-HindL
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In group A, i and j have more in common with each other
than either has with t..

In group B, .:l and ..1 have more in common with each other than

either has with the other two; and !J and J have more in common
with each other than either has with the other two.

Both j and J show evidence ofhaving called upon more than

one source text: j adds material found in B, and other material

found in neither A nor B; J at one point has a layer related to A
struck through and discarded in favour of the B equivalent.

This division into two main groups is confirmed elsewhere. To
take a very clear example, B contains a Persian poem that A does not.
But it would fallacious to conclude that its absence from three of the
four or five earliest manuscripts demonstrates that it constitutes a later
addition to a hypothetical original, for its prior existence is assumed
in two of the three A manuscripts, which include a phrase introducing
the poem, and one even leaves space for it. Its absence does, though,
serve to confirm that none of the B group could derive directly from
any of the A group.

For the A group, there is abundant evidence to confirm that the
relationship between i and j is close, whereas there are frequent
differences to be observed between them and t, the earliest. But, as is
shown by the pass~ge above, it is not simply the case that j is copied
from i, even ifmost of the errors it contains, some ofwhich are quite gross
(and preclude it as a possible source for any of the later manuscripts),6
could be explained readily enough as deviations from the superior
text in i. But i has occasional quirks of its own:7 within Chapter16, for
example, the order of two of the dicta is reversed in i (and only in i).
With or without intermediaries, we may conclude that j is not derived
from \, but that both may be traced to a common source. If we turn to
t, we find several occasions on which it gives a different reading to all

6 For example, .j manages to convert )""";'~'1 ..k,Lj into )J"""'~I .bL:..i, from

which there is no way back.

7 For example, in place of~ 0~J (found also in j) it has the evident slip~J i,which

would be difficult to correct without having recourse to another manuscript.
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the remaining six manuscripts)s and it is impossible to establish a direct
line of transmission from t to any of them.

It is equally clear that the other six do not form a single family; the
other group A manuscripts) i and J, include features that time and
time again separate them from those ofB,9 which constitutes an equally
loose group itself) and further evidence can be adduced to confirm
the internal split into the two pairs already proposed. If we take the
specific example of the Persian verses mentioned above) we find that
the version of the first hemistich in ~ and ..b differs from that in J
and ~, and the latter manuscripts elsewhere share a metrically and
semantically unacceptable variant. The division into pairs, however, is
not quite as neat as this might suggest. In Chapter 16) again) the order
of two of the dicta is reversed in ~ but not in J. Furthermore) ~ omits
material found in the other three, and) in general, has many features
in common with ..b that distinguish them both from the remainder. 10

However) ~ also includes material not found in them but present in
group A manuscripts) II which indicates that the divide between the
two groups is) again) not always clear-cut.

It is consequently apparent that the relations between the seven
manuscripts upon which this edition is principally based are difficult
to determine with precision. An initial representation of the main
groupings may be given schematically (Fig. 1») with the chronological
distribution shown by dispersing the entries vertically.

8 As just one example, we may cite the evidently correct~..l>- ~\ .J \~\.j,

corresponding to which t has~..l>- \~. Further evidence that t could not

have been the source of any of the other six is shown by its omission of, say,

,~L..a.oJI ~i ~ ~J v.,AJI I.$fi r-iW1 JJ iri\J i.r-iJIJ 0\j>-\I\J
which, with slight variations, is found in all the others, and is hardly likely to

be a later accretion.

9 For example, in place of the otherwise universal ~JW\ J ~~ j, both have

~JW\ J ~..u..

10 For example, ~ includes in a list of instruments the mysterious J.i lA....J\

..\,j}I J , and J, adds above the text ..\,j}I J J.i\.i..;jl. There is nothing equivalent

to this in the other manuscripts.

11 The most obvious of these being the verses attributed to al-Basus) which

appear only in ~, f, and J.
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Date

llOO

1200

1300

1400

1500

Group A

Figure 1

GroupB

\. ,) ./
...•...........

!~--- ...\

\. J.)
..........

Evidence has already been given of links between various areas of
this diagram) so that arriving at a stemma is by no means easy) even
if no account is taken of the further problems that would arise from
attempting to include any later manuscripts.

t

J
Figure 2
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The relationships suggested in Fig. 2, therefore, must be regarded
as conjectural and provisionaL as well as an over-simplification: in

particular, the distance between t and i suggests a more complex
earlier history than the Simple set of divergences from a common
source indicated here.

A comparison of the last part of the versions of the passage given

above in the later manuscripts suggests resemblances between C' C'
and j and group A: all end at (~) ~U\ 0b\, while the following

material appears in j 'c' and t, linking them with group B. However,
C' C' and j, differ from group A (as well as B) at the beginning,
substituting~ for 4J J~, while the differences between them
suggest a derivation sequence of j -7 C -7 Cas a plausible line of
development. But another sample passage might well produce different
alignments, and it is clear that much more extensive study would
be required before one could hope to provide even the sketch of a

comprehensive stemma.

1.2 Edition

Indeed, because ofthe various lines ofcleavage between the manuscripts,
and the conclusion that the earliest ones result from different lines of
transmission that cannot readily be shown to derive from one single
original version, the very concept of an Urtext is questionable; they
could, rather, represent points in the evolution of a text that was from
the beginning, to a certain degree, malleable. It would certainly be
possible to demonstrate the earliest extant stage of the text by basing

the edition on t, which is quite reliable in general, but, as it differs in
significant respects from the others, to do so would involve sacrificing
adequate representation of the manuscript tradition as a whole.

Instead, the text offered here prefers to attempt a broad representation
of the manuscripts. It does not seek to give precedence to anyone line
of transmission but is, rather, deliberately synthetic, which means that
editorial decisions inevitably, and quite frequently, involve having to
opt for one reading over another equally good one, and although the

tendency has been to prefer the version in t (frequently supported

by J) over those in i and .k (which are preserved in the apparatus)

7
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on a case-by-case basis, so that sometimes i is rejected in favour
of .1. Further, it consciously (as well as unwittingly) includes, on
occasion, what are probably clarificatory expansions designed to aid

comprehension, and thus does not attempt to establish a hypothetical

earlier state of the risala, even where evidence is available. For example,

in the text offered here,

~ ~..r.?) oLi.>.LJ\) 01.1.r-l l) ~\S' J..rJ1 uli\~\ Lei)

'ulyPl 4J :J~ J\j :JG-b '1) aJ) 4J ~ :J~ J?

the words (~..r.?)' may well be a later interpolation, and given the

occurrence in two of the three oldest manuscripts of '1 rather than

J\j in the final clause, one might hypothesize a balder (and clumsier)

earlier version, consisting of something like:

4J ~ :J~ o~\) :J1.1~\) ~IS' J rJl uli\~1 Lel)

.~\yPi 4J :J~ '1 0l>-b '1) aJ)

This is then amplified by adding (~..r.?)', expanding 0~ to

(0 ~ J? ~', and changing '1 to J\j to clarify the syntax accordingly.

Similarly, technical definitions may exhibit c1arificatory accretions.

That of movement, for example,

,0~ :JLe j J :J~ :J~ JI J)i :J~ ~ ~~ tliJl

may at an earlier stage have taken the simpler form:

.:J~ :JLe j J :J~ JI :J~ J tliJ\

But such amplifications do not necessarily appear only in the later

manuscripts: in this particular case, they occur in t., but not in i or

J, so that the notion ofa simple process of gradual accretion through

time should be discarded. In such cases, the general approach adopted

has been to include material that helps to clarify the argument, even

if it is demonstrably a later amplification.
Despite this rather elastic approach, certain passages remain

problematic. Catalogues, in particular, are something ofa free-far-all,
with variations in the order and number of items, as with:

8
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.r))IJ I.f'..;-ill) ~)\) ifJ ~\) ylf~\) !.\1';'1\) ~..ul ~~

.~)IJ ifJ '1\) y ~\J 4\) r))\) J'..;-ill) !.\I';'J'I) ~..u\ ~~

But it is not only vocabulary that can present problems: syntax and

morphology also exhibit a considerable degree of diversity, so that

editorial decisions are sometimes arbitrary.

1.2.1 Apparatus

The degree ofvariability also presents problems for the preparation of the

critical apparatus. Mechanically reporting all variants, although possible,

would be tedious in the extreme and would result in an excessively long

volume with very few text lines per page, because ofthe footnote layout

required for technical reasons. In consequence, selective pruning has

been done (the drawback being that it is no longer possible, on the basis

of the apparatus, to reconstitute the text of each manuscript exactly),

with the particular areas concerned outlined as follows.

1.2.1.1 An evident omission or lapsus calami

When found in only one manuscript, such peculiarities might be of

interest with regard to the stemma but not otherwise; therefore they will

frequently remain unrecorded. In this respect, j and.) are the most

capricious and are consequently those whose egregiously erroneous

variants most often disappear from view. With i, t., and J, on the

other hand, the approach, even if not carried out rigorously, has been

to preserve individual quirks.

1.2.1.2 Formulaic expressions, especially honorifics

These show considerable diversity, but in each instance just one has

been selected, with the other(s) being left unrecorded. Those addressed

to God naturally provide the greatest diversity:

JW - JWJ d,j~ - d,j~ - f') J>.- - .uJ\.>.. J>.- - 0 jG J>.
.~\ u"J.A.j - J>.-) .:r - ~\ .:r - 0 jG J>.- JW -

9
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For prophets) there is also a range of expressions:

~ - ~ 1\ ~\~ - rLJ ~ 1\ ~ - ~ 1\ ~
'iJLl1

while the Ikhwan address themselves with both a short formula)

t\l\ ~i - ~i 4
(here the former alternative has been preferred - the latter occurs in

i and j ) which also use the expanded form,~)\ })\ t \11 ~i ),
and a longer one:

1.2.1.3 Chapter (~) divisions

Also to be noted are the unrecorded variations in the presence or
absence ofchapter divisions. The preference has been inclusion rather
than exclusion, simply to provide more reference tools. The chapter
numbers are editorial additions.

1.2.1.4 Formulae concluding a chapter

These appear only occasionally, and in .!.I alone, and have therefore
been left unrecorded.

1.2.2 Editorial interference

In addition to the arbitrary choices between the above formulaic
possibilities, there are also selections and amendments to note
concerning) in particular, orthography and morphology.

1.2.2.1 Orthography

Adjustments have been made to make the text conform to current

norms. The most frequent cases involve supplying 1and ~ in a wholly
predictable way, so individual instances do not require comment.
Typical examples are:

~~ for c.t

~~l for ~l

10
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~i 4 for ~~
\~ for ~~

jJli for J:li
>-~ for ?
JW for 'j .j 'J

In the Persian verse, similarly, .=. has been substituted for ~ where

appropriate, ~ for -5, and "-! for~.

Changes that are more properly corrections are few, with examples

such as the following:

for

for

for

1.2.2.2 Concord

A considerable degree of variation may be observed here, and while
more orthodox forms have been preferred, no attempt has been made to
impose uniformity, with the result that there are cases where standard
expectations are not met.

With verbs, one may note considerable fluctuations in gender
concord within as well as between manuscripts (and also frequent
undecidability when dots are omitted), but more surprising are
eccentricities of number in such phrases as,

. .j . \..j . 11 \.: -L -~ . \ "l5'
~~ ~~ y

The gender of suffix pronouns may vary where there is more than
one possible antecedent. A noun may, similarly, be plural instead of
an expected dual, and one may note a case of attraction by syntactic
parallelism and sap euphony interfering with normal concord:

.J\~\ ~).=.) Jlj.,J1 ~) Jl>- ))\ ~\s.

With numerals, not unexpectedly, occasional unorthodoxies are
encountered, and dual case forms can be confused, with a predictable
preference for the oblique: these have generally been tidied up, as

have the hesitations over the various forms of )~, whether singular
or plural.

11
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In relative clauses, there are instances of the resumptive suffix
pronoun being omitted in one manuscript whilst included in another,
as with,

or

.ol.:.A,.p) o\.j.?~ - l.:.A,.p)J \.j.?~ ~jJl

These differences are not included in the apparatus.

1.2.2.3 Syntax

Here, too, there are a number of instances where the manuscripts
offer alternatives, one of which has been chosen and the other left
unrecorded, such as the following:

The inclusion or omission of initial J, as in ~\).

Occasionally, the choice between ) and j where there is no
evident difference of meaning.

The choice (essentially capricious) between verb + object and

verb + transitivizing pronoun, principally y (the verbs concerned

are ~y ,.iJ.:.....,\ ,~ ,~ ,~ ,~ ,~) but also JI (after <: l:>- \

and ~\), and (with a verbal noun) J (after, e.g., JL.:..:..:....I).

Similarly, the choice between, e.g.,~~ and~~.

1.2.3 Additions/omissions

It may be observed, finally, that the terms used in the apparatus for

(+' (J o~4j) and (-' (~ .k..i....) should not be regarded as necessarily

carrying an implication with regard to status. In other words, it cannot
be assumed a priori that material marked as absent from one or more
manuscripts points to an omission from an earlier, fuller, version: it
might equally well reflect an earlier state of the text, whereas the edition
has included subsequently added material; nor can it be assumed,
conversely, that material excluded from the edited text and hence
marked as extra in one or more manuscripts has been added to an
earlier version.
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2. Translation

With a text for which a considered and lavishly annotated translation
has already been supplied by Amnon Shiloah,I2 a distinguished scholar
who has studied this risala in depth, any newcomer who undertakes the
daunting task of rendering it afresh is faced with two temptations. One,
despite the wish to demonstrate some degree of stylistic independence,
in addition to offering alternatives where the new edition of the source
text requires) is to consult his version too frequently and as a result
end up with a highly derivative act ofhomage. The other is deliberately
to avoid it) thereby gaining independence at the price of a potential
reduction in the standard of scholarship and a consequent loss of
accuracy and insight.

The approach adopted here is closer to the second option but, at the
same time, the translator is happy to acknowledge his indebtedness to
the scholarship displayed by Shiloah in (and around) his translation(s).
What this means in practice is that a deliberate attempt not to be
influenced in terms of style was made by the simple expedient of not
consulting Shiloah's work at all during the course of producing the
first draft; this) then, was not only different where the text proposed
did not coincide with the Beirut edition on which Shiloah relied, but
was wholly independent. The various passages where problems had
been encountered were then checked against Shiloah's earlier and
smoother French version, and on occasion amended accordingly,13

12 A. Shiloah, tr., 'L'Epitre sur la musique des Ikhwan al-Safa", Revue des Etudes
Islamiques, 32 (1965), pp. 125-162, and 34 (1967), pp. 159-193. This supersedes the
pioneering translation by F. Dieterici, Die Propaedeutik der Amber im zehnten
/ahrhundert, Die Philosophie bei den Arabern im X. Jahrhundert n. Chr., In (repr.
Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlag, 1969), pp. 100-153. Shiloah later produced an
English translation, The Epistle on Music ofthe Ikhwan al-Safa', Documentation
and Studies 3, (Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv: 1978), repr. in A. Shiloah, The
Dimension ofMusic in Islamic and Jewish Culture (Aldershot: Ashgate Variorum,
1993); however, the French is to be preferred, especially because much of the
annotation was stripped out for the English version. His Hebrew translation,
Ha-Iggeret 'al ham-musika shel Ikhwan al-$afa' (Tel Aviv, 1976), has not been
consulted here.

13 This is especially the case in those passages of an astrological and
numerological nature.
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although without diminishing the stylistic divide. Only in a few cases
was the English translation also consulted.

As a result, what is offered here provides, when set aside Shiloah's
English version, at least an alternative with a rather different stylistic feel
and a different approach to handling some of the technical problems
the original raises. Which is not to claim that it is better: any student
of the risala will need to take account of Shiloah's translations as well
as of his researches, and the present version is manifestly indebted to
both. Another and more specific form of indebtedness concerns the
various Qur)anic citations in the text; the versions offered for these are
all taken from Muhammad Abdel-Haleem's translation. 14

The original text spans the gamut from the plainly factual and
expository to the highly wrought and hortatory. Some attempt has
been made to reflect these differences of tone, and certainly to preserve

as much as possible of the syntax, with its preference for sinuous

periods made up ofbundles ofparallel (and often nearly synonymous)
clauses. The lengthy English sentences that result are presented quite
unapologetically; on the other hand, an attempt has also been made

by means of typographical layout to clarify certain of the passages that
are essentially catalogues. The fundamental aim has been to provide
a version that should at least be approachable, even if not always
smoothly readable, and, more especially, to make it accessible for a

musicologist unfamiliar with the theoretical tradition within which

the risala is set and to which it makes such an individual contribution.

Accordingly, while some explanatory comments of a general order have
been provided in the footnotes, the emphasis has been on annotating

and contextualizing those terms and passages that are more obviously
musicological - at least as generally understood today.

In several cases, however, the questions raised are rather too broad,

or complicated, to be dealt with effectively within the confines of a
footnote, and it is to a survey and discussion of these that the remainder
of this introduction is devoted. The major musicological topics concern
pitch relationships, rhythm, and instruments, but consideration of these
may usefully be prefaced by a rather more detailed account than that

14 The Qur'an: a New Translation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004).
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given in the companion volume ofthe various cosmological frameworks
within which the Ikhwan integrate music. IS

3. Cosmology

There is no need to expatiate yet again on the fundamentally
cosmological orientation of this risala; enough has already been said
on its general thematic range and approach. What may usefully be
done here is to add a supplementary inventory of the main areas
within which its ramifications are presented in some detail. From a
musicological perspective, those of greatest interest concern, on the
one hand, number, especially in the form of proportions manifest
as interval ratios expressed both locally, on the lute, and cosmically,
producing the harmony of the spheres, and, on the other hand, sets
of relationships, related to the strings of the lute, that trawl through
a wide range of fourfold phenomena but give particular prominence
to the theory of the humours and thence to the therapeutic potential
of music.

3.1 Strings, elements, humours

To begin with the four strings of the lute, it may first be recalled that
their number is regarded not as arbitrary, but as resulting from a
deliberate decision on the part of the inventor sages to make them match
other phenomena grouped in fours. 16 There result various schemes of
correspondence, prominent among them being the pairings with the
elements and humours. The former also have associated qualities, so
that we have:

15 See Wright, 'Music and Musicology in the Ras,fil Ikhwan al-$afa".
16 It may be noted that al-Kindi had already developed a more general

perspective, discussing instruments with different numbers of strings with a
whole catalogue of associations for each. See Kitab al-Mu$awwitat al-watariyya
min dhat al-watar al-wabid ila dhat al-casharat al-awtar, in Mu Jallajiit al-Kindi
al-miisiqiyya, ed. Zakariyya Yl1suf(Baghdad: Matba'at Shafiq, 1962), pp. 63-92.
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highest l
? string (zfr)

second (mathna)
third (mathlath)
lowest (bamm)

fire
air
water
earth

(heat and fierceness)
(wetness and softness)
(wetness and cold)
(heaviness and thickness).

The corresponding set with the humours lays out the negative as well as the
positive associations and effects, the notes of each string being regarded
as capable of strengthening one humour and weakening another:

zir

mathna

mathlath

bamm

+ yellow bile
+ blood

+ phlegm
+ black bile

- phlegm
- black bile
- yellow bile
- blood.

The positive relationships are the same as those given by al-Kindi,18

who does not, however, mention the negative ones, although it could

be argued that they are implied by the disposition given: displayed in
circular format, the opposite poles will supply the positive and negative
pairs. Analogous effects, ifless exact and symmetrical, emerge from a
threefold distinction within the general range ofpitches, each register

having intrinsic qualities related to the elements, which in turn affect the
humours, again counteracting an imbalance and creating equilibrium.

Thus a heavy combination of humours is moderated by high sounds,
which are characterized as hot, while low sounds, cOI1sidered to be

cold and wet, counteract a combination of humours deemed too hot

and dry. Sounds in the middle register, not surprisingly, help maintain
a balance among the humours. It follows from all this that an expert

physician is able, depending on the diagnosis of the ailment, to add
a suitable allopathic ingredient of music therapy, a further element

of which is the selection of the appropriate period of day or night for
performing the relevant melodies. 19

17 That is, the highest in pitch. (The text may define this string as the lowest, referring
to its position on the vertical plane of the instrument when performed.)

18 Mu'allafat aI-Kindi al-musiqiyya, pp. 86-88.
19 The general idea persists in later texts, but they switch from strings to modes

as the appropriate vehicles for music therapy. See Eckhard Neubauer, 'Arabische
Anleitungen zur Musiktherapie', ZeitschriftjUr Geschichte der Arabisch-Islamischen
Wissenschaften,6 (l990) [pub. 1991], pp. 227-272.
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3.1.1 Fourfold things

The above are treated as separate topics, but the strings, elements, and

humours are also included within a grand scheme of fourfold things

(murabba Ciit).20 This is arranged in four blocks, each one headed by one

of the four seasons21 (beginning with spring) and containing further

time-based sets that likewise progress straightforwardly from beginning

to end: the ages ofman and the quarters of the month and of the day;

and a similar temporal progression around the celestial globe informs

the disposition of the astrological entries: the zodiac (beginning with

Aries) and the corresponding segments of the ecliptic and quadrants.

But not everything follows the same linear (or circular) progression,

for we unexpectedly encounter a zigzag arrangement for the cardinal

points and the winds, which go from south to east to west to north.

We then reach more familiar territory with the elements, strings,

natures (e.g., hot and wet), and humours, but the order is again

unexpected, for instead of that given above (i.e., zfr = 1, mathna = 2,

mathlath = 3, bamm = 4), we have:

strings

elements

humours

2

2

2

1

1

1

3

4

4

4

3

3.

The reason why mathlath and bamm are not reversed along with the

others is not immediately clear, and is certainly not explained, but the

manuscripts are unanimous. To be surmised is an unexpected reflection

of practical habits, for instead of the theoretical tuning processes laid

out in the risiila, according to Ibn al-Tabban musicians were in the

20 For a synthetic tabular presentation see Shiloah's French translation, pp.
179-180, and, for a similar display conflating the relationships covered by al-Kindi,
see Johann Christoph Biirgel, The Feather ofSimurgh, (New York: New York
University Press, 1988), p. 94. For a translation of al-Kindi's treatment of this
area of enquiry see Henry George Farmer, 'AI-Kindi on the "ethos" of Rhythm,
Colour and Perfume', Transactions ofthe Glasgow University Oriental Society, 16
(1955-1956), pp. 29-38.

21 In al-Kindi's text, the various phenomena are ordered under the four strings
of the lute. That the Ikhwan should have chosen to present the division of the year
into four seasons as a set so self-evident as to serve as exemplary is attributable
to intellectual tradition rather than observation of the climate in Iraq.
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habit of stringing the lute (and presumably also tuning) in exactly the
order given, ending with the bammY

Also quite unexpected is the set of entries for rhythm. Given that
there are eight of these, one would naturally predict a 4 x 2 arrangement,
and in the first block we do, indeed, encounter two entries, but they
disconcertingly consist of juxtaposed names of lute strings (to be
discussed in 5.3.2) rather than rhythmic cycles. The four entries are:

zir-bamm;
the heavy and the like;

makhuri and the like;
hazaj and ramal.

The remaining material consists of categorizations of human nature,
behaviour, virtues, types ofverbal and poetic expression, and, finally,
a range of sensory stimuli: tastes, colours, and scentsY

3.2 Number

The most basic set of associations in which numerical expression
comes to the fore is that relating the 4:3 ratio of the difference in
the thickness of the strings to the elements, but the presentation
is a little confusing. For the strings, beginning with the thickest,
the order is bamm, mathlath, mathna, and zir. The elements are
then presented as (concentric) spheres of decreasing size, in the
order fire, air, water, and earth, which could suggest a correlation
of bamm with fire, and so on, whereas in fact the opposite order is
intended, for later it is made clear that fire is the thinnest element
and earth the thickest; we thus abandon the order listed above in
3.1.1 and revert to the earlier juxtaposition of strings and elements.
Further, the text in effect superimposes the concept of the elements
as spheres upon the standard cosmological spheres of the earth and
the sublunary strata, nasim, zamharir, and athir, so that, in all, we
have the following:

22 Ibn al-Tabban al-Miisiqi (d. after 1057), Hawi al-funim wa-salwat al-maJ:z?un,
ed. E. Neubauer, facsimile in Publications of the Institute for the History of
Arabic-Islamic science. series C, vol. 52 (Frankfurt: Institut fur Geschichte der
Arabisch-Islamichen Wissenschaften, 1990), pp. 179-180.

23 Much of this is foreshadowed in ai-Kindi. See Farmer, 'AI-Kindi on the
"ethos" ofRhytlun, Colour and Perfume'.
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(thickest)

(thinnest)

bamm earth earth
mathlath water air (nasim)

mathna air bitter cold(zamharfr)

zfr fire ether (athfr = fire).

Taking the 9:8 ratio of the whole tone as a springboard, more extensive
treatment is then accorded to the number 8 and, assigning this to the

diameter of the earth) to the relative diameters of the other celestial

spheres and the relationships between them expressed as musical
proportions. This particular set of relationships, it may be observed, is

quite independent of that implied above) for there, if the diameter of the

earth is 8) that of the sphere ofair should be 10%, and that of the moon

almost 19, whereas here the sphere of air is 9 and that of the moon 12.

The complete range ofthe celestial spheres, together with the intervallic

relationships between them, is given in Fig. 3 (see p. 20). It will be seen

that these ratios combine to produce a conjunct Greater Perfect System)

as follows (with the earth being assigned an arbitrary C):

earth air moon Venus sun

C D G c d
Jupiter fixed stars

g c

Those planets standing outside the system, Mercury, Mars, and Saturn)

produce dissonant intervals with all the others and are consequently
deemed to be of ill omen.
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-----fixed stars 32

-----Saturn 27%

4:3

2:1 -----Jupiter 24

------Mars 21Y2

4:1

-----sun 18

------3:2
Venus 16

4:3
2:1 ------Mercury 13

2:1 ------ }3moon 12

3:2

~

3:2

2:1

3:1

earth 8

Figure 3
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3.2.1 Calligraphy

The ideal proportions embodied by these ratios are held to be manifest
not only through their actualization in sound, whether human or
celestiaL but also in non-musical domains. Two in particular are singled
out for extensive treatment: calligraphy and physiology.

The calligraphic essentials are the two geometric fundamentals of
line and circle, and all letter shapes, in whatever script, are deemed to
be derivable from these. There is confirmatory citation of other scripts
(Hebrew, Indian numerals, Syriac, if largely garbled in the extant
manuscripts), but detailed exemplification is naturally confined to
the Arabic letters, with a description of the nature and proportions
of the elements ofeach. Here the number 8 reappears as a significant

element, the width of the first letter of the alphabet, I, being specified

as one eighth of its length. The line of I then provides the diameter
of a circle, segments of which combine with it to form the remaining
letters.

3.2.2 Physiology

When we turn to physiology, we find a general catalogue ofbody parts,
including internal organs, held to be proportionate to one another,
and a more specific set of detailed measurements held to be valid for
the ideal human form, that of the newborn infant unaffected by any
of the ills to come. The unit of measurement is the handspan, and 8

(with internal 4 x 2 segments) is again a key figure:

height 8
finger tip to stretched finger tip 8
soles of feet to knee-caps 2
knees to groin 2

groin to top of the heart 2

top of the heart to the parting 2

finger tip to elbow 2

elbow to clavicle 2.

In addition, using the navel as the central point, a circle described by a
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compass extended to the finger tips when stretched above the head will
reach the tips of its toes, and have a diameter of 10, as shown below in
Fig. 4. The comparison with Leonardo da Vinci's drawing ofVitruvian
man is inescapable, and is not just an unavoidable consequence of a
common anatomy: there is a direct echo of Vitruvius' circle, centred
upon the navel, that touches the outstretched fingers and toes, and of
the square within which height equals extended arms. However, there
is otherwise little resemblance between the Ikhwan's measurements
and those ofVitruvius,24 and the Ikhwan go on to offer a far longer list
of items, some subdivisions of those given in Fig. 4, but the majority
additional, including numerous facial proportions.

Figure 4

24 They often measure different things, and where there are common items the
measurement may not coincide: from elbow to finger tip is one fifth of height
for Vitruvius, one quarter for the Ikhwan.
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4. Instruments

Given that they are referred to in various contexts and for different
reasons, it is not surprising to find that more than one generic term
is used for musical intruments. In fact, we encounter four in all: the
standard general term ala (pI. alat), 'instrument' (of any kind) coupled
with which in one passage is the rather more abstract adawat ('devices',
'implements'), the equally standard malahi, and miisiqan (a derivation

from miisiqi), peculiar to the Ikhwc3.n and used especially in the chapter

on wise sayings on music, the learned flavour of which is well suited

to its ancient Greek atmosphere.
Apart from the description of the lute, which is considered separately,

there are two main passages dealing with instruments. In addition to the

intrinsic interest of the range of instruments represented, they raise two

issues, one concerning whether we can infer the presence of a general

organological classification, the other whether we can define with any

degree ofprecision the type of instrument to which a given name relates.

The two issues are, of course, related: a degree of reliability in the latter

is a prerequisite for being able to address the former.

Texts earlier than the risala contain incidental references to a

number of instrument names, but some appear to have fallen out of
use by the ninth century,25 and few occur in contexts that satisfactorily

define them beyond allowing us, at best, to assign them to the general

classes of struck, plucked, or blown.26 Theoretical texts are not

particularly informative in this respect either, so that it is likely,

especially taking regional diversity into account, that a considerably

wider range of instruments existed than is revealed by the literature.

Mention is made by al-Kind! of a number of chordophones, but few

are named, and, apart from his detailed account of the lute, his interest,

cosmologically driven, is specifically in the number of strings. (More

25 For example, muwattar and bran (presumably types of plucked lute) appear
only in early poetry.

26 Although ostensibly concerned with instruments, the Kitab al-Malahi of Abu
Talib al-Mufa<,iQal ibn Salama (d. 290/902) is not particularly forthcoming, being
more concerned with literary citation. See 'A. al- 'Azzawl, Al-Musiqa al-'iraqiyya
fi 'ahd al-mughul wa'l-turkuman min sanat656-1258 ila sanat 941-1534 (Baghdad:
Sharikat al-Tijara wa'l-Tiba'a al-Mabduda, 1370/1951), pp. 73-89; trans. J.
Robson, Journal ofthe Royal Asiatic Society, 2 (1938), pp. 231-249.
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informative, despite their often laconic brevity, are the definitions
given by al-KhwarizmL)27 In contrast, al-Farabi provides extensive
accounts of the instruments selected for discussion, but his primary
concern is not with materials, morphology, or playing technique but
with the scales associated with the instrument in question.28

4.1 Types ofInstrument

4.1.1 Idiophones and membranophones

Given these concerns, it is not surprising to find that these authorities
ignore unpitched instruments; in contrast, it is interesting to see the

Ikhwan give percussion its due, even if only a few instruments are

specified. Alongside tabl (pI. tubal), probably a generic term for double
headed drums struck with beaters,29 the other common term mentioned

is daff(pl. dufa}), a frame drum. These probably varied in shape (some

being square) and size, and possibly also in playing technique, for

although striking with the hand or fingers was presumably the norm,
there is relatively early iconographical evidence for the use of small
beaters also.30 Two other drum types are named, and a third is referred

to. One, the kas, is defined in terms of volume, context of use, and

geography: presumably a very large kettle drum, it could be heard at a
considerable distance, and was used in the border regions of Khurasan,

where it accompanied (and presumably also helped summon) warriors

going forth to battle. The other type, named dabadib (sg. dabdaba),

27 AI-Khwarizml, Mafiitih al-'ulum, ed. G. van Vloten (Leiden: Brill, 1895), pp.
236-240.

28 AI-Farabl, Kitiib al-Musiqi al-kabir, ed. GhaHas 'Abd at-M. Khashaba, rev.
and intra. Mabmud Abmad al-I:Jifnl (Cairo: Dar al-Kitab al-'Arabl li'l-Tiba'a
wa'l-Nashr, 1967), pp. 494-877; tr. in R. d'Erlanger, La musique arabe, vol. 1
(Paris: Geuthner, 1930), pp. 163-306.

29 In a court context, tabl could also denote a waisted type of drum where pressure
on the tensioning laces could alter the pitch. See G. D. Sawa, Music Performance
Practice in the Early 'Abbasid Era (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Medieval
Studies, 1989), p. 148.

30 On eleventh-century Fatimid ivory plaques, see A. Contadini, 'Fatimid Ivories
within a Mediterranean Culture', Journal ofthe David Collection, 2/2 (2005), pp.
227-247, at p. 231.
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may have been a smaller kettle drum, but in any case probably differed
from the tabl in being single-headed rather than double. 3

)

There is, further, a reference to the drums played by the mukhannathun,
effeminate musicians of unsavoury reputation. Other sources allow
us to name this drum, possibly a slim, waisted, single-headed type, as
kuba. 32 We thus have references to membranophones across the social
spectrum, from those associated with military campaigns to those used
in celebrations to those associated with purely entertainment contexts,
and it is also within this last that may be placed the one idiophone cited,
the $anj (pI. $unuj), or small cymbals.33 It should be noted, however,
as a foretaste ofproblems to come, that although this seems the more

likely identification here, $anj may also designate a harp.
Finally, in the treatment of rhythm mention is also made of a beater

or wand, the qa(iib (pI. qucjban). Although instances are recorded
during the (Abbasid period, the reference is fundamentally a textual

relic of an earlier stage of musical practice, before accompaniment of
the voice by the IUfe became the norm, when a light stick or switch had

been used to tap out the rhythm.

4.1.2 Aerophones

The problem here is not so much which instrument names belong in

this category, but which particular types they designate. The names
mentioned are nay (pI. nayat), surnay (pI. surnayat, sarani), mizmiir
(pI. mazamir), $affara, and shabbaba. Although there will later emerge
a clear divide between nay, designating an obliquely held end-blown
bamboo flute, and surnay, designating a double-reed shawm, at this

stage there may have been no hard and fast distinction, with nay being

31 This is, however, no more than reasonable conjecture. There is certainly
iconographical evidence for kettle drums (of various sizes), but for dabadib
the Ikhwan are the only witnesses cited in Lois Ibsen al-Faruqi, An Annotated
Glossary ofArabic Musical Terms (Westport, eT: Greenwood Press, 1981).

32 Al-Ghazali, 11:zya' 'ulum ai-din, tr. D. B. Macdonald as 'Emotional Religion
in Islam as affected by Music and Singing. Being a Translation of a Book of the
Ihya 'Ulum ai-Din of al-Ghazzali, with Analysis, Annotation, and Appendices',
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society (1901), p. 213.

33 According to al-Khalil, quoted by al-Khwarizmi, these were the jingles attached
to frame drums.
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used as a generic term and possibly more frequently in relation to reed
instruments; al-Khwarizml's terse definition of the nay is mizmar.34 He
also defines surnay as $affara, and although we are dealing here with
approximate equivalences rather than with organological precision, this
suggests, somewhat unexpectedly, that at this stage the name surnay

may not have been associated specifically with a reed instrument.35

Reeds fail to be mentioned,36 and the only remarks on instrument

morphology in the risala occur in a passage commenting on the effect
of wider and narrower bores and of wider and narrower finger holes

and their relative proximity to the mouthpiece.

Of the other names, one might suppose that, like the $affara, the

shabbaba was not a reed instrument, and hazard that they may have
been, respectively, a whistle (or a duct flute)3? and an end-blown flute

(but if so there is insufficient evidence to establish a distinction between

it and other end-blown flutes to which the term nay might on occasion

have been applied). The one instrument that may be identified with

greater confidence as having a reed is the mizmar (together with the

etymological1y related zamr and zummara), but among reed instruments

it is by no means clear that a consistent differentiation was maintained

between single and double reeds.38 In the absence ofprecise descriptions,

early contexts of occurrence are seldom informative enough to assign an

instrument to one specific type or another, and early representations in

iconography are not always easy to interpret - and in any case have no

names attached. What they do, however, is confirm the importance of

wind instruments as part of court music making, something that would

34 AI-Khwarizmi, Mafatll; al-'ulum, p. 237. See H. G. Farmer, 'A Note on the
Mizmar and Nay', Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society (1929), pp. 119-121.

35 This conclusion is confirmed by Ibn Sina, who contrasts the mizmar, which
is taken into the mouth (i.e., it has a reed), with instruments where one blows
into a hole (i.e., the tube end), such as the yara'a , an end-blown flute made ofcane
or reed 'which is known as surnay'. See Ibn Sina, Kitab al-Shifa', al-Riya(jiyyat.
lawami' 'ilm al-muslql, ed. Z. Yllsuf (Cairo: al-Matba'a al-Arniriyya, 1956),
p.143.

36 The exception is al-Khwarizmi, who speaks of sha'lrat al-mizmar, literally,
'the barley stalk of the mizmar'.

37 The related verb $afara means 'to whistle'.
38 Farmer wisely opts for discretion, and prefers to use the non-specific designation

'reed pipe'.
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never be suspected from the material collected in the Kitab al-Aghani,39
the most comprehensive ofmusical source texts, in which performers
on wind instruments, apart from the celebrated nay-player Bar~awma,

are encountered rarely if at all.
It should be noted that the principal list of instrument names

contains no trumpets or horns. The key term buq (pI. buqat) does,
however, appear elsewhere, alongside drums, placing it therefore in
the military and ceremonial band. Given the length and the apparently
cylindrical bore of the examples in early iconography, it is probably to

be defined as a straight trumpet.40

There are two further problematic cases, urghun and armunlql. In

the first case there is no difficulty in identifying the instrument, the
(presumably hydraulic) organ. A number ofworks of the period mention
it, and it appears, with descriptions of its construction, in treatises on
ingenious mechanisms. The question concerns, rather, the uses to

which it was put: given that it is absent from the Kitab al-Aghanl as
well as from al-Farabi's Kitab al-Muslql al-kablr, the likelihood is that,
although it must have been restricted to the court, on account of cost,

it remained essentially a curiosity, an impressive display ofengineering

skill to go alongside whistling mechanical birds on artificial trees, but
one remarkable for volume rather than finesseY With the armunlqi, in
contrast, the problem is knowing exactly what instrument it was. It has
been confidently identified as panpipes,42 but this appears to be a leap of

faith unsupported by lexical evidence: armunlql is unknown to classical
Greek (in which the standard term for panpipes is syrinx), while in

later Arabic sources we encounter, rather, shu'aybiyya and muslqal.43

Although the literature around 'Abbasid court music practice makes no
mention of an instrument readily identifiable as panpipes, there is no

39 Abii'l-Faraj al-I~bahani, Kitab al-Aghanf, 25 vols. (Beirut: Dar Sadir, 2004).
40 Farmer, however, distinguishes between buq, as a generic term but used more

for conical bore instruments, and naffr, designating the cylindrical; Studies in
Oriental Musical Instruments, First Series (London: Reeves, 1931), p. 173.

41 See H. G. Farmer, The Organ of the Ancients: from Eastern Sources (London:
Reeves, 1931).

42 H. G. Farmer, A History of Arabian Music to the XlIIth Century (London:
Luzac, 1929, repr. 1973), p. 210; al-Faruqi, An Annotated Glossary.

43 Farmer, Studies in Oriental Musical Instruments, First Series, p. 173.
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reason to think that it could not have occurred in other social milieux,
even though its iconographical representation occurs considerably later;44
but a no more unlikely alternative would be the mouth organ, for even
though its iconographical representation is considerably earlier, it was
still known to al-KhwarizmI.45 There is, nevertheless, insufficient good
evidence to support or refute either identification.

4.1.3 Chordophones

The various terms assigned to this category include a number that are

not at all controversial and others that are rather problematic. The

readily identifiable types include the short-necked lute Cud, see 4.1.3.1),

long-necked lute (tunbur), harp (jank), and fiddle (rabab). A rather more

generic term is macazij, covering one or more types with unstopped

strings,46 while the problematic ones consist ofshulyaq and shawshak
(or more precisely, in each case, multiple variants thereof).

As well as being the vehicle preferred by theorists for demonstrating
interval sizes and scalar/modal structures, the Cud was clearly the

predominant instrument in court circles, but its popularity was, for a

time at least, challenged by that of the tunburY It is possible, though,

44 Called shuCaybiyya, it appears in an anonymous fourteenth- or fifteenth-century
Arabic text, Kashfal-humum wa'l-kurab fi shar/:z aliit al-tarab - reproduced in
H. G. Farmer, The Sources ofArabian Music (Leiden: Brill, 1965), pI. V - and
thereafter frequently in Ottoman miniatures, the Ottoman name being mlskal.

45 An instrument of the East Asian sheng type, known as mushtaklmushtaq
($ini), and to al-Khwarizmi: as mustaq or mushtaq, it is represented in Sasanian
metalwork and rock carving; see H. G. Farmer, Islam, Musikgeschichte in Bildern,
Band Ill: Musik des Mittelalters und der Renaissance, Lieferung 2 (Leipzig:
VEB Deutscher Verlag fur Musik Leipzig, 1966), p. 19. Its appearance in an early
fifteenth-century Khamsa ofNi~ami: (British Library MS Add. 27261, fol. 225v)
presumably indicates not continuity but a later re-importation from the Far
East. There is a contemporary description from Samarkand by al-Maraghi:, who
again considers it Chinese; Jami' al-al/:zan, ed. Taqi: Blnish (Tehran: Mu'assasa-yi
Mutala'at wa-Tabqi:qat-i Farhangi:, 1366/1987), p. 209.

46 For references, see H. G. Farmer, 'The Mediaeval Psaltery in the Orient',
reprinted in Studies in Oriental Musical Instruments, Second Series, pp. 15-16.

47 The tunbur appears to have overcome the same kind of morally dubious
reputation that was attached to the kuba, homosexuality being the element
common to both. The kuba was associated with the effeminate mukhannathun,
concerning whom the Kitab al-Aghani contains anecdotes involving homosexual
acts. For the funbur, obloquy surrounded its presumed origins: in one account
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that this name was attached to more than one type oflong-necked lute:
rather than the type with a piriform resonator that can be considered the
ancestor of the Persian setar and the Turkish saz, early representations
prefer a type in which the soundbox has square shoulders, an ancestor,
presumably, of the barbed lute known later as rubab, and tend to show
two pegs as against the four of the lute.48

Although associated by the Sasanians with the royal court,49 the

harp does not appear to have been prominent during the Umayyad
and early (Abbasid periods. The type current was almost certainly a

relative of that depicted on late Sasanian rock carvings: a vertical harp
without forepillar. In addition to jank, this type ofharp was also called
$anj, the two terms apparently being used indiscriminately.50 Its range,

to judge from al-Farabi's account, was probably two octaves.51

Possibly an offshoot of a horizontally held harp, the psaltery is
one of the instruments supposedly subsumed under the generic term
mtzaja (pI. ma(azij), which may well also have been used to designate

members of the lYre family. 52 It is mentioned by al-Mufa~~al ibn Salama,
but he is only concerned to emphasize its geographical marginality,

associating it especially with the Yemeni rulers in Sanaa, and he offers
no clue as to its identity.

There remain the shulyaq and shawshak, or, more precisely, two
groups of names the manuscripts (and other sources) collectively

- see al-Mas'iid"i, Muruj al-dhahab, ed. and tr. Charles Barbier de Meynard and
Abel Pavet de Courteille as Les Prairies d'Or, 9 vols. (Paris: Imprimerie Nationale,
1861-1877), vol. 8, p. 89 - it was invented by the people of Lot, in another it
was imported from the Persians; in either case it was used as an instrument of
pederastic seduction. Despite this, it was the preferred instrument of a number
of prominent performers at court, and there were even books written on famous
players; see Farmer, The Sources ofArabian Music, nos. 61 and 155.

48 See Farmer, Islam, pp. 39, 47.
49 The harp is prominent in the Taq-i Bustan reliefs; see Farmer, Islam, pp. 15,

17; and B. Lawergren, 'Harp', Encyclopaedia lranica, vol. 12, pp. 7-13.
50 For al-Khwarizm"i, chang (= jank) is the Persian equivalent of the Arabic

word ~anj.

51 Later representations in Safavid and Ottoman miniature paintings normally
show upward of twenty strings, suggesting an increase in range to three
octaves.

52 Farmer speaks ofa 'more primitive lyre or kithara'; Studies in Oriental Musical
Instruments, First Series, p. 174.
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provide, one consisting of s.lbiiq, sh.lbiiq, sh.lhaq, shilba, and silbii,

the other of shawshak, shawshal (and its plural shawashil), sawsal,

and sawsak. The confusion this welter of variants reveals may be
attributed to ignorance on the part of most of the copyists with regard
to the identity of the instrument in question, which would be hardly
surprising in the first case as the name may have dropped out of use,
and in any case referred to an exotic instrument. It has been suggested
that the most promising candidate among them is salbaq, because of the
not unreasonable idea that it may be derived from the Greek sambyke.53

This would provide an etymological basis for detecting here a reference
to an arched harp,54 contrasting therefore with the angled jank, but this

runs up against the unfortunate fact that such harps had disappeared
from Persian representations at least 1,000 years earlier, and were not

to be attested again; all Islamic harp depictions are of the angled type,
with an upper soundchest. In any case, the derivation itself can hardly
stand close scrutiny: most manuscripts have an initial sh, not s; the

vowel change is suspect; and there seems to be no good reason for the
dissimilation mb ~ lb. A perhaps more fruitful lexical connection is
one that leads us towards the lyre, for in astronomy the Arabic term

for the constellation Lyra is either Iura or sulyaq or shulyaq, and the
latter (or shalyiiq) is precisely the form given by al-Khwarizmi in his
list of instruments (and is the form preferred here).55 However, the

constellation pictures in Ibn al-SufI manuscripts show a stylized lyre
shape devoid of strings that could not be identified as an instrument

without prior knowledge, and there is no evidence for the lyre being
known in the environment of Arab art music. Together with Ibn

53 Farmer, History ofArabian Music, p. 155. Studies in Oriental Musical Instruments,
First Series, p. 154 mentions the derivation sambyke ~ Aramaic $abbeka.

54 See M. L. West, Ancient Greek Music (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992, repr.
1994), pp. 75-77.

55 More precisely, shalyaq is the reading preferred by the editor, Van Vloten.
The manuscripts have sh.lyaq or s.lyaq. A similar lack of familiarity is exhibited
by copyists ofIbn SIna's Kitab al-Shifa', the manuscripts of which have s.lyaq,
s.lsaq, s.ltaq, and sh.ltaq; see Jawami' 'i/m al-musiqi, p. 143. Ibn SIna places it,
together with the $anj, in a category that is defined in terms appropriate to both
harps and lyres. (Unfortunately, he makes no reference to anything resembling
the other problematical term, shawshak, discussed below.)
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Khurradadhbih,S6 al-Khwarizmi refers to the shulyaq, or shalyaq, as
a Greek/Byzantine instrument: the former credits it with twenty-four
strings, while the latter states that it resembles the jank. We are thus
left, rather uncomfortably, with the notion ofan otherwise unattested
twenty-four-stringed Byzantine harp-like instrument,S7 presumably
one perceived to be at the same time both contemporary and ancient
(and thus fitting with the introductory claim concerning invention

by the sages).
Equally problematic is the shawshak group. Farmer,S8 followed

by al-Faruqi, selects shawshak itself from the various forms available
and tentatively relates it to the ghizhak,S9 suggesting therefore that it
may have been a type of spike-fiddle. But the Ikhwan al-Safa' cannot
be adduced as authorities for 'the use of the bow' with respect to
this instrument,60 and although not decisive as evidence, it may be
observed that, unlike the rabab, the shawshak is not included among
the instruments capable ofproducing continuous sounds. In short, the
identification does not inspire confidence: a definition ofghizhak as
a spike-fiddle only occurs much later,61 and the sound-shifts required
appear suspect; however, given the number of lexical variants that
are attested,62 a path could probably be found with a modicum of

56 See H. G. Farmer, Byzantine Musical Instruments in the Ninth Century
(London: Reeves, 1925).

57 Al-Faruqi, An Annotated Glossary, suggests that salbaq might be an 'ancient
triangular harp' - without, presumably, implying the presence of a forepillar.
But as al-KhwarizmI attributes it to the contemporary rum as well as the
ancient yunaniyyun, the contrast with the jank can hardly be one of ancient
and modern.

58 Farmer, History ofArabian Music, p. 210.
59 Al-Faruqi, An Annotated Glossary.

60 Farmer History, p. 210. The Ikhwan made no specific mention of it: the
earliest explicit reference is in al-Fanibfs account of the rabab.

61 However, the term may have existed considerably earlier; see Nicholas Sims
Williams, 'A Greek-Sogdian Bilingual from Bulay'iq', in La Persia e Bisanzio,
Atti dei Convegni Lincei, 201 (Rome: Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, 2004),
pp. 623-631.

62 Steingass includes also qachak, qijak, and, further, shishak, somewhat
vaguely glossed as 'musical instrumenf, 'violin', and 'a four-stringed intrumenf
respectively. The last is attested in a PahlavI source, but there is no means of
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philological ingenuity.63 Nevertheless, the sheer multiplicity of forms
is puzzling, and there remains the point that if the shawshak were a
bowed instrument, one might expect it to be listed alongside the rabab;

and we would also need to assume the parallel existence of two distinct
types, presumably the boat-shaped fiddle and the spike-fiddle. In any
event, in both of these difficult cases we are dealing with instruments
that were unknown to tenth-century Arab court music as reflected in
the Kitab al-Aghanl (and which were therefore less likely to receive
iconographical attestation later).

4.1.3.1 The lute

Given that over the centuries, from aI-Kind! on, the lute was the

standard tool of theorists for the demonstration of tunings and frettings
and the definition of scalar and modal structures, it is no surprise

to find the Ikhwan singling it out for particular attention. Nor is it
unexpected to find them adopt, broadly, the approach of aI-Kind!, who

deals not only with intervals and scales but also with the materials and
dimensions of the instrument, an aspect also touched upon in a number
oflater texts.64 For example, they strike a realistic note in the practical

injunction to choose for the strips of the body a hard, light wood that
rings when struck. The dimensions are articulated not as measurements

but as proportions: the relationship ofbreadth to depth is stated to be

2: L that oflength to breadth 3:2, and that of total length to total length
less neck 4:3. The ratio 4:3, that of the perfect fourth, is then said to

govern the relative thickness of the strings, specified as being made
successively of sixty-four, forty-eight, thirty-six, and twenty-seven

threads of silk. It might be thought that the relative dimensions given

knowing what, precisely, it designates; J. Unvala, The Pahlavi Text 'King Husraw
and His Boy' (Paris, n.d. [1921]), pp. 27-29.

63 The change gh -+ sh is abrupt and unlikely, and sh -+ gh even more implausible.
At best, one might hypothesize *g -+ gh and *g -+ j -+ ch -+ sh, following
recognized routes of affrication and palatization respectively.

64 The available materials, including the accounts of aI-Kindi and the Ikhwan,
are presented and discussed in detail in E. Neubauer, 'Der Bau cler Laute und
ihre Besaitung nach arabischen, persischen und tiirkischen Quellen des 9. bis 15.
Jahrhunderts', Zeitschrift fur Geschichte der Arabisch-Islamischen Wissenschaften,
8 (1993), pp. 279-378.
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are less the result of exact measurements than the ideal proportions
they are in fact stated to be, yet there is at the same time an emphasis
on referring to practitioners, and it is probable that they corresponded
fairly closely to the proportions of actual instruments of the day.

4.2 Ratios and tunings

The steps by which the strings are tuned and the fret positions fIxed

are clearly spelt out, and require no further explanation. First, on any

given string the frets are attached to produce the following intervals

(measured in cents) from 1, the open string:

1 2

I+- 204 ~I+

204
90

3

114 ~I+

408
90

4

~I

498

The strings are then tuned in fourths, so that, with A being given,

arbitrarily, as the equivalent of the open bamm string, we have in all:

bamm mathlath mathna zir

A d g c

B e a d'

c f bb b'e
c# f:J:l: b e

d g c f

For Farmer, the fretting defined by both al-Kindi and the Ikhwan

demonstrates the abandonment of neutral intervals,65 thus suggesting

a regression from the more complicated scale system described by

al-Farabi to the diatonic structure described by Ibn al-Munajjim

(d. 913) and associated with Isbaq al-Maw~ili,66before complexity

re-establishes itself at the beginning of the eleventh century in the

accounts of al-Basan al-Katib and Ibn Sina. But such would be a

rather perverse view of the evolution of the scale system, and there is

no reason to assume that any attempt is being made here to account

65 Farmer, Studies in Oriental Musical Instruments, First Series, p. 191.
66 See Neubauer, 'Al-KhalIl ibn Abmad und die Friihgeschichte der arabischen

Lehre van den "Tonen" und den musikalischen Metren', Zeitschrift fur Geschichte
der Arabisch-Islamischen Wissenschaften, 10 (1995/1996), pp. 255-323.
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for the complexities of practice; the stress is on a Pythagorean fretting
which is based on, and restricted to, simple ratios (2: 1, 3:2) 4:3) and
9:8) which accord with Neoplatonic numerology (and the attraction
of these ratios is such that mention is also made in this context of the
just intonation major third, 5:4, even though it is not yielded by the

fretting). To take into consideration the irrational ratios associated
with neutral intervals, even though they were clearly well established in

practice, would have meant completely undermining the cosmological

inferences of this scheme.

A further cosmological element emerges in a metaphoric play upon the

distinction between high and low notes. Both from the modal descriptions

ofIbn al-Munajjim and the comments by al-Kindi on the variable tunings

applied to the lowest string, it appears likely that the two highest strings

were primarily the bearers of the melody, and that the lower two tended

to be used more for registral contrast and to strengthen) by supplYing

appropriate consonant intervals, modally significant notes in the melody.

This contrast is first stated in terms of body (low) and spirit (high),

and there is then a quite baroque elaboration in which the performer

becomes a scribe) his quill a plectrum conjuring from the higher strings

melodic letters that form song-utterances written on the parchment of

the air, the ideas they convey again being likened to spirits lodged in

bodies. Finally) the temporal dimension ofthe melody is an imitation of

the cosmological rhythms inscribed by the movements of the heavenly

bodies, and it thereby serves as a reminder of the felicity the soul may

attain in the celestial realm.

4.3 Classification

Reference has been made above to a distinction between continuous

and discontinuous sounds. Although not designed as a criterion of

organological classification (the discontinuous sounds are exemplified
by methods of attack rather than by reference to particular instruments),

it certainly allows a listing of instruments (together with water wheels)
that produce continuous sounds. These include, predictably, various
aerophones but also the rabab, clearly implying that it was a bowed
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instrument.67 The wind instruments cited are, first, mizmar and nay,
and then, after the rabab, surnay. These may well be no more than a
random selection, but, ifnot, one might venture the suggestion that the
omission of the $affara and shabbaba points us in the direction of reed
instruments and thence to the possibility of the further prolongation
of sound through the technique of circular breathing.68

There are two other passages where a number of instruments are
mentioned together. The first moves broadly from percussion to wind to
strings, but is perhaps to be more precisely interpreted in terms ofa set of
functional categories. The first would be military and ceremonial, thereby
explaining the inclusion of trumpets (buqat) among the drums, tubul
and dabadib. This group is followed by frame drums (dufuf), typically
used to accompany social events and celebrations, whether urban or
rural, and selected aerophones (nayat, saranf, and mazamfr), which were

probably all reed instruments used in similar contexts. Finally, there is a
laconic mention oflutes Cfdan) 'and the like', interpretable as referring

in the first instance to the instruments favoured by the social elite and

therefore least in need of specification.
Although this is not made explicit, the other and more extensive

list approaches more closely an organological classification, and it is of
interest to note that it again begins with percussion instruments, which

as a category tend to be ignored by other theorists. 69 It contains the
problematic terms already referred to, and it should be noted, although
this is not a serious difficulty, that the order of the items listed is not

the same in every manuscript. Marking the problematic cases as 'x',
and the others as 'p' (percussion), cs' (string), and 'w' (wind), we have
in the reading proposed:

pppwwwwwsxssssswx

67 For those who argue for an early tenth-century date for the Rasa'il, this
indication would then predate al-FarabI and thus be the earliest evidence
for bowing.

68 The Kitab aI-Aghani contains an anecdote demonstrating that this technique
(zamr) was already known in the Umayyad period; vo!' 17, p. 101.

69 Presumably, because they do not produce functional pitches. The only early
major theorist to refer to them in a classificatory context is al-MaraghI; see Jami'
aI-aIban, ed. BInish, pp. 198,209-210.
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Ignoring, for the moment, the last two, it seems fairly clear that this
embodies the same tripartite taxonomy as before, and one might
further venture the conclusion that the order within each group is not
random. Thus, dividing percussion into 'm' (membranophone) and
er (idiophone) and, rather less confidently, wind into 'r+', (with reed)
and 'r-' (without reed), we have:

m m i / r± r+ r+ r- r-

However, the distinctions proposed are by no means certain, and
when we turn to the string group, no clear organological sequence can
be established on the basis of the usual identifications. The expected
juxtapositions ofsalbaq, macazij, and jank, and shawshak and rabab do
not occur, and if we discriminate 'p' (plucked) from 'b' (bowed) and
's+' (stopped strings) from 's-' (unstopped), we have:

p
s-

b
s+

p
s+

p
s-

b
s+

p
s-

But even if nothing emerges beyond the pointless observation that
the first line is palindromic, it is still clear that there is a broad
classificatory principle at work (indeed, it is because of this that it
is possible, without running a serious risk of circularity, to assign
to ~unuj the sense of cymbals rather than harps), and it may be that
among the chordophones a different factor was at work. It is certainly
striking that the most important ones, the ubiquitous short- and
long-necked lutes, come after two rare instruments with classical
associations that can, accordingly, be thought to bear a particular
form ofcultural prestige. The same approach, it may be noted, appears
very clearly in al-Khwarizmi's account, which begins with four Greek
instruments (and continues thereafter to stress geographical and
hence cultural associations). 70

After the subsequent list ofmainstream contemporary chordophones
the group ends with macazij, a plural noun, possibly comprising
marginal or local instruments oflesser prestige. But it is also conceivable
that they initiate a final group, containing also urghun and armunlqz,

70 A particular form of tunbur is associated with Baghdad, the rabiib with Fars
and Khurasan, the mi'zafa with Iraq, and the mustaqlmushtaq with China.
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that is both organologically consistent, to the extent that each pitch has
a separate sound producer,?l and at the same time a kind ofantiquarian
appendix: the mi'zafa appears to have been a rather generic term that
was obsolescent, representative of an earlier stage of Arab musical
culture; the organ, as noted above, was of interest for its mechanical
complexity, and embodied not so much a significant musical resource
as a prolongation of the classical heritage, being usually considered
to have originated as a Greek battlefield device designed to inspire
awe and terror; and the elusive armuniql (the identification of which
as panpipes may owe something to its coming immediately after the
organ) is lexically of quite explicitly Greek derivation.

5. Rhythm

As has been suggested in the introductory volume, the treatment of
rhythm is quite complex and in some respects problematic. The particular
difficulties concern in the main the definitions ofa number of individual
cycles (the longer ones in particular), but before addressing these it
may be helpful to review the terms in which they are couched and the
conceptual framework within which they occur, especially as various
relevant themes are touched upon in different chapters of the risiila.

5.1 Perception

In presenting the cycles as specific arrangements of attacks and
intervening durations the Ikhwan give definitions largely derived from
al-Kindi, yet they also set these in a wider context, taking independent
account ofgeneral issues ofduration and memory as these relate to the
perception of events in time. Relevant here is the contrast (see above,
4.3) drawn between continuous sounds produced by bowed or wind
instruments and discontinuous sounds produced by successive attacks
on, e.g., plucked instruments. Although the melodies played using
the former were doubtless equally subject to the temporal discipline

71 This is a distinction that would presage the classificatory division between
stopped and unstopped made in relation to string instruments by Ibn Sinai
]awami' cilm al-musiqi, p. 143.
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of a rhythmic cycle, it is essentially in terms of the latter that the
pattern of the cycle is articulated, and since the attacks that mark it
are, inevitably, separated by intervening durations, the question then
arises of how these can be measured, whether by ear or by mechanical
means, so that the relationships between them are perceived to fall into
meaningful recurrent sequences. From this derives the concept of a
minimum indivisible time unit, expressed negatively as 'that into which
another attack cannot be put' ,72 with longer durations being analysed as
multiples thereof. Given the dependence of the description of rhythmic
phenomena upon prosodic models, it is not surprising to find the

equation of the minimum unit with a short syllable. Nor is it surprising,
given the lack ofadequate devices for measuring short durations with
greater precision, to find that tempo is defined in straightforwardly

relative terms: a given speed, y, is defined as faster than z but slower than
x. The appeal here is to culturally familiar phenomena, the particular

example cited being the pounding of the pestles ofgypsum grinders (y)

as compared with the strokes of oars (z) and the blows of blacksmiths'
hammers (x). The notion of comparatively slower and faster tempi,

already implicit in the binary distinctions found in the nomenclature
of the cycles, is expanded in abstract terms to four, differentiated by
the number of time units per attack in each, one, two, four, and eight

respectively.73 Why the possible tempo range could not be subdivided

further is not discussed, but why it could not be extended by the
addition of yet slower bands is explained as resulting from cognitive

constraints: the gap between attacks cannot be so great as to destroy

the perception of a meaningful relationship between them, and the
limit proposed is eight time units. In most manuscripts the symbols for
these are laid out as a square, the notion being that from a given point

(the top right corner being suggested by the direction of the Arabic
script) one proceeds round the square to arrive, eight symbols later,
back at the starting point. This form of representation can be seen to

72 It may be noted, though, that indivisibility is a relative rather than absolute
concept, at least for al-Farabi, who allows tremolo subdivisions.

73 This is one of the few parallels to be detected between the Ikhwan al-Safa'
and al-Farabi in this area; see Neubauer, Arabische Musiktheorie, pp. 133-134,
304. However, al-Farab. also expands from one to two, three, and four; Kitab
al-MUsiqi al-kabir, pp. 449-452.
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prefigure the later use of circular diagrams for the rhythmic cycles,
and is almost certainly derived from the concept of the prosodic circle
(difira) around which related metres could be displayed.74

Beyond this limit, it is argued, the mental image of the first attack
would fade before the impact of the second is registered. It follows that
external aids would be needed to establish the nature of the relationships
involving longer durations, and what these might be emerges in the
course of a comparison between audial and visual perception. In
exactly the same way as with hearing, it is argued that coherent spatial
relationships can be perceived over short distances, but otherwise need
to be established by using external units of measurement such as feet
and yards. The search for temporal equivalents leads not to comparable
units such as seconds and minutes, but to the appropriate contemporary

technology, despite its inability to operate accurately on such a small
scale, to crucial regulatory parts of the water-clock, and beyond these
to various forms of astrolabe.

5.2 Prosodic parallels

The basic approach to the description of patterns of attacks and
intervening durations is to co-opt prosodic terms and methods of
analysis, themselves reflecting features of the Arabic script which

determine an approach governed by the concept of the letter rather
than the syllable. Thus, an attack (naqra) is equated with a letter (bar/)
representing a consonant. The consonant may be followed by a short
vowel which is represented not by another letter but by a diacritic and
is termed a (movement' (baraka). The resulting (letter + movement'

(barf mutabarrik) may be symbolized as (CV' which, according to the
syllable structure of Arabic, forms a short syllable. By analogy with the
short syllable, we have a short rhythmic cell. This consists of (attack

+ movement' (naqra mutabarrika), and is viewed as indivisible. The
attack itself is considered to be instantaneous, and the cell as a whole,
which only acquires duration through the addition of the following

74 It is also used extensively by Safi ai-Din aI-Urmawi (d. 1294) and his successors
to show consonant intervals in modes and to display in concentric layers the
pitch relationships they have in common.
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movement, is regarded as the shortest entity that can be differentiated
from continuous sound. It may be readily equated with the concept of
a (minimum) time unit.

5.2.1 Cell combinations

To the short syllable implied by prosodic analysis corresponds, inevitably,
a long. To the first 'letter + movement' is added a second letter, this time

not followed by a short vowel. Lacking movement, it is consequently

termed 'motionless' (sakin). Such a letter can only be final in a syllable,

that is, added to a short CV syllable, thereby forming the long, which may

be symbolized as CVC.7S But, importantly, the 'absence of movement'

(sukun) associated with the sakin letter is theoretically equal in duration

to the movement found in a short syllable. Consequently, a long syllable

has twice the duration of a short - in other words, CVC is to be

analysed as CV + C0, where 0 has the same notional duration as V.

In exactly the same way, the Ikhwan posit a long rhythmic cell, the

duration ofwhich is twice that of the short. They symbolize the short

cell in two ways, both equivalent to ev: one uses the short syllables
(mu, ta, (i) occurring in the various prosodic feet, the other the short

syllables ta or na which occur in syllable strings representing rhythmic

structures. The representation of the long cell similarly uses either long
prosodic syllables (fa, (i, (u, la, mus, taJ, lun, tun) or extends ta and na

by adding a final n, all, then, equivalent to evc.
The long and short syllables combine to form three basic prosodic

elements; from various arrangements of these the prosodic feet are

formed; and the feet in turn combine to form the poetic metres. The

Ikhw3.n al-Safa' duly list the three basic elements and the prosodic feet,

but do not go on to catalogue the metres. They then use the same three

tiered model as an analytical framework for rhythm, providing first the
exact equivalents of the three prosodic elements, defined as tan,'6 tanan,

and tananan. But the second stage does not correspond exactly to an

elaboration of the prosodic feet: rather, we are given various schematic

75 The fact that the long syllable might be phonologically CVV is not relevant here,
since the sole determinant is the (identical) distribution of the script symbols.

76 Prosodists allow tana (equivalent in duration) as a variant, but the Ikhwan
make no mention of this.
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(and thus essentially theoretical) combinations of the three elements.
Representing the three as a, b, and c respectively, we are presented, first,
with all nine possible duple combinations (i.e., ab, ac, bb, bc, cc, cb, ca,
ba, aa) and then with a selection often (out ofa possible twenty-seven)
triple combinations. Given the lack of unanimity in the manuscripts,
it is not absolutely certain which ten they are, although the most likely
seem to be all six possible permutations of all three (i.e., abc, bac, acb,
cab, bca, cba) followed by four in which the first and third terms are

the same (Le., aca, bcb, cac, cbc). However, one might have expected to

encounter in addition aba and bab. Quite why these have been set aside

is not clear, nor, indeed, why the total should have been set at ten: an

overall sum of (10 + 9 + the original 3 =) twenty-two is noted, but this

is not a number ofparticular cosmological significance. What is clear is

that the combinations do not correspond to the prosodic feet, of which

there are only eight,!7 and given that the prosodic feet are empirically

derived from the range of sequences exhibited by the metres, it might

reasonably be conjectured that correspondence should be sought not

in the result but in the corpus from which it is derived. However, the

various duple and triple combinations are far in excess ofwhat is needed

to account for the rhythmic cycles, and it is in any case clear that, just

as with the prosodic feet, the various duple and triple combinations are

logically unnecessary: whatever patterns might be detected in the cycles

(or poetic metres) and expressed in these terms, all can be analysed in

binary terms, as concatenations of simple elements.

5.3 The rhythmic cycles as a set

So far we have been given, in this account of basic prosodic and

rhythmic concepts, a review of two parallel sets of constituent elements,

but just as this first survey does not go on to itemize the individual

metres, so too it avoids describing the structure of each cycle at this

stage, a task that is deferred to a later chapter. Rather, it confines itself to

characterizing them in general terms and naming them. Significant here
is that they are qualified as characteristic ofArab music, a point further

77 Formulated in the same way, these would be ab, ba; aab, baa, aba; bc, cb,
and aaaa.
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emphasized later when they are described in detail. The qualification
needs to be put in the context of a general awareness of differences
between the musical traditions ofvarious ethnic groups: at one point
Daylamis, Turks, Kurds, Armenians, Africans, Persians, and Byzantines
(among others) are mentioned as distinct, so that it should not be
presumed that the same rhythmic structures were current far beyond
the orbit of the court idiom. Even much later, in the thirteenth century,
when a common modal system appears to have prevailed, the point
is still being made that Arabs and Persians had divergent rhythmic
preferences. 7s However, as neither the Ikhwan nor the other theorists
writing during the ninth and tenth centuries comment on the nature
of these differences or provide information about any of these other

traditions, the matter cannot be taken further.
The total number of rhythmic cycles (alban) is stated to be eight, and

an equivalence is then suggested between them and the eight prosodic
feet. Viewed against the previous stress on taxonomic parallelism,

it would be tempting to set this aside as a simple but misleading
numerical coincidence between different levels, unhelpfully disguising

the proper equivalence, that between a rhythmic cycle and a poetic
metre. However, since some of the combinations that correspond to
the prosodic feet can in fact account for or be equated with some of the

shorter cycles (whereas all metres consist ofmultiples ofprosodic feet),

the relationship begins to appear less fanciful, and will be considered
again below in 5.5.

Rather more significant is the related statement, echoing al-Kindi,79

that the eight are fundamental structures definable as species (ajnas),
that is, they are in some sense logically prior to other structures that
may be viewed as dependent upon them or, to cite the particular
metaphor used, as branching off (tafarraj from them. On this topic,

however, the text of the risala remains as lapidary as al-Kindi, offering
no insight into the criteria according to which a particular structure was
selected as archetypal, nor any statement leading to an understanding
of the nature of the relationships that subsisted between fundamental

78 Safi aI-Din al-Urmawi (d. 1294), Kitab al-Adwar, ed. H. M. al-Rajab (Baghdad:
Manshl1nit Wazarat al-Thaqafa wa'l-I'lam, 1980), pp. 143, 149, 153.

79 Mu'allafat al-kindi al-musiqiyya, p. 97.
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and derived forms) and hence no way of telling how distant the latter
might be from the former while still being classified as offshoots of it.
For a theoretical analysis of this area it is to al-FarabI that we would
need to turn) but) rather than attempt an overall characterization of
the transformational processes he explores) here reference will be made
only to those variants relevant to the discussion of individual cycles.80

On their first appearance, the eight cycles are arranged into four
complementary pairs: the first two pairs each consist ofa 'heavy' cycle
and its 'light' counterpart, while the last two each juxtapose a cycle with
a proper name (ramal) hazaj) and its light counterpart. In each case,

therefore) the nomenclature suggests that the heavier member of the
pair constitutes the prior, unmarked term. However, on their second
appearance, immediately preceding their individual descriptions, the
symmetry of the first presentation is lost, for the first term of the final
pair is given as 'the light [counterpart] of the light' (khafifal-khafif) and

the second as hazaj. But there is no light to which the former could
be a counterpart (and in any case a light/extra light contrast would be

a displacement of the heavy/light contrast), and the light counterpart

to hazaj has been lost.
The subsequent individual accounts follow this asymmetrical second

list, inherited from aI-Kind!. It thus seems likely that we have here a

tacit admission that practice was not quite as neat as theory would
wish) and that the first presentation was an over-tidy abstraction

which) it may be conjectured, distorted matters in the case of hazaj by

proposing a light counterpart for what was already a light rhythm. The
4 + 4 arrangement, accordingly, would have been a systematization
that was imposed on what in practice appears to have been, rather, a
combination of three slower cycles and five faster ones - and there
is, further) the suggestion that there may have also been conventional

80 For a general overview of this area, see G. D. Sawa, Music Performance Practice
in the Early 'Abbasid Era. See also G. D. Sawa, Rhythmic theories and practices
in Arabic Writings to 339 AH/950 CB. Annotated translations and commentaries,
Musicological Studies, vo!. 93 (Ottawa: The Institute of Mediaeval Music, 2009);
E. Neubauer, 'Die Theorie vom Iqa'. Part 1: Ubersetzung des Kitab al-lqa'at von
Abu Na~r al-Farabi', Oriens, 21-22 (1968-1969), pp. 196-232; Part 2: 'Ubersetzung
des Kitab IJ;z$ii' al-iqa'iitvon Abu Na~r al-Farabi', Oriens, 34 (1994), pp. 103-173,
repr. in Arabische Musiktheorie (references will be to the latter volume).
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tempo discriminations within the faster band. Moreover, it is significant
to note that for al-Farabi: there are seven rather than eight cycles, and
that only seven are listed by al-KhwarizmL81 We seem, in short, to be
faced with an artificial 4 + 4 arrangement cobbled together to provide
a counterpart to the 4 + 4 categorization of modal phenomena that
had recently been established,82 presumably inspired by the similarly
patterned Byzantine octoechos. IB

If it is difficult to trace in any detail the developments leading to
the situation the Ikhwan profess to describe, it easy enough to observe
that different kinds of names are juxtaposed. On the one hand, there
is the evident parallelism of the two pairs made up of (the first heavy',
(the light [counterpart] of the first heavy', (the second heavy', and

(the light [counterpart] of the second heavy', even if, on the basis

of the definitions given, it is a trifle disconcerting to find that the

straighforward relationships that existed between the heavy-light pairs
according to al-KindI (and later authorities) have been switched in the

risiila, so that they are now connected chiastically:

first>< second

first second.

al-KindI

Ikhwan

heavy:

light:

heavy:

light:

first

I
first

second

I
second

In any event, we are dealing with a set of exclusively musical technical

terms to which can be added, in the second formulation, the asymmetrical

81 Mafatil; al-'ulum, pp. 245-246.
82 This is attributed to Ishaq al-Maw~ilI (767-850); see J. W. Fuck, 'Isha~ b.

IbrahIm al-Maw~ill', £12, vol. 4, p. 110.
83 Speaking of the differing categories or approaches (madhahib) used by various

nations on the lute, al-KindI refers to the eight Byzantine all;an - using the term
that, in the risala, constantly slips between the melodic and the rhythmic, and
it is indeed to the rhythmic cycles that he has recourse when giving the Arab
counterpart; Mu'allafat al-Kindi al-musiqiyya, pp. 136-137. However, this does
not imply a compressed process of derivation but rather, as Neubauer cogently
observes, reflects the fact that in the earlier stages of recording the musical
details of songs, the rhythmic cycle had conceptual primacy, with mention of
the melodic mode coming in only later; see Neubauer, Arabische Musiktheorie,
pp. 16-17.
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'light [counterpart] of the light'. The others, though, point in a different
direction, for both hazaj and ramal are also names of poetic metres.
Unfortunately, the relationship is obscure, as although it would be
reasonable to hypothesize that the patterns of these metres, both of
which are made up of repetitions of a single foot,j(filatun (- v - - ) in
the case of ramal and maja'ilun (v - - - ) in the case of hazaj,84 could
have generated rhythmically regular patterns of text setting that then
established themselves as autonomous rhythmic cycles, the particular
manifestations described by the Ikhwan cannot readily be derived from
the corresponding prosodic structures; to this it may be added that there
is no evidence to indicate that there had previously been a tendency to

set poems in one of these metres in the homonymous cycle.8s

With regard to hazaj, a yet further asymmetry should be noted,
one which distances it both from the other cycles and from the hazaj
metre, for it is elsewhere conceived not as a cycle but as a pulse. It is

reasonable to accept that hazaj as pulse and hazaj as cycle are related,
but there is nothing to indicate how one mutated into the other. Given
all these possible differences of identity, origin, and association, it might

well be that, rather than forming a coherent and balanced set, the eight

cycles described by the Ikhwan represent a collection of structures that
in certain cases sat uncomfortably together and possibly overlapped.

5.3.1 Associations

The terms 'heavy' and 'light' suggest obvious differences of character,

and even if the individual cycles are not assigned specific qualities,
they are spread across sets of associations and contexts of use that
clearly indicate a perception of their potential to create (or, at least,

be appropriate to) various emotions and states of mind. This emerges
quite clearly in the recommendations for what is suitable for the
various stages of a festive social gathering as it moves from its initially

84 Thus one can be seen as a transformation of the other by the displacement of
a Single segment, and this relationship was recognized by al-Khali:l ibn Ahmad
by inscribing both, along with rajaz, in the same prosodic circle.

85 For a review of the evidence see O. Wright, 'Music and Verse', in The Cambridge
History ofArabic Literature: Arabic Literature to the End ofthe UmaJryad Period, ed. A.
F. L. Beeston et al. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), pp. 433-459.
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serious state towards final merriment and drunkenness. Associated with
this trajectory, not surprisingly, is a shift from heavy rhythms at the
beginning to lighter ones later,86 with the added injunction to revert to more
sedate rhythms at the end if the inebriated become rowdy. There are
two further such groupings: one, cited above, within the sets of fourfold
phenomena (see above, 3.1.2), the other mentioning which cycles are

appropriate for setting poetry on different themes, and taking all these

together we can form a fairly clear, ifnot wholly consistent, picture of the

qualities and potentialities deemed to inhere in the various cycles. Thus

the first group, suitable for projecting seriousness and setting verse on
the connected themes of glory, generosity, and nobility, consists of the

two heavy cycles, while the second, characterized as joyful and suitable

for setting poems that arouse pleasure, consists of hazaj and ramal.

Beyond that, we have an association between dancing and miikhurf

(an alternative name for the light counterpart of the first heavy), while

both that same cycle and the slightly imprecise (light and the like' are

deemed suitable for setting poems eulogizing impetuous bravery.S?

The groupings within the fourfold sets are similar: one contains
miikhurf (and the like', another (the heavy and the like', and a third hazaj

and ramal. But, although the tripartite division is maintained, leaving the

fourth set to be filled by something else, the order is a little unexpected:

the joyful hazaj and ramal, for example, are now associated with winter

and old age and with poetry praising nobility and justice.

5.3.2 Zir-bamm

More surprising still is the entry provided for the fourth set (in fact, the

first in order ofpresentation, that of spring), for here we find zfr-bamm,

86 A similar arrangement seems to characterize the nawba as it evolved in
al-Andalus, but, for 'Abbasid court practice, the evidence reviewed by Sawa
suggests an absence of pattern, with the cycles occurring more or less randomly;
Music Performance Practice, pp. 166-170.

87 The name makhurf has an obvious connection with miikhCtr, the 'wine
tavern', which one could well imagine as a suitable setting for both dancing and
Falstaffian braggadocio - except that the bravery mentioned is real, not fake. It
is interesting to note, however, that because of its disreputable implications, the
derivation rniikhur~ miikhurf is avoided by al-Farabi in favour ofa metaphorical
connection with makhkhara 'to cleave the waves' (said of the prow of a ship).
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that is, a compound of two strings. There is sufficient agreement among
the manuscripts to ward offany suspicion that the text might be corrupt,88
and, in any case, to decant one or more of the rhythmic cycles into this
set would undermine the previous tripartite division.

Although any interpretation must perforce be hypothetical, there are
one or two scraps ofinformation that may have a bearing on this curious
entry. One is the actual identity of the strings. These are the highest

and lowest on the lute, and one could think of a particular technique of
alternating strokes whereby the lowest provided a particular rhythmic

drone to support the melody in the higher register. But given that both

names are Persian words, it might be more realistic to think of the long

necked funbur, on which, given its Persian associations, the two strings

probably had these same names. In addition to the possibility ofusing

exactly the same kind ofalternation (but with greater facility), or ofa single

stroke combining melody and drone string in a particular rhythmic

pattern, it allows a further relevant technique, stopping the lower string

with the thumb, and it is this that is foregrounded in the other piece of

evidence, a passage from an eleventh-century text where a complicated

Persian rhythmic structure is said to be playable only on Persian lutes

with thin (and, presumably, long) necks because it involves an unusual

thumb technique on the bamm string.89 Although there is no evidence

to confirm it, there would be nothing unreasonable in the suggestion

that there might be a connection between the melodic-rhythmic nexus

implied by this technique and the rhythmic entities, sadly not described,

that al-I~bahanIterms hazaj tunburi and ramal tunburi. 90

88 All manuscripts have zir, while bamm is omitted from two and corrupted in
a third to thumma.

89 The text is the Haw, al-funun of Ibn al-Tabban, ed. Neubauer, p. 204. For
a discussion on this, see O. Wright, 'Die meIodischen Modi bei Ibn Sina und
die Entwicklung der Modalpraxis von Ibn al-Munaggim bis zu Safi aI-Din
al-U rmawi', Zeitschrift fur Geschichte der A rabisch-Islam ischen Wissenschaften,
16 (2004/2005), pp. 224-308, at pp. 258-259.

90 See Neubauer, Arabische Musiktheorie, p. 188.
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5.4 The individual cycles

As the above discussion suggests that an examination of the individual
cycles would not necessarily benefit from adhering to the pseudo

systematic order of the text, the following discussion will work from

the easier, non-controversial definitions towards the more problematic.

In the most baffling cases there is an almost irresistible temptation to

force the text of the risiila to yield a version identical with that derivable

from other sources, but, although this needs to be held in check since

differences in space and time make it by no means certain that the

same name should always relate to the same structure, the fact remains

that the other theoretical accounts of the ninth to eleventh centuries

provide a set of essential interpretative tools. They consist, in more or

less chronological order, of the accounts given by al-Kind!, al-Farabi,

al-Khwarizmi, rbn Khurradadhbih, al-Basan al-Katib, Sa'adya Gaon,

al-Ma'arri, Ibn Sina, and Ibn Zayla.91 Of these, the last quotes al-Kindi

(even if from a text not identical with those in the surviving corpus),

while Sa'adya Gaon and al-Ma(arri are both derivative to the extent

that they may he discounted. This leaves, then, six potential points of

reference, ofwhich the first two are by far the most important: al-Farabi

because he provides incomparably the fullest and most precise analytical

account, but above all al-Kindi, because it is evidently from him that

much of the material in the risala is derived.

These sources provide an initial general framework, allowing us to

discern the existence of two basic sets: the two heavy cycles and ramal,
and their light counterparts, that is, then, three corresponding pairs.

The lighter ones are cycles of three, four, and five time units, while

the heavier are equivalent structures at a slower tempo, i.e., with (at

least) twice as many time units. How the remaining cycles relate to

these remains to be seen.

In representing the various structures, the short cell (i.e., (attack +
indivisible duration'), will be symbolized as (x', and its silent counterpart

(Le., (non-attack + indivisible duration'), as (0'. (The long cell becomes,

accordingly, x 0.) Thus (x' indicates a time unit marked by an attack,

91 For general survey of this corpus, see Neubauer, Arabische Musiktheorie, pp.
197-200.
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'0) a time unit not so marked. The term used throughout for attack/s
is naqra (pI. naqarat) which appears in the initial verbal definition
given for each cycle) after which comes a second definition) or rather
representation) in the form of prosodic and rhythmic mnemonics.
Evidently) these ought to coincide and also illuminate one another)
with the latter) especially) giving the supplementary information needed

to fill the gaps in the verbal definitions - literally so) since what is

lacking from some of them is a full and precise account of the pauses.

Unfortunately) the state of the manuscripts is such that the mnemonic

representations cannot always be established with certainty; and worse)

what seem to be the best readings cannot always plausibly be aligned

with the verbal definitions) so that other accounts must be resorted to

in order to gain a clearer reading of the whole.

5.4.1 The light of the light

This could be considered the eighth or additional cycle in the sense

that it is the one that does not appear) at least not under that name)

in the accounts given by al-Khwarizmi) rbn Khurradadhbih) and

al-Farabi. However) it is listed by al-Kindi) to whose definition the

verbal description in the risala is almost identical. It clearly indicates

that the cycle consists of two consecutive time units each marked by

an attack) followed by a third time unit not so marked:

(1) Ix x 0 I.

The mnemonic definitions)

mafa (i lun mafa (i lun

ta nan tanan ta nan tanan)

present this structure four times over) although why they should do so
is neither explained nor immediately clear.

5.4.2 The light counterpart of the second heavy

Again) we have a verbal definition almost identical to that given by
aI-Kindi (but) given the terminological switch noted above) for the light
counterpart of the first heavy). This cycle differs from (1) in having
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three rather than two consecutive time units each marked by an attack,
followed by a fourth time unit not so marked:

(2) Ix x x 0 I.

The mnemonic definitions,

faci lun faci lun

tananan tananan,

present this structure twice over. As with the fourfold presentation
of (1), there seems to be no particular reason for this; certainly, none
is given, but it may be noted that, following al-Farabi, al-Khwarizml

similarly repeats the mnemonic outlines, and, considered in the light of
both the versions given for some of the other cycles and the analytical
approach of al-Farabi, it may well be that repetition was considered to

give a fuller and more satisfactory identification. More specifically, it
may have been that the first cycle was not considered complete until

the first attack of the second was reached, in which case it made sense
to give it again in full, and that the double format was supported by
another prosodic analogy, for although the hemistich, like the single

cycle, contained a complete encapsulation of the metre, it still needed
to be repeated.92

Definitions of (2) (again called the 'light [counterpart] of the first

heavy') as Ix x x 0/ are also given by al-FarabI93 and al-Khwarizmi.

5.4.3 The light counterpart of ramal

Unusual is the fact that the verbal definition of this cycle specifies
that the attacks are 'moving' (mutabarrik), a qualification made for no

other cycle. Since every attack is automatically followed by a duration
(baraka), the inclusion of this specification is either otiose or carries
some further implication. If the latter, it might possibly point to a tempo
habitually faster than that of the other light cycles, but there is no

92 See Sawa, Music Performance Practice, p. 39; Neubauer, Arabische Musiktheorie,
pp. 133,183; Sawa, Rhythmic Theories, p. 251.

93 See Sawa, Music Performance Practice, p. 43; Neubauer, Arabische Musiktheorie,
pp. 142, 154-155,202-203,218.
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strong evidence for this, even if al-KhwarizmI qualifies the attacks as
(light'. 94

The terms of the definition are clear, if terse: nothing is said about
pauses and mention is made only of three consecutive (mutawall)

(moving' attacks, which would suggest a cycle of three time units each

marked by an attack:

(3) Ixxx/.

The cyclic character would presumably be established by differences of

timbre andlor dynamics, although no reference is made to this. From

al-Kindi's definition, which has the same three consecutive attacks,

followed only by a formulaic phrase indicating the resumption of the

cycle, we may find confirmation that the omission of any reference to

a pause is because there is none. However, Ibn Zayla reports a different
definition on the authority of al-KindI, Ix x 0 1,95 and that the cyclic

identity could be - or indeed normally was - ensured by omitting

the third attack is confirmed by al-Farabi and al-KhwarizmI, who give

the same basic pattern.96 Unfortunately, this coincides with (l) and

therefore complicates matters somewhat. But it may well be that for

al-Farabi Ix x x I was a variant of a three-time-unit archetype, being

subsumed by the generic form Ix x 0 I; whereas al-Kindi, followed by

the Ikhwan, separated them (presumably in order to round up the set

of basic structures to eight) and in so doing assigned the designation

oelight [counterpart] of ramal' to what for al-Farabi is a variant.

The congruence between verbal definition and mnemonic

representation observed in (1) and (2) is not, unfortunately, the norm,

and with regard to the remaining cycles it should also be noted that the

mnemonic representation sometimes varies quite significantly between

manuscripts. That most commonly given for (3) is:

94 If there was a cycle characterized by a particularly fast tempo, it was probably
hazaj.

95 H. G. Farmer, Sa'adya Gaon on the Influence of Music (London: Probsthain,
1943), pp. 84-85.

96 See Sawa, Music Performance Practice, pp. 43, 61; Neubauer, Arabische Musiktheorie,
pp. 142, 153-154,201, 211, 225-226; al-Khwarizmi, Mafiitlb al-'ulum, p. 244. To
be noted, however, is that al-Farabi allows the addition of an attack in the last
time unit, and mentions for it the possibility of qualitative differentiation.
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mutafa (i lun

ta nanan tanan,

which instead of Ix x x + x x x I or Ix x 0 + x x 0 I seems to suggest
Ix x x 0 + x x 0 I, while one manuscript has a repeat of the first of those
two elements:

mutafa /tananan
+ (ilatun/tananan

= Ix x x 0 I
= Ix x x 0 I.

This may appear more convincing but creates a different problem, for
it coincides, unhelpfully, with (2).

A possible solution to this difficulty is sketched below in 5.5, where
it is suggested that both mutafa and (ilatun might be interpreted as

representing Ix x x I. This would mean that there would be no need to

conclude that the definition is defective or incoherent or, worse, that

the cycle as described by the Ikhwan was significantly different from
the version known to other authorities.

5.4.4 The light counterpart of the first heavy

In this case, al-Kindi offers a definition (for what he terms makhurz, (the

light [counterpart] of the second heavy') with three attacks, the first two
consecutive, while the third is qualified as (isolated' (munfarid). The

duration of the preceding pause is not specified, but the text concludes
by stating that there is one time unit (between its lowering and raising

and raising and lowering' (bayn ww;tih wa-rafih wa-rafih wa-wa(j'ih),

that is, at the end of the cycle. This phrase presumably refers to the

up and down hand movements of the performer, and is a welcome
reminder that the articulation of rhythmic cycles was conceived not,
as later, as a set of differentiated strokes on a percussion instrument,

but primarily in relation to performance on the lute or tunbur. A likely
interpretation is that the first (lowering' is the downstroke of the final

attack and the second that of the first attack of the next cycle.
The Ikhwan begin their account in a way that suggests that they

are dealing with what is essentially the same cycle: three attacks are
mentioned, the first two again consecutive (mutawalf), while the third
is characterized as both isolated (mufrad) and - the only difference
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so far - heavy (thaqil). Unfortunately, the placing of the third in
relation to the first two is again not defined, and neither are we told
how many time units separate the third from the beginning of the
next cycle, so that the structure could be stated formally as Ix x p x q I,
where both p and q are unknown. A likely value for pis 1, while to q,
if we recall al-Kindl's phraseology, we may rather more confidently
assign the same value, thus yielding Ix x 0 x 0 I. This assumes that the
qualification of the third attack as heavy refers only to the presence of
an additional following time unit, whereas if it is understood to refer

also (or primarily) to a dYnamic or timbral contrast, it might be written
as Ix x 0 x 0 I. The interpretation of the light counterpart of the first
heavy as a cycle of five time units is confirmed by al-FarabI, who gives
as the basic pattern Ix x x x 0 I, but adds that the variant recognized

by Isbaq al-Maw~ilIwas, precisely, Ix x 0 x 0 1.97

Would this were all, but, unfortunately, the definition the Ikhwan

give complicates matters by going on to mention a further four attacks.

As a structure containing far in excess of the probable five time units
proposed for al-KindI's version would run counter to the prediction of

identity, or at least close similarity, derivable from the previous cases,

the most likely explanation for the discrepancy between al-KindI's three
attacks and the Ikhwan's seven, especially given the initial congruence

between the two definitions, is that the latter are describing an enlarged
unit consisting of two differentiated cycles,98 the second, then, a variant

containing one more attack than the first. 99

The first of the extra four attacks is characterized as matwi, that
is, it is affected by tayy ('folding'), a form of reduction. This term is

taken from prosody, where it designates the substitution of a short
syllable for a long, and hence a reduction of the length of the foot (and

97 See Neubauer, Arabische Musiktheorie, p. 204; Sawa, Music Performance
Practice, p. 64; Farmer, Sa'adya Gaon, p. 82. The brief definition given by
al-Khwarizmi, which could also fit this shape, although it is not specific about
pauses, distinguishes between two light attacks and a third heavy one; see Mafiitib
al- 'ulum, p. 246.

98 Neubauer comes to the same conclusion; Arabische Musiktheorie, p. 198.
99 The Ikhwan nowhere discuss such a phenomenon, but it is explored extensively

by al-Farabi, who terms it mukhalafa ('contrast, differentiation').
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hence of the whole line) by the value of a short syllable;lOo the question
raised by its application to a rhythmic cycle is whether it relates to
the deletion of an attack or, as strict analogy would indicate, a time
unit. The answer is provided by the one authority to define this term,
al-Farabi, for whom it is a feature of variant forms, which consists of

the omission of an attack from the generic form but without the loss of

the related time unit, e.g., Ix x x 0 I ~ Ix 0 x 0 I. As the variants that

al-Farabi lists demonstrate, such omission could occur fairly freely in

the course of the cycle, but no example is given in which it applies to

the first attack. However, in relation to the text of the risala, it makes

no sense to specify, for what is purportedly a generic form, a group

of attacks from which one is omitted, so the most likely conclusion is

either that the duration between the first and second of the four was

reduced by comparison with the durations between the other three or

that a time unit somehow associated with the onset of this group of

attacks was not normally marked. The difficulty attendant upon the

first conclusion is that it requires more time units than are available

in a second cycle of five. It is preferable, therefore, to understand the

suppression indicated by tayy as relating not to the first of the four

attacks mentioned but to the one preceding it, that is, to indicate the

elision of the attack that would have been expected on the first time

unit of the varied repeat. The resulting structure is

(4) Ix x 0 x 0 + 0 x x x xl

(and it may be noted that the resulting two silent time units across the

divide are also congruent with notion that 'heavy' might be correlated

with longer duration).

As a solution, this might be thought less than wholly convincing,

and matters are not helped by the corresponding mnemonic syllables,

even though they include a third, bird-song version. The manuscripts

unfortunately fail to agree: the best overall fit for the prosodic, rhythmic,

and bird-song patterns yields a total of thirteen time units, but the

majority version for the bird-song coincides with the rhythmiC
mnemonics in three manuscripts in yielding a total of eleven time

100 Specifically, this is the elision of the fourth letter of a foot, so that, e.g.,
--~- ~
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units. In either case, as above in 5.4.3, we have excess when compared
with the version derived from the verbal definition, and the reasons

why this might be so are discussed below in 5.5, which also reviews the

similar discrepancies that occur in the following cycles.

5.4.5 The first heavy

If the light cycles lie, in all probability, within the three to five time

unit range, one might expect the heavy equivalents, perceived to be

significantly slower, to be statable as cycles of six to ten time units.

However, the definitions, as in the previous case, initially seem to point

us towards significantly higher totals, in other words, either towards an

even slower theoretical tempo band, that in which there are four time

units for every one in the fastest, so that the corresponding range for

these three cycles becomes twelve to twenty, or else towards a repeat

of the phenomenon diagnosed in (4), the combination of a basic form

with a following second cycle containing a variant.

The first heavy needs to be seen in relation to the Ix x x 0 I cycle

of (2), which the Ikhwan term the 'light [counterpart] of the second

heavy'; to this al-Kindl's account corresponds exactly, lacking only the

specification in the earlier definition that there is insufficient duration

between the attacks to insert another. It is therefore implied that there

is indeed sufficient duration between the attacks for the insertion of

one or more others, and the conclusion that we have moved the same

basic number and distribution of attacks to a slower tempo band is

confirmed by al-Farabl's description.

As before, the Ikhwan begin as if about to reproduce al-Kindl's

definition exactly, mentioning a group of three consecutive attacks.

But they then add a further six: one qualified as 'heavy, isolated, and

motionless' (thaqll, mufrad, sakin), and then, echoing the definition of

(4), five attacks, the first of which is affected by tayy. Given the total

number of attacks, it makes sense to think either of an assemblage of

two cycles of eight time units each, as with (4), or directly of one of

sixteen. In the latter case, though, the logical distribution of the first
three attacks, following al-KindI's model, would be

Ix 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 /
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and it would not be possible to accommodate the remaining six attacks
satisfactorily. In the former case we would have, by the same analogy,

Ix 0 x 0 x 000 I

with, more plausibly, a further cycle of eight time units to follow.
The supposition that we are dealing with two cycles suggests that the
distribution ofthe final set of five attacks should resemble that proposed
for (4), in which case it would be reasonable to think of the 'heavy,
isolated, and motionless' attack as initial in the cycle, thus yielding

(5) Ix 0 x 0 x 0 00/ + /x 00 x x x x x /.

It would follow that the reference to tayy relates to the omission of
the attack in the third time unit, which would have been present if
the model of the first, normative cycle had been followed. It should,

however, be noted that no such omission occurs among the variants
listed by al-Farab!, the closest to the above being Ix 0 x x x x x X /.101

The continuing problem of a disagreement between the time-unit

totals suggested by the mnemonic as against the verbal definitions is

common to all the heavy cycles. In the present case the majority of
manuscripts agree on a seventeen-time-unit total, so that we again

have an excess.

5.4.6 The second heavy

Here the verbal definition is problematic in exactly the same way, but
it also adds a further complication. Appeal to aI-Kind! and al-Farabi

suggests, as expected, a fundamental relationship with (4), which the
Ikhwan term the 'light [counterpart] of the first heavy', viewed as a cycle

of five time units but with a change in the internal morphology from
/x x 0 x 0/ to /x x x 0 x / (aI-Kind!) or /x x x x 0/ (al-Farab!).102 This

could then, in slower tempo bands, be stated in terms of either ten or
twenty time units. But as with the first heavy, there would be insufficient

101 Sawa, Music Performance Practice, p. 58.
102 The parallelism between this form and the layout of the basic (slower tempo)

four-time-unit pattern of the first heavy suggests that al-Farabi may be imposing
regularity, especially as he singles out the variant Ix x 0 x 0 I as the one form
recognized by Is1).aq al-Maw~ili; see Sawa, Music Performance Practice, p. 60.
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space in the latter to accommodate the extra attacks, of which there
are now seven, making eleven in all, so that it is again preferable to
think in terms of two cycles, consisting now of ten time units each: the
basic form, Ix 0 x 0 x 0 0 0 x 0 I, followed by a variant.

The verbal definition begins predictably by echoing al-KindI but
then deviates in a way that suggests the text is defective. Juxtaposing
the two, we have:

al-KindI

Ikhwan

3 consecutive + 1 motionless + 1 moving

3 consecutive + 1 motionless + 1 heavy + 6 with tayy.

The former definition gives us Ix x x 0 xl, to be understood as
Ix 0 x 0 x 0 0 0 x 0 I, with the (motionless attack' (naqra sakina)

indicating a pause. However, it is clear that when the Ikhwan give the

total number of attacks as eleven, they are not including pauses, so
that either their (motionless attack' actually corresponds to al-KindI's

(moving' (muta/:larrika) attack, in which case they have simply failed

to refer to the pause preceding it, or - and this is more likely - the
(moving' attack has been omitted, leaving ten attacks and a pause.

Restoring the missing attack, we have an exact replica of al-KindI's

version of the first cycle, with the heavy fifth attack and the remaining

six making up the second. Assuming that the heavy attack occupies the
first time unit, that qualifying it as heavy may again relate to a following

pause longer than one time unit, and that reference to tayy again relates
to the omission of the attack in the third time unit, present in the first,
normative cycle, we may interpret the whole definition as

(6) Ixoxoxoooxo+xoooxxxxxx/.

The mnemonic definitions, as with the first heavy, appear to point to
a number of time units in excess of that in (6).

5.4.7 Ramal

Whether defined as Ix x x I or Ix x 0 I, it is clear that the light counterpart
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of ramal is a cycle of three time units, and the consequent expectation
that ramal should be a slower equivalent stateable as six time units is
confirmed by al-FarabL 103 He gives as the basic structure Ix 0 x 000 I,
and adds in one passage that Ishaq al-Maw~ili defined 'heavy ramal'

as a variant thereof, Ix 0 x x 0 0 1. 104 This should help us interpret
the rather opaque description offered by al-Kindi,105 which speaks
of a separate attack (naqra munfarida) followed by two consecutive
attacks and then, in the same vein as for the light counterpart of the
first heavy, concludes by stating that there is one time unit 'between its
raising and lowering and lowering and raising' (bayn raf'ih wa-wa(1'ih

wa-wa(1'ih wa-raf'ih). But, although the text here differs to the extent
that the order of the hand movements is reversed, it is essentially
only the testimony of al-Farabi that urges us to find two time units
after the last attack rather than the one mentioned, either by simply
assuming that the text mistakenly has one instead of two, or by a
rather casuistic reading of the order of events, such as understanding
the first 'raising' as the hand movement after the third attack and the
'lowering' as a movement marking a pause. There would then follow a
second pause, the one mentioned, with the subsequent \aising' being
the one preparatory to the initial attack of the next cycle.

As expected, the verbal definition given by the Ikhwan begins
by replicating part of al-Kindl's version: an isolated heavy attack is
followed by two consecutive ones. But instead of referring to a following
pause to complete the cycle, mention is made of a further two pairs of
consecutive attacks. The duration of pauses is not specified, though
we are told that there is no pause between consecutive attacks, so that

103 Sawa, Music Performance Practice, pp. 41-42; Neubauer, Arabische Musiktheorie,
pp. 221-222. AI-FarabI sometimes terms this cycle 'heavy ramal', a designation
also used by al-Kind!.

104 Sawa, Music Performance Practice, p. 55; Neubauer, Arabische Musiktheorie,
p.223.

105 Mu 'allafat al-Kindf al-musfqiyya, pp. 97-98. Farmer's interpretation of al-Kindl's
definition, which can be reformulated as Ix 00 0 x 0 x 0 /, appears to ignore
the final phrase about raising and lowering; see Sa'adya Gaon, p. 84. It does,
however, fit well with al- Khwarizmi's curt definition of ramal (which, he says,
is also called 'heavy ramal') as one heavy attack and two light ones, symbolized
as tanna tan tan, and echoed later by Ibn Sina's tan tan tan; see respectively,
Mafatil; al- 'ulum, p. 245; !awami' 'ilm al-musiqi, p. 119.
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the information given yields Ixp x x q x x r x x sI. On the assumption
that the last four attacks again occupy a second, variant cycle, we
might reasonably propose, to conform to al-Farabfs account, that p,
r, and s are each equal to I, and q =2, thereby arriving at the following
distribution for the whole:

Ix 0 x x 0 0 + x x 0 x x 0 1. 106

The distribution ofattacks in the variant cycle is, though, unusuaL
for it is to be expected in a fundamentally triple structure that, apart
from time unit 1, time unit 3 is the one most likely to be marked by
an attack, and it should be noted that this particular variant is not
included among the several listed by al-FarabI: those that contain
four attacks are Ix x x x 0 0 I, Ix 0 x x x 0 1,107 and Ix 0 x x 0 X 1;108

an attack on time unit 3 is omitted in just one among those with five
attacks: Ix x 0 x x x I. That the above proposal may not be correct is
also suggested by consideration of the rhythmic mnemonics. They
include yet again a bird-call version, but despite this extra material
the manuscript variants remain few and insignificant, with general
agreement on a shape that yields a total of eleven time units. Since the
general trend is for the mnemonic representations to produce a total
not less but more than that suggested by the verbal definition, one
would expect to be able to interpret ramal as two cycles of five rather
than six time units each, and al-KindI's account certainly allows us to
do so; ifwe do not interfere with his explicit mention ofone time unit
for the final pause, his definition corresponds to Ix 0 x x 0 I, and that
this is a feasible interpretation is at least countenanced by al-FarabI,
for in the course of his discussion of the second heavy he says that
variants, such as Ix 000 x 0 x 0 0 0 I (structurally equivalent, therefore,
to Ix 0 x x 0 I), were considered by Isbaq al-Maw~ilI to be ramal. 109 As
elsewhere, then, here we may see the Ikhwan perpetuating al-KindI's
indebtedness to Isbaq. The consequent form of ramal,

106 It may be added that the version given by Ibn Hindi can be read as defining
the pause between the two pairs as consisting of one time unit.

107 Neubauer, Arabische Musiktheorie, p. 223; Sawa, Music Performance Practice, p. 55.
108 Neubauer, Arabische Musiktheorie, p. 217; Sawa, Music Performance Practice, p. 56.
109 Neubauer, Arabische Musiktheorie, p. 236.
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(7) Ix 0 X X 0 + X X 0 X X /,

is one that matches perfectly the remark with which they introduce it,
namely that it is the reverse of miikhurz, another cycle of five time units.

5.4.8 Hazaj

This cycle is, for those recognizing a total of seven cycles, the odd one

out, having no light counterpart. 110 It is also unusual in that there is

some dispute as to its basic nature, for Isbaq al-Maw~ili is accused by
al-Farabi oferroneously considering it less a pattern than a pulse, III and

it could also be understood as a pulse from the curt definition provided

by al-Khwarizmi, who places it, significantly, first in his exposition,

as if, according to this interpretation, it presented the raw rhythmic

material out ofwhich all the following cycles would be fashioned. For
al-Farabi, however, it is a cycle of six time units,112 and al-Khwarizmfs

definition could also be interpreted thus.
According to the text ofal-Kindi, however, it has four. I 13 His definition

is quite explicit, yielding / X X 00/, and on the basis of the evidence so

far one would expect the Ikhwan to echo this version. But, despite a

similar reference to two attacks with a pause of two time units after the

second one, their version, as it stands, appears impossible to construe

as implying the absence of a pause between the two: the problem it

presents, rather, is how the length of that pause is to be understood.

An initial oddity is the apparent definition of the first attack as

'motionless'. This renders siikin, and it is so qualified in three manuscripts,
but in the majority, we find instead musakkan, 114 a term that appears

nowhere else. This might be taken as synonymous, but could also

suggest an attack 'rendered motionless', which in other contexts might

110 For al-Farabi, who makes further tempo distinctions, hazaj is in the fastest
band, which would explain the lack of a light counterpart; see Neubauer, Arabische
Musiktheorie, p. 140. However, it acquires one among some of those recognizing
eight cycles; see, for example, Ibn al-Ta4ban, Hawi al-funun, pp. 180-181.

III Neubauer, Arabische Musiktheorie, pp. 244 (where al-Kindi is regarded as equally
culpable in this respect), 251.

112 Sawa, Music Performance Practice, pp. 45, 67-68; Neubauer, Arabische
Musiktheorie, p. 32.

113 Mu'allafat al-Kindi al-musiqiyya, p. 98; Farmer, Sa'adya Gaon, p. 86.
114 Ibn Hindi, too, has this reading.
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be taken, very unusually but not implausibly, as a paradoxical indication
that the first time unit of the cycle was distinguished by the absence
of an attack. As described by the Ikhwan, however, hazaj is the one
cycle where there is an explicit reference to a qualitative differentiation
between the attacks, the second being lighter (akhaff) than the first.
Accordingly, the value '0' for the first time unit must be excluded,
and the 'motionless' qualification must be understood to relate to
the duration following the initial attack) presumably designating one
longer than that inherent in 'x', in all likelihood, then, '0'. But the text
then adds that there is a one-time-unit duration between the first
two attacks, and the question arises whether this is pleonastic) being
no more than a restatement and confirmation of the time unit value
inherent in the qualification of the first attack, or whether it could
conceivably be extra, adding a further '0' to the '0' already implied.
In the former case, we would have a cycle of five time units (marking
in italics the lighter second attack):

/x 0 x 00/ )

and in the latter) one of six:

/x 00 x 00/ .

In either case) though) the apparent clumsiness of expression is
both baffling and suspicious: it would have been straightforward to
formulate the definition, assuming one of these interpretations to be
valid) as 'an attack followed by a lighter one, with the time ofone/two
attacks between them' .115

Given that the majority verdict favours six) whereas aI-Kind! has
four, a version with five seems hard to credit - one might almost think
it a desperate attempt at compromise; yet it is this that is reflected
exactly by the mnemonic representations. 116 But, whilst it seems perverse
to suspect these when they do reinforce what the verbal definitions

US To make the definition accord with al-Kindi's, the phrase 'between the two is
the time of one attack' (baynahuma zaman naqra) would have to be considered
an erroneous scribal addition. But it is present in all manuscripts, including
the early Ibn Hindi abridgement, and the following prosodic and rhythmic
representations support it.

116 Farmer quotes the mnemonic as 'ja'il jtl'il' rather than the full form 'jtl'ilun
jtl'ilun'; see Sa'adya Gaon, p. 86.
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apparently yield, they have differed from them sufficiently frequently to
make untrustworthy witnesses, and they therefore fail to provide cogent
reasons for not reconsidering the adequacy of the verbal definition in
the light of what other authorities tell us.

Between the six- and the four-time-unit versions, the definition can

easily be read as conforming to the former. Yet it is markedly different in

character, for al-Farabi's basic shape is Ix x x x x 0 I, with the subsequent

omission of one or two attacks, normally those marking the second

and fourth time units. 117 Further, without variants it would be difficult

to establish that Ix 00 x 00 I actually consisted of six time units, and it

could not be distinguished from, e.g., a slightly slower Ix 0 x 0 I. In short,

it lacks the asymmetrical shape needed in addition to the qualitative

contrast between the attacks in order to define the cycle.

Given that the mnemonic representations provide a poorer fit with a

cycle ofsix time units, and given, especially, the general indebtedness to

al-Kindi, it is more tempting to see whether it cannot be brought in line

with his cycle of four time units. This is the route taken by Shiloah, who

assumes a straightforward omission of the phrase which in al-KindI's

version denies the presence of a pause between the two attacks. liB But,

though convincing, and perfectly effective in that it arrives at the four

time-unit target, this is only a partial solution, as it fails to take account

of the fact that there is also no trace in the Ikhwan's version of the 'two

consecutive attacks' with which al-KindI's description begins. We may,

therefore, tentatively suggest that the problem arises from the redrafting

of al-KindI's text to indicate the qualitative difference between the two

attacks. The latter part of his definition, which the Ikhwan abbreviate

but without changing the meaning, may be disregarded,119 leaving

only the transformation of the beginning to be considered. Accepting

musakkan as a lectio difficilior, there remains the question ofits meaning:

rather than 'made vowelless' (that is, taking it as an exceptional, indeed

117 Sawa, Music Performance Practice, pp. 67-68; Neubauer, Arabische Musiktheorie,
pp. 146-147.

118 We would thus have 'naqaratan mutawaliyatan [la yumkin baynahuma zaman
naqra wa-] bayn kulI naqaratayn wa-naqaratayn zaman naqaratayn', with the
omitted section bracketed.

119 KindI's 'wa-bayn kull naqaratayn wa-naqaratayn zaman naqaratayn' becomes
'wa-bayn kull ithnatayn zaman naqaratayn'.
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inexplicable) substitution for sakin), we may appeal to its broader (if

rare) sense of 'calm), 'relaxed/soft), qualifying the intensity of the attack.

In contrast to al-Kindi's text)

naqratan mutawaliyatan la yumkin baynahuma zaman naqra

'two consecutive attacks, between which there cannot be the time

of an attack')

we thus have:

naqra musakkana wa-ukhra akhaffminha baynahuma zaman naqra

'a soft attack and another [even] lighter one) between which there

is the time of an attack'.

This suggests that the original text of the risala may well have been:

naqra musakkana wa-ukhra akhaff minha la yumkin baynahuma

zaman naqra

'a soft attack and another [even] lighter one, between which there

cannot be the time of an attack))

and that the rare musakkan was later misinterpreted as indicating a

pause) thereby explaining both the substitution in some manuscripts

of the more obvious sakin and the omission of the following negative,

now considered contradictory since it denies the existence of the pause

which the first term is deemed to imply. Ifwe emend accordingly) we

arrive at

(8) / x x 00/ ,

and the expression is no longer atypical and clumsy - the second

'lighter' attack fits perfectly. One might even add that a cycle consisting

of a soft and then an even lighter attack followed by a pause of two time

units would both be markedly different from the light counterpart of

the second heavy with its four time units - and not so far removed

after all from a pulse.
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5.5 Prosodic definitions

As is apparent from the preceding examination of the individual cycles,
the prosodic and rhythmic representations replicate the result of the
verbal definitions exactly in only two cases. For one of these, the cycle
is given twice, and for the other, it is given four times, but this is hardly

problematic, and there appears to be no good reason to dwell further

upon it at this stage. What is problematic, paradoxically, is the fact that

here the two methods of representation do produce identical results,

as the norm is for the verbal definition to yield x time units and the

mnemonic definitions x + 1. Since the regularity of this excess can hardly

result from chance, it may be concluded that we are dealing neither

with error on the part of the Ikhwan nor irresponsibility on the part of

the copyists, but with a systematic difference for which there should be

a discernible cause, and the obvious area to consider is the adequacy

of the method of representation for the purpose in question.

Considered in isolation, the rhythmic mnemonics (and, following

them, the bird-song representations) could easily be articulated in a

way that would fit the time-unit totals to which the verbal definitions

correspond. Given the convention that ta is always initial in a group

(corresponding, broadly, to a prosodic foot) and is always followed

by n, na, or nan, the only thing they cannot do is represent accurately

in all contexts the presence or absence of an attack. Thus, both Ix x 0 I

and Ix 0 0 I appear as tanan, Ix x x 0 I and Ix x 0 0 I as tananan. But,

as they could certainly provide the correct totals for each cycle, it may

be suggested that the reason they do not is that they are parasitic upon

the prosodic representation not only with regard to the divisions into

feet, but also with regard to the total time-unit count - in other words,

the reason for the discrepancy is to be sought in constraints upon the

prosodic representation that render it incapable of such accuracy.

The assumption, then, is that the prosodic mnemonics are not

just neutral transmitters of the rhythmic structures. Rather, it may be

suggested that the forms of representation they take are influenced
(that is, in context, distorted) by the norms of prosodic representation
as embodied in the various metrical feet and the three elements of
which they are constituted.
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There is one immediately obvious limitation on their effectiveness.

Since the Ikhwan refer only to the form - (CVC) for the first prosodic

element in the system (by inference discarding the alternative) \..J \..J ) while

for the second and third we have \..J - (CVCVC) and \..J \..J - (CVCVCVC)

respectively) it follows that neither the elements nor the prosodic feet

compounded from them (nor, afortiori) the metres compounded from

the prosodic feet) can end in one or more short syllables. This constraint

helps explain the representation of the first heavy) the second heavy)

and ramal. To begin with the last: the first cycle) Ix 0 x x 0 I) is rendered

exactly by jifilun) while for the second) Ix x 0 x x I, we have mafifilun)

equally accurate until we reach the final letter) which gives one time

unit too many. But to delete it would mean going against the grain of

the prosodic system by admitting a final short vowel (it would need to

be analysed as \..J - plus \..J \..J ). It may therefore be hypothesized that here

the final consonant is a dummy letter added to produce conformity

with prosodic rules) Yielding a surface reading Ix x 0 x x 0 I that should

be taken to represent an underlying Ix x 0 x x I.

We have) therefore:

fa Ci lun mafa Ci lu(n)

tan tanan tanan tana(n)

kay kakay kakay kaka(y)

Ixoxxo+xxo xxi.

Interpreting the final consonant as a dummy letter also provides a

satisfactory solution for both the first heavy and the second heavy. In

the former) we have a problem of initial segmentation) in that there is

no prosodic foot consisting of two) three, or four long syllables) with

the result that the division adopted for the second cycle is imported

into the first) thereby creating an artificial foot of three long syllables

followed by a single long:

mafcu [un maf mafa c[ lun ma(f)

tan tan tan tan ta nan tan tan ta(n)

Ix 0 x 0 x 0 0 0 + x 0 0 x x x x x I.

It may be noted that this gives a good correspondence in the second
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cycle between the syllabic organization and the pause plus following
onset of the attacks.

The representation of the second heavy derives directly from the
above) simply adding a further long syllable in each cycle to cater for
the extra length:

ma/cft lun ma/cll maJa cf lun maJcu(u)
tan tan tan tan tan ta nan tan tan tan ta(n)

Ix 0 x 0 x 0 00 x 0 + x 00 0 x x x x x x I.

In the second cycle) there results a correspondence between the syllabic

organization and the arrangement ofpauses and attacks that is not quite

so good) however; tackled independently, one might have expected it to

begin, rather, withJacilun. Although the suggestion can only be tentative)

it is possible that another factor may have been involved here, namely)

a disinclination to begin with something other than a full prosodic

foot) if it could possibly be avoided. Thus) whilst one of the prosodic

elements is ~ ~ - ) it does not appear independently as a full foot 120 but
as part of the foot muta/ifilun (~ ~ - ~ - )) which would be less than

felicitous in this context. This could help explain the preference given to

the slightly awkward option ofadapting the model of the first heavy. To

the objection thatJacilun does in fact appear in the prosodic definition

of the light counterpart of the second heavy) it may be responded)

quite simply, that for this cycle there was no better option available;

and it may be added that the desire to avoid an incomplete prosodic

foot wherever possible may explain the use of maJacilun for the light

counterpart of the light) covering two cycles, rather than representing

a single cycle by the prosodically fragmentary maJa orJacft.
The same applies to the light counterpart of ramal, where we generally

have mutaJifilun or maJacilun) both giving a count of seven time units.

Discarding the dummy final consonant from the latter, we have an

exact match with two rhythmic cycles:

maJa : Ci lu(n)
Ix x x + x x x I.

120 Thoughfa'ilun does occur, it never initiates a line, and is essentially a reduced
form ofjifilun.
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But the former, to which the rhythmic mnemonics generally correspond,
seems to suggest Ix x x 0 + x x 0 I, in other words, that this time the dummy
element has been added to the representation of the first cycle:

mutafa(a) : 'i lun
tanana(n) : tanan

Ix x x + x x x I.

An equally straightforward case is that ofthe version proposed for hazaj,

where to two cycles of Ix x 00 I corresponds Jii'ilun fa'ilun' (echoed
exactly by 'tan tanan tan tanan'). If there is a query, it concerns not the

dimensions - for, again assuming a final dummy consonant in each,

we arrive at another perfect fit:

fa 'i [urn): fa 'i [urn)
tan tana(n):tan tana(n)

Ix x 0 0 + x x 0 0 I

- but, rather, the identity of the prosodic foot, for fa'ulun would seem

to be a more apt choice.

It remains to consider makhurz, the light of the first heavy, for which

we have, in addition, a bird-song version. As usual, the manuscripts

fail to agree, but by far the most common form for the prosodic

representation is:

mafa'ilu or mafa'ilun + mutafa'ilun,

which yields a total of twelve or thirteen time units, uncomfortably in

excess of the expected total ofeleven. 121 Ignoring two wayward versions

of the rhymthmic mnemonics, we are left with three that follow the

thirteen-time-unit version exactly, while two have a pattern which

coincides with the majority version for the bird-song, and these do
yield eleven: 122

tanan tan tananan tan

kuku ka kukuku ka.

121 The only significant variant is mafa'ilu for mafa'ilun, which does not, however,
alter the total number of time units.

122 One bird-song version (kuku kuku kukuku kuku) has thirteen time units,
and one other (kukuku kukuku) has ten. This last seems too good to be true,
but is from one of the least reliable manuscripts and carries insufficient weight
as evidence.
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Ifwe again hypothesize that the long final syllable is a prosodically forced
representation ofa short, we arrive at a straightforward correspondence
with the version proposed above:

ta nan tan: ta nanan tarn)

ku ka ka : ku kuka kuru)

Ix x 0 x 0 + 0 x x x x I.

It would be tempting to follow the alluring call of the bird song,

discard the majority version for the prosodic representation of the

second cycle, and adopt the reading of J, majifilu(n). But this simply

does not fit with tananan tarn) (one would expect it to generate tanan

tanan), so that we are forced back to the longer mnemonic versions,

despite the fact that they involve a greater degree of distortion than

hitherto. However, the introduction of a dummy consonant in the

first cycle, as before, is certainly plausible; and it is not implausible to

suggest that the extra length in the second is again forced: a beginning

with 'J 'J rather than 'J - (presumably because of the fast tempo)

requires completion with - v - to produce the only available full

foot, mutaJifilun. This overlong representation would then generate

a parallel form in some of the rhythmic mnemonics:

maJa (i lu(n) :mutaJa (i (lun)

ta nan tana(n) : ta natan tarnan)

ta nan tan : ta nanan tarn)

ku ka ka : ku kuka kuru)

Ix x 0 x 0 + 0 x xx x I.

5.6 Ramal and makhuri

A possible connection between these two cycles is suggested in two

contexts. As noted above, when ramal is introduced it is referred to as

the 'reverse' Caks) of makhari ( = 'the light [counterpart] of the first

heavy'). Comparing the interpretations of the two proposed above,

Ix 0 x x 0 + x x 0 x x I and Ix x 0 x 0 + 0 x x x x I,

it will be seen that this can readily be understood to refer to the
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structure of the first cycles of each, Ix 0 x x I being the reverse of
Ix x 0 x I. Assuming this to be what was intended, the reference is

simply a descriptive aid.
The second context is a passage dealing with changes of cycle.

These imply an aesthetic preference for smooth transitions between
structures perceived to be similar, and the instances mentioned are

changing from a heavy cycle to the corresponding light one or from a
light cycle to the corresponding heavy one or another similar. This is

a distillation of a more detailed passage by al-Kindi which occurs in
slightly different forms. 123 These can reasonably be conflated to specify

the following moves: from the light counterpart of the first heavy to

the first heavy; from the second heavy to makhurf and vice versa; from

the light counterpart of ramal to heavy ramal; from hazaj to the light

counterpart of ramal; and from heavy ramal to miikhurf.

As to the nature of these transitions, al-Kindi gives the specific

example of the last move, from heavy ramal to makhuri, and the process

is reproduced in full by the Ikhwan. It is effected by stopping at the last

two percussions of ramal, continuing with a single percussion, making

a briefpause, and then beginning makhurf. From this we may arrive at

the following interpretation:

Ix 0 xx + 0 x 0

Ix x 0 x 0 + 0 x x x x /,

which is evidently in accord with an aesthetic desire to avoid the abrupt,

as it allows a smooth transition by creating an overlapping pre-echo of

the second cycle within the first.

5.7 Summary

The versions that result from this necessarily rather convoluted

discussion of the individual cycles are, it must be conceded, disputable

in places; they lack the regular differentiations and complementarities
that would allow them to be considered a coherent set rather than a
somewhat random accretion of disparate elements. Ignoring the switch
of names peculiar to the Ikhwan, we can certainly establish a grouping

123 Mu'allafat aI-Kindi al-musiqiyya) pp. 84) 98.
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of two light/heavy pairs, based on four- and five- or eight- and ten
time units respectively:

light

heavy

first

/x x x 0 /

/x 0 x 0 x 000

xooxxxxx/

second

/x x 0 x 0 : 0 x x x x /

/x 0 x 0 x 0 0 0 x 0:

xoooxxxxxx/

But thereafter regularity recedes:

ramal hazaj light of the light

light /x x x / /x x 00/ /xx 0/

heavy /x 0 x x 0:

xxoxx/

Here the light/heavy contrast may not have been as clear-cut; the light

counterpart of ramal does not obviously relate to the version proposed

for ramal in the same straightforward way; the light counterpart of the

light appears to be little more than a variant of the light counterpartof

ramal; and the version of hazaj proposed here likewise appears to be

little more than a variant of the light counterpart of the first heavy. By

comparison, the repertoire of seven cycles as described by al-Farabi

is tidier, in the sense that it reject.s one unnecessary entry; but it still

contains an element ofduplication in that both ramal and hazaj are now

statable as cycles of six time units, and although this fits neatly with the

association of the two with regard to mood and affect, according to his

systematic rules of transformation, the structure ofone could be derived

from the other and, therefore, relegated to the status of variant.

5.7.1 Variants

A salient and rather surprising feature of these definitions, particularly

as they are offered as generic types (ajnas), is that for four of the cycles
the Ikhwan present two forms. The first corresponds closely or exactly
to the generic type given by other theorists, while the second would,
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surely justifiably) be considered by them a secondary derivation thereof,
and one sometimes quite distant from the putative original form) to the
extent that they might even be thought of as showing how (or how far)
the generic form could be varied in practice, constituting, in short) a
representative sample from the range ofvariation types systematized by
al-Farabi. Alternatively, they might possibly be interpreted as specific
variants preferred by local musicians to avoid the regularity of the
generic form. Ifwe prefer to accept at face value the inference that they
were an integral part of the generic form, then they were presumably
variants that alternated with the basic form to create a normative

compound structure.
It is) in any case) worth noting that if the interpretations

proposed are valid, all four result from applying a similar process
of transformation, that is, the deletion of one of the attacks in the

basic form and the addition of one or (usually) more attacks to fill

the latter part of the cycle:

/xxoxo/-*/oxxxx/
/xoxoxooo/-*/xooxxxxx/

/xoxoxoooxo/~/xoooxxxxxx/

/xoxxo/~/xxoxx/

The Ikhwan present these examples without comment) almost as if
wishing to slip in, alongside definitions ofthe generic forms, surreptitious

examples of how others can be derived from them. But whatever the
motivation, by including them in a text not otherwise concerned with
the minutiae ofpractice, they underline the central importance of the

processes of transformation that make the rhythmic cycles so much
more flexible and alive than the bald outlines of the generic forms might
suggest, and give a glimpse into a world of rhythmic variation that, as
al-Farabi reveals, was one of considerable complexity.
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Epistle 5
On Music

(Being the fifth epistle from the first section
of the Epistles of the Brethren ofPurity, on the
Propaedeutical and Mathematical Sciences)*

(fol. 39b) In the name ofGod, the Compassionate, the Merciful





Epistle 5: Chapter 1

Chapter 11

Now that we have completed our account of the spiritual disciplines
that are the various fields ofspeculative knowledge and of the practical,
physical disciplines that are the various arts and crafts, and now that

2
we have explained in two of our epistles the essentials of each, the
number of types they contain, and the aims sought for in them,3 in
this epistle entitled (On Music' we wish to discuss that art which
combines the physical and the spiritual, that is, the art of composition
[ta'/if] and the knowledge ofproportion[al relationship]s [nisab]. But
it is not our intention in this epistle to give instruction in practical
musicianship [taCUm al-ghimf] and the construction of instruments
[~anCat al-maliihi],4 even if such matters have to be touched upon.

>l- Defined as the fifth epistle (but the fourth in the earliest, AtifEfendi manuscript,
as well as in the later Esad Efendi 3637), that on music is indeed put fifth, after
the epistles on arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and geography. But to the
extent that this last is an appendage to the epistle on astronomy, music remains
effectively fourth, retaining its normal position as a member of the quadrivium
of mathematical sciences.

In no manuscript does the term fa$l appear here, so this heading is an editorial
insertion (as are, throughout, the chapter numbers). As there is no clear
agreement between them on where it should be used thereafter, it has been
considered convenient in some cases to include a chapter division not found in
the three earliest manuscripts.

2 Given the position of this epistle and the nature of the preceding ones, one might
wonder what is implied by this apparently disconcerting initial claim to have
dealt with matters both spiritual and physical, and of having discussed in two
epistles their nature and purposes. The text contrasts '$anii'i' 'ilmiyya ruJ:ulniyya'
with '$ana'i' 'amaliyya jismaniyya' (although the Beirut edition, like the Feyzullah
MS, unfortunately replaces 'amaliyya with 'ilmiyya), and these two phrases tally
exactly with the subject matter of Epistles 7, on the speculative arts (al-$ana'i'
al-'ilmiyya), and 8, on the practical arts (al-$ana'i' al-'amaliyya). But there is no
need to entertain speculations that the epistle on music was originally intended
to follow them and that a different order was overridden at some later stage
by the more powerful call of the quadrivium. As it also contains several later
pointers to matter said to have been already dealt with elsewhere, including in
Epistle 38 (on the resurrection), such indications should be seen not as evidence
for the insertion early in the series of a late composition, but simply as a system
of cross-references within what is regarded as an already completed work.

3 The reading preferred here is that oft. and f, rather than the more obvious dual which
would refer to the two categories rather than their individual constituents.

4 Shiloah understands here 'performance'. However, the choice of $an'a rather
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Rather, we are concerned with knowledge ofproportion[al relationship]s
and the modalities of [harmonious] composition, through a command
of which one attains skill in all the arts.

5

You should know, dear brother, may God aid you and us with a spirit
of His, that in every manual craft the matter [hayula] dealt with consists
of naturally occurring material, and that all its products are physical

forms. The exception is music, for the 'matter' it deals with consists

entirely of spiritual substances UawahirJ, namely, the souls of those who

listen to it.6 The effects it has on them are also entirely spiritual, for

than $incfa suggests that manufacture rather than performance may have been
intended. The following phrase supports this to the extent that the discussion of
the lute, the only instrument to be considered in any detail, deals with materials,
dimensions, and tuning, not with playing technique. The topic is introduced,
moreover, by the phrase '$an'at ai-cud'. One should not read too much into
the use here of maIah'i rather than the more neutral aIiit for 'instruments',
while noting nevertheless that its association with frivolity emphasizes the
contrast between the mundane world of performance and the more spiritual,
philosophical domain that the Ikhwan intend to explore.
Given the underlying theme of the epistle, it is not surprising to find a disclaimer
concerning human and mechanical agents; the aim is not to give a descriptive
account oflocal phenomena, but to observe universal patterns and to reveal in the
relationships underlying the production ofsound a model ofgeneral applicability,
and at the same time to suggest spiritual analogies and motivations.

5 Although most of the terms used here seem to translate smoothly enough, the
match is by no means perfect (see the music chapter in the introductory volume
to this series, The Ikhwan aI-Safa' and their 'Rasa'il': An Introduction, p. 224 ff.
for a fuller discussion). 'Music' renders musiqi, an evident loan word, and one
which is thought to require some kind of definition, being glossed as ghinif
('song'). But the two are not synonymous: ghina' points to the practical, mus'iq'i
more to the theoretical and speculative. The concern of the Ikhwan is precisely
with access to a higher world manifesting ideal, harmonious proportions, and
as a result we find an emphasis on nisab ('relationships') that can be expressed
mathematically as simple ratios and thus exhibit ideal proportions.
Also without a wholly satisfactory equivalent is the term ta'Iif(see The Ikhwan
aI-Safa' and their 'Rasa'il', p. 228). 'Composition', with its background etymological
sense of 'putting together', provides an exact equivalence that still fails to capture
the implication that the underlying principle of composition should be an
adherence to, and manifestation of, ideal proportions, thereby providing a
human analogy to the pure ratios of the celestial realm that generate the music
of the spheres. (Shiloah, accordingly, prefers to render ta'Iif as 'harmony'.
Further amplification of the intellectual background, together with appropriate
references, may be consulted in the extensive footnotes to the opening pages of
his French translation.)

6 As here, hayuIa will generally be rendered by 'matter', and jawhar by 'substance'.
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melodies, consisting of rhythms [a~wat] and tones [naghamat]/ have
effects on the soul analogous to the effects of the art of those who work
with the particular material associated with their crafts.

These [p. 184] tones and rhythmic sounds have the power to inspire
peoples to undertake hard labour and strenuous activities, to encourage
them, and to strengthen their determination to perform difficult and
physically draining acts demanding the sacrifice of their lifeblood and
their accumulated wealth. Specifically, these are the stirring melodies
that are used in war and when fighting in the heat ofbattle, especially
when sung to metrical verse describing warfare and praising brave
warriors, such as the line, 'If I were from Mazin, the sons of al-Laqita

The statement here is both surprising and audacious. It is as if music as sound is a
mere vehicle or tool, a means towards an end, which is the particular psychological
state it brings about in the listener. This has interesting parallels with recent
arguments about ontology concerning music and literature, particularly those
related to reception theory; see, e.g., Robert C. Holub, Reception Theory: a Critical
Introduction (London: Methuen, 1984).

7 We are given here a definition of 'al/:uln musiqiyya' as a$Wat and naghamat,
none of them esoteric or highly technical terms, but their very accumulation
is nevertheless problematic, and the version offered here is tentative and, quite
possibly, wayward. To begin with, lal:m itself (see The Ikhwan al-$afa' and their
'Rasa'il', pp. 227-228) has no single satisfactory equivalent: 'melody' foregrounds
the element of pitch, but at least equally important with labn is the notion of
rhythmic structure (it also serves, in fact, as the technical equivalent to 'rhythmic
cycle'). It is thus perhaps more accurately rendered by 'measured melody' or
'rhythmic melody'. The following qualification of alban by musiqiyya seems
redundant, unless the intention is to foreground the melodic rather than rhythmic
aspect. But whatever the implication, to equate 'musical alban' with 'songs and
notes' would be pointlessly tautological. The term naghamat corresponds fairly
closely to 'notes, tones', but as well as 'songs' a$Wat may, and elsewhere in the
risala usually does, equate with 'sounds' in general, non-musical as well as musical.
Reference to non-musical sound can be excluded here, but it could, conceivably,
be meant to encompass the sound ofpercussion instruments as contrasted with
pitched naghamat. The version offered is, incidentally, quite close to Shiloah's:
'melodies which are composed of notes and rhythms'. See also Farmer, Sa'adya
Gaon, pp. 24-25.

8 The literal translation is 'souls' (nufus). There are two main levels of reference for
the nafs, one (sometimes specified as kulli, 'universal') being the world soul in
the Plotinian scheme of emanations, the other the soul of a person (sometimes
specified as juz'i, 'partial, individual'); where the former sense is clearly intended
it may be represented as 'Soul'. In the present context, the soul functions as the
driving force behind human action and can be viewed as standing metonymically
for the person.
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of Dhuhl ibn Shayban would not have dared to raid my camels? or

those of al-Baslls al-Minqariyya: 1O

I swear that were I in my tribal land,

Sa'd would suffer no wrong as a [protected] neighbour
ll

of

my people.

But I am a exiled in a place where,

when the wolf attacks, it ravages my sheep.

So, Sa'd, do not be deceived - go away,

for the people you are now with are dead to [the rights of

their] neighbours.

These and kindred verses,12 we are told, helped incite [whole]

9 Neither this nor the following example appears particularly bellicose and certainly
does not directly describe valorous martial acts. They are to be understood,
rather, as verses regarded as particularly effective in provoking action (the first
being a reproach using shame as the spur), and they belong to a particular genre
ofArabic poetry termed tahrtc;i, that which encourages or stimulates action, here
violent retaliation. This first example is, in fact, the very first line in al-Ifamasa,
a celebrated anthology compiled by Abii Tammam (d. 846). The poet, Qurayt
ibn Unayf, praises the valour of the tribe ofMazin, who helped him gain redress
when his own kinsfolk held back. For a variant reading see the commentary by
al-Tabrizi; laqtta means 'foundling', but rather than forming part of an abusive
phrase, it is said to be (a) the name of a real person, and (b) in any case, the
wrong name.

10 For the tribal conflict known as the war of al-Basiis, see J. W. Fuck, 'AI-Baslls
bint Munkidh b. Salman al-Tamiyya', E12, vol. 1, p. 1089. In the version preserved
in al-Tabrizi's commentary to the Hamasa there are four lines, and compared
to the three given here there are also differences in the order of the lines and in
the wording, with consequent (and significant) differences of meaning; see Kitab
Ash'ar al-hamasa, ed. G. G. Freytag (Bonn, 1828), vol. 1, p. 422. In the Beirut
edition the poet is identified as al-Basiis bint Munqidh.

11 The term jar ('neighbour') implies an obligation to help and defend if needed.
The following line provides a deliberate contrast by placing the speaker in a
place where no such protection is offered.

12 The Baslls verses appear only in i and j, the Beirut edition, and, among
the later manuscripts, t., which suggests the possibility that they may constitute
a later reinforcement. However, the following comment, 'hadhih al-abyat
wa-akhawatuha', is better suited to their presence than to their absence, and
the ensuing remark concerning the protracted conflict between two tribes (in
some manuscripts 'the two tribes') may be readily understood as a specific
reference to the Baslis war, a long drawn-out conflict between the Taghlib and
Bakr tribal groups.
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peoples to war, 13 and to a conflict between two Arab tribes that lasted
continuously for years.

There are also metrical verses that stir up covert rancour and move
the placid to action, inflaming them with anger, such as 'Remember the
deaths of al-l:iusayn and Zayd, and the one slain beside al-Mihras'. 14

These and other similar verses have stirred up hatred - the hatred
of a [whole] people, arousing their souls to action, inflaming them
with anger, and urging them on until they actually killed their cousins,
kinsfolk, and fellow tribesmen for the crimes of their fathers (fo1. 40a)

and the sins of their grandfathers, sparing no one.
There are also rhythms [anuln] and melodies [naghamdt] which

calm the vehemence of rage, dissolve enmity, bring about peace, and
create amicable friendliness. As an example of this, it is related that at
a drinking party two men met who were angry with each other and

between whom there was long-standing enmity and concealed rancour,
and when drink got the better of them their enmity was aroused,
inflaming them with anger, [po 185] so that each one was intent on
killing the other. When the musician [musiqdr],15 who was skilful in

his art, realized how things stood between them, he altered the tuning

of his instrumene6 and let them hear a melody in a soft rhythm l
? that

he played [(iarab] to calm their anger. He continued thus until he had

13 This loosely renders 'kcmat sababan li-nafir aqwam ila'l-1;urub' (more
literally, 'were a cause of peoples going/rushing forth to wars'). The Beirut
edition, like !.\, has tuthfr, but the scribal deviation najfr -+ na$r or tuthfr seems
more likely than the reverse. The derivation tanjfr in i and j is interesting,
suggesting 'to summon, mobilize', but, although istanjar has this sense, it is
not attested for naffar.

14 Although found in only two manuscripts, the reading qatflan (given also in
the Taj al- 'arus, s.v. mihras) is preferable to the qatil of the others (which would
yield 'and of the one slain'). The Taj al-'arus informs us that al-Mihras is a spring
near Uhud, and identifies the unnamed person as Bamza ibn 'Abd al-Muttalib,
who was killed at the battle of Uhud.

15 The manuscripts offer musfqf and musfqan as well as mUslqar. On this variety,
or confusion, see The Ikhwan and their 'Rasa'il', p. 228; see also the discussion
below in note 34.

16 The literal meaning is, 'he altered [ghayyar] the strings [awtar] of the
instrument [ala],. This is the reading in t.; the other manuscripts have 'he
altered the notes [naghamat] of the strings', making more explicit the change
of mode/mood involved.

17 Here, 'a melody in a soft rhythm' renders 'al-Ia/:zn al-Iayyin', on the assumption
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calmed the vehemence of their rage) and they stood up) embraced)
and made peace.

Then there are rhythms and melodies that transport people from
one state to another and change their outlook from one pole to its
opposite. One example is what is related concerning a group of
practitioners of this art who) having come together at the invitation of
a great man) were ordered by rank at his assembly according to their
expertise in their art. Suddenly) there entered a man in a dishevilled
state) wearing the garments ofan ascetic) but the lord of the assembly
set him above them all. As their expressions showed displeasure) the
host wished to demonstrate his excellence and dissipate their anger)
and so asked him to let them hear something of his art) whereupon
the man took out some pieces of wood he was carrying) assembled
[rakkab] them, stretched [madd] strings over them, and set them in
motion [barrak] in such a way that he made everyone in the assembly
laugh from the feelings of well-being, delight, joy, and pleasure that
had entered their souls. Then he changed them about,18 and set
them in motion in a different way which made them all weep at the
tenderness of the melody [naghma] and the sadness in their hearts. 19

Then he changed them about again and set them in motion in a way
which sent them all to sleep. He got up and left, and nothing more
has been heard of him.

It is clear from what we have expounded that the art of music has
differing effects on the souls of the listeners) parallel to the differing
effects of the arts of craftsmen on the materials used in their craft.
Because of this, all nations of humankind make use of it, as do many
animals also. A demonstration that it has effects on the soul is that
people sometimes use it when there is rejoicing and pleasure at weddings,

that the desired effect was produced by a conscious combination of modal and
rhythmic elements.

18 The verb here is qallaba ('to turn upside down, inside out'), not a technical
term in music. The implication is of something more drastic than the discreet
retuning of a string.

19 One would expect this to be signalled syntactically as an effect rather than a
cause, e.g., by 'abkahum kullahum wa-a/:zzana qulUbahum min riqqat al-naghma',
but all manuscripts have 'abkahum kullahum min riqqat [al-]naghma wa-/:zuzn
qulubihim', i.e., the melody and the sadness [it causes] result in weeping.
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feasts, and invitations, sometimes when there is sadness, grief, and
tribulation, and on occasions of mourning [ma 'iitim] ,20 sometimes in
houses ofworship and on feastdays, sometimes in the marketplace, at
home, when travelling and when settled down,21 at times of ease and
at times of weariness, in the assemblies of kings and the dwellings of
commoners. It is used by men and women alike, by young and old,
by the learned and the ignorant, by artisans and merchants, and by all
classes of people.

[po 186]

Chapter 2

You should know, dear brother, may God aid you and us with a spirit
of His, that all the arts were created by the sages through their wisdom,
and then people learned these from them and [subsequently] from
each other. They became an inheritance handed down from the wise to
the common people, from the learned (fol. 40b) to the learners, from
teachers to their pupils. The art of music, then, was created by the
sages through their wisdom, and people learned it from them and used
it like the other arts in their activities and general conduct according
to their various purposes. With regard to the use of music by the
custodians of divine ordinances in temples and places of worship,
when reciting [qinfa] during ritual prayer [~aliih],22 at sacrifices, when
praying [du(ii'], supplicating, and lamenting, as the prophet David
used to do when reciting his psalms, and as the Christians now do in
their churches and the Muslims in their mosques, with sweetness of
tone [naghma] and a melodic form [tal~in] ofrecitation23 - all that
is used for hearts to be softened and souls to be humble, submissive,
and obedient to the commands and prohibitions of God Almighty,

20 Shiloah suggests the presence of a classical reference here and also an allusion
to commemorations of the death of Muhammad.

21 The term used, bad-ar, normally refers to sedentary populations and town
life in opposition to Bedouin nomadic life.

22 This topic is not referred to elsewhere. On the introduction of musical elements
in the recitation ofthe Qur'an see, e.g., M. Talbi, 'La qira'a bi-I-all;an', Arabica,
5 (1958), pp. 183-190.

23 Although derived from lal;n, tall;in has the general sense of 'setting to music',
and probably carries no specifically rhythmic implication.
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to turn to Him in repentance for their sins, and to return to God,
exalted be He, by adopting the practice of His ordinances as they
have been prescribed.

You should know, dear brother, may God aid you and us with a
spirit of His, that one of the reasons that impelled the sages to institute
ordinances and follow their usage is their realization of what the
stars decree with regard to good and ill fortune at the beginning of
conjunctions [qininat],24 and of the revolutions of the years25 with
regard to the rise and fall of prices, to dearth and plenty, to drought,
pestilence and plague, to the coming to power of the wicked and
tyrannical, and similar vicissitudes of time and blows of fate. When
they realized this, they sought a stratagem which might rescue them
from what was predicted if it was bad and grant them a larger share if
it was good, and they found no strategem offering surer deliverance,
and nothing more effective, than adherence to the practice of the divine
laws, namely, fasting, ritual prayers, and sacrifices, all accompanied
by praying with fervent supplication to God Almighty, together with
humility, submission, lamentation, and an appeal to Him to avert
and remove from them the misfortunes and tribulations that had
been [po 187] determined by the ordinance of the stars. They had no
doubt that when they prayed to God, exalted be His name, with true
intentions, sincerity, modesty, tears, supplication, penitence, and
repentance, He would spare them what they feared, release them from
what was afflicting them, and mercifully grant them His forgiveness,
answer their prayer and respond to their entreaty.26

24 In astrology, this is the close approach of two planets to each other, yielding
a stronger influence.

25 See P. Kunitzsch, 'al-Nudjum', EI2, vol. 8, p. 97.
26 The syntax here is slightly suspect. The translation offered assumes that an

(ya$rij) resumes or cancels the anna(hum) immediately following 'la yashukkun'.
The obvious initial reading of an (ya$rij) as dependent upon da'aw (Le., 'when
they prayed[... ] for Him to spare them') would result in there being no consequent
clause, unless, conceivably, the readingfa-yatab oft is adopted, and is taken to
mark its onset.
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While praying, praising God, and reciting, they would use a type of
melody27 termed 'sorrowful'.28 These are the ones which, when heard,
soften hearts, cause eyes to weep, and instil in souls remorse for past
sins, inner sincerity, and a cleansing of conscience. This is one of the
reasons why the sages created the art of music and used it in temples,
at sacrifices, and for invocations and ritual prayers.

They also created another type ofmelody called 'emboldening', used
by army commanders on campaign and in the heat of battle, which

instils courage and bravery.
They also created another type of melody that they used around

dawn in hospitals. It alleviates the pain patients suffer from illness
(fol. 41a) and disease, reduces their severity, and [actually] cures many

diseases and sicknesses.
They also created another type of melody, used at times of affliction,

sadness, suffering and care, and at funerals, which offers solace,
alleviates the suffering caused by misfortune, consoles feelings ofloss,

and soothes away sadness.
They also created another type of melody that is used during heavy

labour and tiring work, like that used by porters, builders, sailors, and
boat-builders [maddddii'1-zawdriq]29 to alleviate both exhaustion of

body and weariness of soul.

27 The Arabic reads 'alban min al-musiqi', which seems here to refer to what
might be considered a genre, particularly as the following qualifier, mubazzin,
does not exhibit normal adjectival gender agreement with alban, but rather
stands independently as a category term.

28 This is not an ideal equivalent for mubazzin, 'that which evokes buzn'. Normally
translated 'sadness, sorrow, grief, buzn is a word still used to refer to a core part
of the emotions aroused by Qur'anic cantillation, and implying in this context, in
addition to intensity of feeling, a contemplative dwelling on meaning involving
introspective gravity. See Peter Bruns, AI-Ibtihalat ad-diniya: eine Form der
islamischen, religiosen Vokalmusik Agyptens, Islamkundliche Untersuchungen
192 (Berlin: Klaus Schwarz Verlag, 1995), pp. 99-101,104-114; and K. Nelson,
The Art ofReciting the Qur'an (Cairo-New York: American University in Cairo
Press, 2001), pp. 89-100.
Threefold categorizations involving different emotional ranges are presented
by aI-Kindi, e.g., joy/sorrow/impetuosity, these being associated with different
rhythmic cycles, but there appears to be no precedent for the six: types distinguished
here. See Mu 'allafa t al-Kindi al-musiqiyya, p. 99.

29 The manuscripts agree on zawariq rather than the expected zawariq, pI. of
zawraq. The word maddad does not appear in the classicallexica, but is noted
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They also created another type of melody used at times of rejoicing,
delight, and pleasure, and at weddings and feasts. This is the type that
is well known and widely used in our day.30

This art may also [p. 188] be used in dealing with animals, as with the
cameleees song U,uda)] used while travelling and during night-time to
spur on the camels' progress and to lighten the weight of their burdens
for them. It is also used by herdsmen, who whistle when their flocks
or cattle or horses come down to water, to encourage their desire to
drink. They also use other melodies when the animals are on heat [to
encourage them] to mount and copulate, and yet others when milking
them, to obtain a copious flow. Hunters of gazelles and onagers and

hunters31 of francolins, sand-grouse, and other birds use melodies in the
darkness of night to make them stay so sti1l32 that they can be caught

by hand. Women use melodies with their children to stop them crying
and to send them to sleep.

It is clear from what we have expounded that the art of music is

used by all peoples and is enjoyed by all animals that possess the sense
of hearing, and that musical tones [naghamat] have a spiritual effect

on souls, just as the other arts have physical effects on bodies.

We may now say that musfqf is music [ghina J

], the musfqar is the
musician [mughannf],33 and the muszqan is the musical instrument

[alat al-ghina J ];34 that music consists of harmoniously constructed

by Dozy in this sense. Shiloah follows the Beirut edition, which has 'mullah
al-zawarfq wa-a$hab al-marakib', and translates it as 'sailors and captains'.

30 The inference that some of the other, more serious types were relatively
neglected ties in with the later argument about moral (i.e., Islamic) objections
to music on the grounds of its frivolous associations.

31 'Onagers and hunters' may be a later interpolation, but if so, a felicitous one,
avoiding the otherwise abrupt jump from gazelles to various birds (after which,
incidentally, two manuscripts also add fish).

32 This is based on reading awqaf (or waqqafa). The alternative (found in t)
would be waththaqa (possibly 'to gain their trust').

33 Following the repeated equation of musiqf with ghina', there is a logical
use of a term derived from it for the following definition. Properly speaking,
mughannf means 'singer'; but in the risala musicians are also, indeed normally,
instrumentalists.

34 The manuscripts are not unanimous here, and musiqar and musiqan are
often confused. Of the earliest manuscripts, i has a lacuna, and J has musiqar
for both, although one is a marginal addition, which hardly inspires confidence,
while the clearest witness is t., which has musiqan for the musician and musiqar
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melodies [allJan mu'talifa] and a melody of successive notes [naghamat
mutawatira]; that notes are vibrating, sustained sounds [a$wat
mutarannima],35 and sound is an impact [qar] occurring in the air
from the collision of bodies against each other. 36 We have explained
this in the epistle on sense perception and percepts [al-lJass wa'l
malJsus, Le., Epistle 24], but it is necessary for us to mention aspects

of it in this epistle too.

for the instrument. However, musfqiir occurs sufficiently frequently later in the
text in the sense of musician to make it clear which is which. The rarer musfqiin
is not attested elsewhere, and in fact the reading musiqiin for 'instrument' here
only occurs in ~ and J, (again in a marginal addition, this time in another
hand) and, among the remaining Bibliotheque nationale and Bodleian MSS, in
t (although another has musfqiiz, surely a misreading of musiqiin). It may be
noted that, in general, the curve of the independent forms of), J, and ~ in
J, is worryingly similar, which may explain the preference for musfqiit in the
Beirut edition, whence, presumably, its appearance in al-Faruqi, An Annotated
Glossary. For al-Khwarizmi, the musician (mutrib) and composer (mu'allif
al-al/;iin) are called musiqur and musiqiir (although the former is just one among
several manuscript variants), while al-Kindi has musiqiiri; see al-Khwarizmi,
Mafiiti/; al-'ulum, p. 236; al-Kindi, Mu'allafiit al-Kindi al-musiqiyya, p. 69.

35 The manuscripts offer also muttazin and mutarattib, which at first sight might
seem more likely. The Beirut edition opts for muttazin, and it might be thought
that the case for this is strengthened by the fact that the phrase 'naghamiit
muttazina' occurs in Chapter 4. According to context, mutarannim might be
rendered by 'twanging' (of a string), 'ringing', 'quivering', or even 'trilling' (of a
voice), and can readily be understood here as referring to the periodic vibration
of a musical tone. The other two terms point to organization and regularity,
and thus speak more to the rhythmic domain. This, however, concerns notes
in succession and is already implied by the preceding mutawiitir, whereas the
point here is to define the musical note as such.

36 We thus have a compressed but clear exposition of a hierarchy of elements:
sound is defined as an acoustic phenomenon - qar' (a knock, rap, thump),
a note as a sound with musical parameters (perhaps as contrasted with raw,
non-musical noise). Notes following one another in succession form a melody
(lal:m, a term with rhythmic as well as melodic implications). Finally, music is
an aggregate of melodies, but specifically those that are mu'talij, harmonious
in the sense of being well formed with regard to their tone relationships.
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Chapter 3

On the Way in which
the Faculty ofHearing Perceives Sounds

With regard to the way in which the faculty of hearing perceives its
sense data, namely, sounds [a$wat], you should know, dear brother,
that sounds are of two categories, one animate in origin, the other
not. The latter also falls into two categories, natural and artificia1,37
the natural ones being those such as the sound of rock, iron, wood,
thunder, wind) and all lifeless inert bodies,38 while the artificial ones are

those such as the sound of drums [tabl], trumpets [buq], reed [zamr]
and string instruments [awtar],39 and the like. The animate, too, is of

two categories: one is utterance [mantiqi], the other not, this latter
consisting of [po 189] the sounds made by all the animals not endowed

with (fol. 41b) rational speech [ghayr natiq]. Utterances are thus those

produced by man and are of two categories, one meaningful [dall],
the other not. The latter consist of such things as laughing, crying, and

shouting, in short, every wordless sound, whereas meaningful sounds
are speech and utterances consisting of words. 40

All these sounds result from an impact [qar(] occurring in the air

caused by the collision [ta$adum] of bodies. That is, because of its

extremely attenuated nature, the lightness of its substance, and the
swiftness of the motion of its molecules,41 air permeates all the space

between bodies, so that when one body strikes another, that air rapidly

slips out from between them, eddies forth, and proceeds in waves in all

37 The Arabic term is air, related to ala, 'instrument' (and the following examples
of the category are in fact all musical instruments).

38 Here, '[a ru/:z [aha', literally, 'devoid of spirit', is rendered by 'lifeless'.
39 Again, a broad classification of instrument types is offered here, headed by

percussion (tabl, 'drum', used generically). The next two terms do not appear
in the previous list: buq may denote (conical bore) horns as well as (cylindrical
bore) trumpets; zamr, from the same root as mizmar, presumably here designates
in the first instance reed instruments.

40 'Wordless/words' corresponds to hija', 'alphabet, spelling'; as occurs later in
the analysis of rhythm, language analogies are conceived in relation to script, to
sounds and words represented in writing.

41 This is a rather free rendering of ajza J

, literally, 'constituents', associated
with which, however, is the more technical philosophical extension: 'ajza' la
tatajazza", 'atoms'.
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directions, taking in its motion a spherical form, widening like the bottle
on which the glass-blower works, and the more the shape is enlarged,
the more its wave-like motion weakens until it fades into stillness. With
its wave-like motion the air enters the hearing ofwhatever people and
animals endowed with ears are present near that place, and reaches the
channels of the ear [$imakhan]42 in the posterior region of the brain.

The air there oscillates, whereupon the faculty of hearing discerns this
movement and alteration.

You should know that every sound has a unique quality, character,43
and pneumatic [rubani]44 form, and that because of the refinement45

of its substance and the delicacy of its element, air can transmit every
sound, preserving it in its own form and shape so that it is not confused
with others, and thus preventing their forms being distorted before

it conveys them to their final goal and ultimate aim at the faculty of
hearing, [which it does] in order to bring them to the imaginative
faculty, which resides in the fore part of the brain, as determined by

the wise Almighty, who endowed you with hearing, sight and hearts
- how seldom you are grateful! 46

Chapter 4

Now that we have completed the exposition of the nature of sounds,
the manner in which they are borne on the air, and the manner in

which the faculty of hearing perceives them, we shall now expound

42 I.e., the auditory meatus.
43 Here, 'naghma wa-$igha', literally, 'note and shape', is rendered loosely by

'quality, character'. Later in this passage, $igha is paired with hay'a, 'form', and
the two appear to be more or less synonymous. More adventurously, one might
think of'naghma wa-$igha' being rendered by 'sonic envelope'.

44 The normal translation of ruhiini is 'spiritual', but that hardly seems appropriate
in the present context. Better might be 'immaterial', but a more precise equivalent
is suggested by the presence of ruhiini in the titles of treatises such as Kitiib Fi'l
hiyal al-ruhaniyya wa-mikhiiniqii ai-rna', where it clearly designates pneumatic
devices; see Farmer, The Sources ofArabian Music, entry Ill. (Etymologically, of
course, 'pneumatic' leads us back not just to breath but to spirit.)

45 Rendering by 'refinement' sharaf, literally, 'nobility' echoes sharif, 'noble', which
appears frequently in the phrase 'nisab sharifa', rendered as 'ideal proportions'.

46 Qur'an 23:78.
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the various manners in which they occur from the impact [ta~adum]

of bodies on each other.
We may say that if any two given bodies impact on each other

softly and gently, no sound is heard because the air escapes from
between them little by little [po 190] without causing a sound, whereas
sound is caused when the impact of the bodies is quick and forceful,
because the air is then impelled suddenly, moving swiftly in waves in
all six directions [i.e., up, down, left, right, forwards, and backwards].
Accordingly, a sound occurs, and is heard as we have explained in
the previous chapterY

When large bodies collide they produce a louder sound because
the oscillation of the air is greater. Whenever there are two bodies
of the same substance, volume, and shape, the sounds they make on
being struck [nuqira] together once will be equal, but if one of them is
hollow, its sound will be greater because it agitates a large amount of
air (fol. 42a) both internally and externally.

The sounds produced by smooth bodies are smooth because the
common surfaces between them and the air are smooth;48 and the
sounds produced by rough bodies are rough because the common
surfaces between them and the air are rough. When hard, hollow bodies
such as bowls, draining vessels,49 and jars are struck [nuqiraJ, they
resonate [tanna] for a long time because the air within the concavity
vibrates back and forth, striking [~adama] them over and over again,

47 Although the third chapter division is only present in i among the earlier
manuscripts, this statement provides a justification for it, for otherwise we would
have to construe it in relation to a brief statement towards the end of Chapter
2 above, and it would make little sense to refer to this when all the explanatory
material is in Chapter 3.

48 Three manuscripts include a further statement to the effect that the air shared
between them is also smooth. There seems to be a slight logical short cut here:
neither the air nor the surfaces can, properly speaking, be shared (mushtarak).
What is shared is the common property of smoothness, so that the two objects
can be deemed to affect the air in between (that in this sense is common to them
both) in an identical and hence shared fashion. Similarly with the following
statement about objects with rough surfaces.

49 This renders tarjaharat, glossed in the Beirut edition as ku'us, 'cups'. A tarjahara
is 'a receiver for liquid with a curved bottom in which there is a small orifice';
see Banii Miisa ibn Shakir, Kitab al-Ijiyal, tr. D. R. Hill as The Book ofIngenious
Devices (Dordrecht: D. Reidel Publishing Company, 1979), p. 260.
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time after time, until it comes to rest. Those that are wider produce a
larger sound because they agitate [$adama] a large amount ofair both
internally and externally.

The sounds oflong trumpets [buqat] are particularly loud because
the air oscillating [mutamawwij] within them strikes against them over
a long stretch during its passage. Animals with large lungs, long throats,
and wide nostrils and mouths make loud sounds because they breathe
in large amounts of air and expel it with powerful force.

It is evident from what we have expounded that the reason for the
volume of sounds is related to the size of the sound-producing bodies,
the force of the impact, and the magnitude of the oscillation of air [as
it proceeds] in [all] directions from them.

We may now state that the loudest sound is the sound of thunder.
(We have already explained the cause of its occurrence in the epistle
on meteorology [al-athar al- (ulwiyya, i.e., Epistle 18], but we shall go
over what is necessary here [too].)

The reason for its occurrence is that when the vapour that ascends
into the atmosphere from the sea and [the vapour] that [ascends]
from the land rise high into the air [po 191] and commingle, and the
wet vapour encloses the dry, that is, smoke, and the cold of the icy
celestial layer [zamharfr] 50 encloses both the wet and the dry vapour and
constricts them, the dry vapour is compressed within the wet vapour,
ignites, and seeks to escape. It pushes at the wet vapour and splits it;
the wet vapour cracks open from the heat of the dry smoke, just as wet
objects when surrounded by the heat of fire will suddenly crack open.
There results a crash in the air, which bursts out in all directions, and
from the outrush of that dry smoke from the inside of the cloud there
is ignited a flash called lightning. This is similar to what happens with
the smoke of an [already] extinguished lamp when it comes close to a
lighted one which is then extinguished. 51 Sometimes some of the wet

50 The space between the surface of the earth and the lunar sphere is considered
to be divided into three strata. The stratum touching the earth, nasfm, is
temperate, being warmed by the earth radiating back the heat of the sun. The
third and furthest, athfr, is fiery, being heated by contact with the lunar sphere.
The intermediate one, zamharir, which begins already at the altitude of high
mountains, is) in contrast, bitterly cold.

51 The comparison seems odd) coming immediately after the reference to thunder
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vapour eddies about within the clouds and becomes a wind, whirling52

into the gaps in the clouds and through the mist seeking escape, and is
heard to reverberate and rumble with the kind of sound a man hears
from his insides when afflicted by wind and flatulence. Sometimes the
cloud just splits open all of a sudden and the wind rushes out, making
a tremendous sound called a thunderbolt. (fo1. 42b) This is the cause
of the sound of thunder and the manner of its production.

With regard to the sounds made by the winds, the cause of their
occurrence is that the winds are nothing but the oscillation of air to the
east, west, north and south, and up and down, so that when it strikes

mountains and walls or trees and plants with its moving currents and
passes between them, there results a variety of sounds, echoes, and
different forms of reverberation, all according to the large or small size
of the bodies impacted, their shapes, and [their degrees of] hollowness,

a full account of which would be excessive.

With regard to the sounds produced by the waters in their flowing
and undulation and by their impact upon bodies, because of the

attenuated substance of air and the fluid nature of its element, it can
pass between all of them, so that the incidence and range of these

sounds correspond to the [various] causes that we have expounded in
relation to the winds.53

With regard to the sounds produced by animals with lungs and
the differences in their kinds and the types of tones [naghamat] 54 they

produce, these vary according to whether their necks are long or short,

to the width of their throats [hulqum], the structure of their larynx

and lightning. It is perhaps best understood as referring back to the commingling
of wet and dry vapour, for which the analogy is the turbulence that results when
the cooler smoke encounters the warmer.

52 Both 'eddies about' and 'whirling' render yadur, which emphasizes circular
motion.

53 The initial parallelism suggests that reference is being made to water as a
sound-producing and transmitting element, but there is no reason to reject
the following introduction of air as a textual corruption. Rather, it is seen as
the essential carrier ofsound, so that the movement of the air as water touches
water or another object is treated as akin to the noise-producing expulsion of
air from in between two objects.

54 In contrast to the preceding a$w,U ('sounds'), naghamat might imply something
possibly pitched, and more musical.
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Uzanjara ],55 the power with which they take in the air, and the strength
with which they expel their breath through their mouths and nostrils,
a full account [po 192] of which would be excessive.

With regard t<;> the sounds produced by animals without lungs, such
as wasps, locusts, crickets, and the like, they set the air in motion with
light, swift movements ofa pair ofwings from which different sounds
result, just as happens with the vibration [tabrik] of the lute strings,
and their variety and differences in kind are according to the thinness,
thickness, shortness, length, and speed of motion of their wings.

With regard to dumb animals such as fish, crabs, turtles, and
others, they are dumb because they have neither lungs nor wings and
so produce no sounds.

With regard to the various sounds made by mineral and vegetable
substances, such as wood, iron, copper, glass, stone, and the like, the
differences between them are according to their degrees of dryness and
hardness, the extent to which they are large, small, long, short, thin,
or thick, the variety of their shapes with respect to being more or less
concave or convex, the force of the impact, and the causes involved.
We shall clarify this in due course.

With regard to the various sounds of instruments designed to
produce them, such as drums [tubal], trumpets [baqat], kettledrums
[dabadibJ, frame drums [dufufJ, flutes [nayat], reed instruments [sarani
wa-mazamir] ,56 lutes [(idan] , and the like, they differ depending on their
shapes and the materials from which they are made; whether they are
large, small, long, or short; their interior dimensions, the bore of their
holes, and whether their strings are thick or thin; and on the variety
of techniques players use on them. We shall need to expound part of
this since one of the purposes of this epistle is to clarify the nature
of music [musiqi], which consists of harmonious melodies [alban

55 The word banjara might refer specifically to the larynx, but could equally
well be synonymous with bulqum.

56 An attempt is made in the Introduction above to survey the various instrument
types mentioned in the risala. The nature of the difference between dabadib and
the preceding tubul is not easy to establish. 'Flutes' and 'reed instruments' cover
adequately the range suggested by the words nayat, sarani, and mazamir, but it
must be emphasized that in each case identification is hazardous, and precision
not always attainable.
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mu'talifa] and metrically regulated notes [naghamiit muttazina], and
is called song [ghinal 57

Now that our exposition has clarified that music consists of
harmonious melodies, (fo1. 43a) that a melody consists of metrically
regulated notes, and that metrically regulated notes only occur as a
result ofconsecutive attacks [barakiit mutawiitira] between which there
are successive pauses [sukuniit mutatiiliya], we need to explain, first,
the concepts of motion [baraka] and rest [sukun] [to which attacks
and pauses relate].58

We may state that motion is the transfer of an object from its
initial position to a second position at a second [moment in] time. Its
antithesis is rest, which is [an object] remaining in the initial position
at a second [moment in] time. Motion is of two kinds, fast and slow,
fast motion being the one in which the moving object traverses a long
distance in a short time, while the slow is the one in which the moving
object traverses a shorter distance in the same time. Two motions are

57 As before, musiqi is explained as being ghina.' (see Chapter 1, notes 5 and 7
above). Taken together, the other terms clearly cover the notion of a pleasing
organization of both pitches and durations, but the distribution is not quite as
in the English. 'Melodies' is an attempt to render al1;a.n, which often implies
rhythmic structure, but is here qualified by mu'talif(,in accord'). The notion of
harmony, however, has nothing to do with different pitches sounding at the same
time, but refers to a key concept in the thinking of the Ikhwan, that ofproportion
manifest as the perfect ratios which express the intervals of the harmonic series
generated by the friction of the celestial spheres. There remain 'notes', or tones
(naghama.t), which perhaps first imply pitch, but must also be realized in time,
and are qualified here as 'balanced, regular' (muttazin) - and elsewhere by the
related and more common mawzun, which adds to the notion of balance that of
metrical regularity. The fundamental semantic pattern of this first definition is
thus chiastic, with a melodic qualification for a term with a rhythmic bias, and
vice versa; but it is immediately transformed into a sequence going from global
concept to basic elements.

58 The terminology here is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7. The basic
point is that rhythm is conceived as allied to prosody, which uses a vocabulary
in part related to features of Arabic script. Thus, an attack is viewed as analogous
to a consonantal onset which must be followed by a vowel, for which the
equivalent term is 'movement' (1;araka). From this we proceed logically to
a discussion of movement versus rest in space and time. For a more general
discussion of the reliance upon the methods of analysis used in prosody, see
the Introduction, 5.2 and 5.2.1.
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only considered separate if there is an intervening rest. 59 Rest is when
the [potentially) moving object stays in its initial position for a time
during which it could have been in motion.

Having finished expounding what we needed to clarify, we may now
say that sounds are divided qualitatively into eight kinds, every two of
which form a corresponding pair in comparative terms. They comprise
great and small, fast and slow, high and low, and loud and sof1.60

Great and small sounds are distinguished by comparing one with the
other, for example, the sounds of drums one against the other. Thus,
when the sounds of parade drums [tubitl al-mawakib) are compared
with the drums played by mukhannath musicians61 they are great, but
if they are compared with the sounds of the kits they are small, and the
sounds of the kits are small when compared with the sound of thunder

and thunderbolts (the kits being a huge drum played in the marches of
Khurasan when people go forth to battle, the sound of which can be

heard from some leagues away). In this way, great and small sounds
are discriminated by comparing one with another.

With regard to [discriminating) fast and slow sounds by comparing

one with another, the former are the ones where the duration of the

59 The same argument is deployed later in relation to rhythm: without intervening
pauses, successive attacks would produce a continuous sound and could not be
distinguished one from the other.

60 Some manuscripts (and the Beirut edition) have khafif in place of khafit,
but this is normally a term with tempo implications, and the series already
contains the fast/slow contrast. However, it is not easy to distinguish the loud/
soft contrast from the initial great/small pair, for which the examples adduced,
drawn from contrasting types of drum (and thunder), may well have involved
contrasts of timbre and pitch but are essentially to do with dynamics. For the
last pair, perhaps not surprisingly, no specific examples are given.

61 The term mukhannath is generally rendered as 'effeminate', and the label
was applied mainly to certain musicians of the early Umayyad period, some
of whom were variously identified as transvestites and/or homosexuals. But
the fact that they were considered unsavoury does not mean that they were
necessarily thought to be physically feeble; rather, there was an association
between mukhannath musicians and a particular type of waisted drum which
would not have been able to produce the same volume as those, presumably
kettle drums or large double-headed drums, that were played during processions
and on other outdoor occasions. (The drum in question, the kuba, is sometimes
singled out for condemnation by association in the legal literature.)
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pauses between the attacks62 is short in comparison with others. Examples
are the sounds of the fullers' beaters and the blacksmiths' hammers, which
are quick in comparison with the sounds ofthe pestles ofthose who grind
rice or gypsum. These are slow relative to them, but quick in comparison
with the oars ofboatmen. In this way, the [relative] speed or slowness of
sounds is discriminated by comparing one with another.

With regard to [discriminating] high and low [po 194] sounds by
comparing one with another, examples are the notes produced by

plucking [naqarat] the highest lute string [zir] in comparison with the

notes of the second string [mathna], and the notes of the second string
in comparison with the third [mathlath],63 and the third with the lowest

[bamm], which [in each case] are [relatively] high. Going in the other

direction, the sound of the lowest string is low in relation to the third,

and [similarly with] the third in relation to the second, and the second

in relation to the highest string. (fol. 42b) Another instance is provided

by the sound of each open [mutlaq] string, which is low in comparison

with any note produced by stopping it [mazmum]. Accordingly, whether

a note is high or low is judged by comparison with another.

As for loud and soft sounds, what causes them has been mentioned
above in the first section [of this chapter].64

Sounds may be divided quantitatively into two categories, continuous

and discontinuous,65 the latter being those where there is a perceptible

pause between attacks,66 as with the plucking [naqarat] of strings and

62 Here the term is naqra, the attack itself, not baraka as before.
63 Some manuscripts consistently vowel these two terms as muthanna and

muthallath.
64 The term used is fa$l, normally rendered 'chapter'; but the reference must

be to the beginning of the present chapter, rather than to Chapter 1, which does
not discuss this topic.

65 The terms 'continuous', or 'conjunct' (mutta$il), and 'discontinuous', or 'disjunct'
(munfa$il), are common in music theory, especially with regard to the possible
arrangements of tetrachords within the octave. They are, however, also used
by al-Farabi in relation to rhythm, although not with the senses the Ikhwcln
give them.

66 A reduction of 'bayn azman /:larakat naqaratiha zaman sukun ma/:lsus',
literally, 'between the times/durations of the movements of their attacks is the
perceptible time/duration of a pause/rest', which in this context is equivalent to
saying that the decay after the attack is sufficiently steep to separate one note
clearly from the next.
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the striking [iq,fat] ofpercussion sticks [qwjban],67 while the former are
like the sounds ofwind instruments [mazamir wa-nayat wa-surnayat],68
fiddles [rababat], and water wheels [dawalib wa-nawa Cir]69 and the like.
Continuous sounds are divided into two types, high and low, and those
reed-pipes [nayat] and shawms [mazamir] with a wider bore [tajwif]
and wider holes [thaqb] produce a lower sound, those with a narrower
bore and narrower holes a higher sound. In addition, the holes which

are nearer the mouthpiece [maw(it al-nafkh] produce higher notes,

and those further away lower notes.

Chapter 570

You should know, dear brother, that when strings that are identical in

thickness [ghila?,], length [tul], and tension [bazqFl are plucked in the

same way,72 their sounds are identical [mutasawi]; [p. 195] if they are

67 This reflects the textual survival of a much earlier practice (noted in the Kitiib
al-Aghiinf in relation to some early Umayyad singers, but much less common
thereafter as the lute becomes the accompanying instrument of preference) of
using a qa(jfb, a stick, switch, or wand to beat out the rhythm of the song. This
would have been nothing like the hefty staff with which Lully fatally injured
his foot, but something quite light, since it was sometimes used to tap out the
rhythm on a dawiih, a scribe's box for pens and ink.

68 With the wind instruments it is presumably a case not only of a contrast
with the steep decay on plucked lutes but also of the possibility, on some, of
sustaining the sound for long periods by using circular breathing. For niiyat and
surniiyiit the reed/non-reed distinction may not have been a significant feature.
The evidence, such as it is, is discussed above in the Introduction, 4.1.2. In the
Arabic, the rabiibiit are placed bewteen the niiyiit and surniiyiit.

69 Both dawiilib and nawii'ir are water wheels, and there seems to be no significant
difference between them. Adding them to a list of musical instruments might
seem surprising, but the subject-matter under discussion is continuous sound
in general, for which that produced by the steady flow and discharge of water
provides a perfectly suitable example.

70 The Beirut edition has the heading 'On Consonance and Dissonance' (ff'rntiziij
al-a~wiit wa-tanafuriha) for this chapter, but this is not found in any of the
manuscripts consulted. It is similarly the case with the headings of most of the
following chapters.

71 Here and below, both t. and the Beirut edition have kharq, which makes
no sense: bazq is to be preferred.

72 Literally, this means 'plucked a single pluck' (nuqirat naqra wiibida), but in
this context it is reasonable to suppose that it is less the number of times than
the uniform degree of intensity that is implied.
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identical in length but different in thickness) the sounds of the thicker
ones will be lower [aghla?:] and the sounds of the thinner ones higher
[ahadd]; if they are identical in length and thickness but different in
tension) the sounds of the tenser [muhazzaqF3 ones will be higher and
the sounds of the slacker [mustarkhl] ones lower; if they are identical in
thickness, length) and tension but differently plucked [naqr]) the one
plucked with greater force will have the louder [aCla] sound.

You should know that high and low sounds are opposed to each other)
but when they stand in a consonant [ta)lifl] relationship) they accord with

each other [italafa], conjoin [imtazaja], and unite [ittahada] to form a
measured melody74 which pleases the ear) and which spirits delight in

and souls enjoy.75 But when they stand in some other relationship) they

are dissonant [tanafara] and clash [tabayana], they do not accord with

each other and the ear does not enjoy them; rather) it shuns them: souls

feel revulsion at them and spirits detest them.

You should know that high sounds are hot) warming a [too- ]heavy

mixture of the combination ofhumours76 and moderating them; low

sounds are cold and wet) wetting a [too-]hot and dry mixture of the

73 The manuscripts offer haziq and muhazzaq, but neither occurs in the classical
lexica in the sense 'tensed, pulled tight' (although the latter is at least to be found
in modern dialects).

74 Consonance is always to be understood horizontally, defining the nature of
the relationship between successive tones. Also to be noted is the inclusion here
of 'measured' (mawzun); to be pleasing, a melody must also have, in addition to
consonant pitch relationships, a satisfactory rhythmic structure.

75 In such contexts, the Ikhwan habitually prefer a threefold articulation, using
the verbs istaladhdha,fariha bi and surra bi. These form a complementary set,
and the English equivalents ('enjoy', 'delight in', 'be pleased by') will be juggled
about quite freely. On the other hand, the equivalences ofarwah to 'spirits' and
nufus to 'souls' will be maintained, even when, as here, we appear to be faced
with elegant variation involving essentially synonymous terms.

76 This renders 'mizaj akhlat al-kaymus al-ghali?a'. In this first development
of the important theme of the desirable balance to be established between the
humours there is some semantic overlap: mizaj already implies both 'mixture' and
'temperament'; akhlat is also a mixture, but more specifically the four humours
(blood, phlegm, and yellow and black bile) from which the temperaments are
derived; and kaymus (+- Greek khumos) is a humour or combination of humours.
Attractive, therefore, would be the terser 'mizaj al-kaymus al-ghali?a' in t.,
except that the gender of the adjective points to a missing element. (According
to the reading chosen, ghali? initially qualifies akhlat and later in the passage
mizaj, but the meaning is not changed in any significant way.)
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combination of humours; and sounds that are median between high
and low keep the balanced mixture of the combination ofhumours as
it is, so as to prevent it from losing its equilibrium.

When great and awesome sounds that lack any harmonious inner
relationship [ghayr mutanasib] strike the ear all ofa sudden, they disturb
the temperaments [mizaj) and destroy their equilibrium, sometimes
even causing sudden death. There is a mechanical contrivance to

produce such sounds called the organ [urghun],77 which the Greeks

used (fol. 44a) in warfare to terrorize the enemy, stopping up the ears
of those who manned the bellows [al-naJikhrnJrha].78

Well-balanced and well-measured sounds that stand in proportionate

relationships [mutanasib] help restore equilibrium to the blend of the

humours. They please the natural disposition [tiba C

]: spirits enjoy them

and souls are delighted by them.

[po 196]

Chapter 6

You should know, dear brother, may God aid you and us with a spirit

of His, that bodies have temperaments of many kinds, and that animals

have natures ofmany types, and that each temperament and nature has a

melody which corresponds to it and a rhythm which matches it.79 Their

number is uncountable, except to God Almighty. The demonstration

of the truth of what we have said and the accuracy of what we have

described is that you will find, on reflection, that each people has

rhythms and melodies which it enjoys and takes delight in, while

others do not enjoy them, and only they take delight in them, such
as the songs [ghina J

] of the Daylamls,8o Turks, Kurds, Armenians,

77 Considerable interest was shown in the organ as a mechanical contrivance.
See Farmer, The Organ ofthe Ancients; 'The Organ of the Muslim Kingdoms',
JRAS (1926), pp. 495-499; and The Sources ofArabian Music, entries 43,113,
114, 120.

78 The version in i and (is preferred here. With variations, that in the other
manuscripts reads 'those who man the bellows stop up their ears when using
and operating it'.

79 Both here and below, the rendering of naghma is 'melody', and of la/:zn
'rhythm'.

80 The Daylamis hail from Daylam, the mountainous area immediately to
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Africans)81 Persians) Byzantines,82 and other peoples with different
languages, natures) habits, and customs. Similarly) you will also find
within any single one of these nations groups of people who enjoy
particular rhythms and melodies which delight their souls while others
neither enjoy them nor take delight in them. Again) you may also
sometimes find an individual who at a certain moment will delight in
a song and take pleasure in it, but at another will not and may indeed
sometimes dislike it and suffer upon hearing it. You will find people
similarly disposed with regard to food, drink) scents) clothes) and other
matters of pleasure, adornment) and beauty, all according to changes
of temperament) differences of nature and bodily constitution) and

conditions of place and time, as we have partially explained in the
epistle on the humours.83

Chapter 7

You should know) dear brother, may God aid you and us with a spirit
of His) that each people possesses its own musical idiom, with its own

rhythmic and melodic articulation)84 which does not resemble those of

the south of the Caspian sea. A distinction is often maintained between the
inhabitants of this region, those from Fars in the south-west ofIran, and those
from Khurasan in the north-east.

81 The term zanj probably implies East Africans from the coastal region
or Ethiopians.

82 Two manuscripts add Indians to this list, while four add a'rab, which, from
the sophisticated perspective of city dwellers in Basra or Baghdad, probably
refers not to the urban music with which they were most familiar but to the
tribal musics of the Bedouin Arabs.

83 This is possibly a reference to Epistle 23: 'The Composition of the Body'.
84 The rendition of 'a/ban min a/-ghina' wa-a$wat wa-naghamat' (literally,

'melodies/rhythms of song/music and sounds/songs and notes') as' [... ] its own
musical idiom, with its own rhythmic and melodic articulation' is very free. The
phrase could either be taken as a rhetorical accumulation of near synonyms
saying little more than 'melodies' or as an attempt to encompass in non-technical
language various parameters characterizing the musical style of a given group.
The latter has been assumed, but the terms used are, as usual, slippery and could
be variously rendered. To work backwards, naghamat might refer by extension
to typical features of pitch organization, that is, to modal structure and melodic
habits; $awt could mean 'song' as a generic term (as in the Kitab al-Aghani) but
even, more widely, 'sound' as encompassing also instrumental timbres; ghimf,
'singing', may also imply musical practice in general, including instrumental
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others. They are uncountable, except to God Almighty, who created
these peoples, formed them, and gave them their natures with all their
differences of habit, language, and colour.

[Here,] however, we wish to expound the basic elements of music
[usul al-ghimf] and the rhythmic principles [qawanin al-alban]85 from
which everything is compounded. Thus music is made up [murakkab]
ofmelodies [a/ban]; a melody, ofnotes [naghamat]; [po 197] while notes
result from attacks which are rhythmically ordered [naqarat wa-iqa(at].86

Basic to all of them is temporal organization,87 just as lines of poetry

are made up from hemistichs; hemistichs, from prosodic feet; and
prosodic feet, from set sequences of short and long syllables,88 all of

accompaniment; and la/:zn may foreground the rhythmic component. Shiloah
suggests 'des melodies, des chants et des rythmes'.

85 The emphasis in this chapter is on rhythmic structure, and although the pitch
element is not absent from the following definition of al/:ziin as being made up of
notes, these are immediately placed in a rhythmic rather than tonal context.

86 The literal meaning is 'impacts/percussions and rhythms/rhythmic cycles',
the point being that not only does a note begin at a particular point in time,
with an attack, but that an arrangement of notes in a melody must conform to
a particular rhythmic pattern so as to be assignable to a given cycle and thereby
become meaningful.

87 Here 'temporal organization' renders the very different '/:Zarakat wa-sukuniit',
which contrasts movement and stasis. It would have been logical, perhaps, for the
Ikhwan to have described rhythmic phenomena in terms ofarithmetic (numerical
proportions) or geometry (points and lines), but in the event they chose, like
other theorists, to take a ready-made jargon from the technical terminology of
prosody (hence the following comparison).
The musical equivalent of the short syllable, 'attack + (short) duration' (naqra
muta/:zarrika), is viewed as the shortest perceptible separate sound (anything
shorter and the attacks would run together, forming a continuous sound). The
Ikhwan symbolize it either by one of the short syllables (mu, ta, (i) occurring
in the abstract word-shapes used to represent prosodic feet or by ta or na in
syllable strings representing rhythmic structures. In effect, the attack is viewed
as instantaneous, without duration, just as a point in geometry has no extent:
it can only be perceived in time because of the following duration separating it
from the next attack, so that the combination 'attack + duration' is an indivisible
entity. To symbolize this, 'x' may be used, and '0' may be used to symbolize its
silent counterpart (i.e., 'non-attack + duration').

88 The phrase 'set sequences of short and long syllables' renders a set of three
standard prosodic terms: sabab, which equates to one long syllable (CVe, where
'e' is a consonant and 'V' a short vowel) or, equivalent in duration, two short
syllables (CVCV); watid, short + long (CVCVC); andfii$ila, two short + one long
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which are based, in turn, on consonants with or without a following
vowel, as has been explained in manuals of prosody.

Similarly, all utterances are made up of words; words, of nouns,
verbs, and auxiliary elements;89 and all of these are made up of
consonants with or without a following vowel, as has been demonstrated
in works on language [mantiq].

To sum up, (fo1. 44b) he who wishes to delve into this science
must first become sufficiently well versed in grammar, prosody, and
[the analysis of] language. In our analytical epistles on language [(i
rasifilina al-mantiqiyyat]9° we have dealt with what is required by
learners and beginners, and here we need to expound the fundamental
rules of prosody, for the rules of music are analogous to those of
prosody.

We may say, then, that prosody is the means of measuring verse by
which one distinguishes the correct from the lax.91

In Arabic poetry, there are eight prosodic feet, namely:

v-vv-. 92

(CVCVCVC). Using the standard symbolization of a short syllable as v and a
long as -, these become - (or '-' v), v - , and v '-' - respectively.

89 The tripartite division is standard, the normal terminology being ism ('noun',
but subsuming also adjectives and participles), ji'[ ('verb') and barj (usually
rendered 'particle', but basically encompassing everything that cannot be assigned
to the other two categories). Instead of baifthe Ikhwan use adawat ('instruments',
i.e., grammatical tools such as conjunctions and prepositions).

90 Epistles 10-14 cover Aristotelian logic, and among the most pertinent is Epistle
12, which begins by outlining the need to approach the analysis of propositions
through a study of syntax. It should be noted that the semantic field of mantiq,
in this context to be thought of in its primary sense of 'speech, language', also
includes 'logic', and this aspect is stressed in these four epistles, which move swiftly
from an analysis of nutq ('speech') and kalam ('utterance, discourse') to more
formal logical territory, to the world of types of proposition and the syllogism.

91 The translation does not capture the distinction exactly. The second term,
munzabif, refers to forms containing a variant (zibaj) perceived as deviating
from the standard, but still admissible, and therefore not incorrect.

92 Transcribing into prosodic symbols the following abstract word shapes are
formed:

fa'ulun mafa'tlun mutafa'ilun mustaj'ilun
fa'ilatun fa'ilun maj'ulatun mufa'alatun.
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These eight are compounded from three basic elements:

93

The first of these consists of a long syllable (CVC),94 as in the words
hal, bal, man, and the like.95 The second consists of a short syllable
followed by a long, as in the words na(am, balii,96 )ajal, and the like.

The third consists of two short syllables followed by a long, as in the
words (alimat,fa(alat, and the like. All three are based upon long and

short syllables.97 These are the rules and fundamentals of prosody.
In the rules of music [ghinii)] and rhythmic cycles [alban] there

are also the same three fundamental sequences of long [po 198] and
short durations.98 The first consists of an attack [naqra] followed by

a pause [sukunJ, as in tan tan tan repeated over and over again.99 The
second consists of two attacks followed by a pause, as in tanan tanan
tanan repeated over and over again. The third consists of three attacks
followed by a pause, as in tananan tananan tananan repeated over and

over again. These three are the basis that regulates all note combinations

These provide the sum total of the prosodic feet in terms ofwhich all the poetic
metres can be articulated.

93 The terms sabab, watid, and fa$ila are represented by prosodic symbols.
94 See the Introduction, 5.2 and 5.2.1.
95 Prosodists recognize a second form consisting of evev (two short syllables),

but no account is taken of this by the Ikhwan.
96 This word conforms to the same evcve pattern as the others in that the

letter representing length in amay be analysed orthographically as 'motionless',
so that ba =CV and la =eve. Prosodists again recognize a second form which
the Ikhwan ignore, this time reversing the order of the syllables: eveev.

97 An alternative rendering of '~arfsakin wa-~arf muta~arrik', literally, 'a letter
without a following vowel [i.e., one final in a closed syllable] and a letter with a
following vowel', would be 'open and closed syllables'.

98 The same three prosodic terms are used, sabab, watid, and fa$ila, which in
the following definitions are translated into musical mnemonics.

99 As we have seen, in prosody the sabab is defined as (eVeV or) eve, exemplified
by, e.g., bal, but tan would have done just as well. However, it should be noted
that tan does not represent the smallest rhythmic element, which is an 'attack'
(naqra). As noted above, this has an inherent (short) duration that follows, and is
thus equivalent to ta (x, corresponding to CV). We have here a kind ofshorthand
notation: 'attack' =attack + (short) duration; while 'pause' =non-attack + (short)
duration. Here and in the follOwing definitions, 'pause' (corresponding to syllable
final C) is deemed equivalent in duration to 'attack [+ (short) duration]'.
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[ma yatarakkab] , all combinations ofnotes in rhythmic cycles, and the
resulting combinations of these in songs, in whatever language. lOO

When you combine these three elements in pairs, there result nine
duple note combinations, as follows:

1 attack + 2 attacks, as in a recurrent tan tanan lOl

1 attack + 3 attacks, as in a recurrent tan tananan

2 attacks + 2 attacks, as in a recurrent tanan tanan

2 attacks + 3 attacks, as in a recurrent tanan tananan

3 attacks + 3 attacks, as in a recurrent tananan tananan

3 attacks + 2 attacks, as in a recurrent tananan tanan

3 attacks + 1 attack, as in a recurrent tananan tan

2 attacks + 1 attack, as in a recurrent tanan tan

1 attack + 1 attack (which is the fundamental basis [a[-a~[ wa'[

(amud]), as in a recurrent tan tan tan tan. 102

These are all the duple [sets of] notes.

100 The expression may be rather muddy, and certainly in most manuscripts this
passage is mangled, but the meaning is tolerably clear: having moved analytically
towards the smallest constituent elements, we now go in the opposite direction,
seeing the fundamental rhythmic units as the basis of ever larger entities, from
groups of notes to melody plotted onto a rhythmic cycle, to whole songs, to
vocal music as a universal human expression not limited to anyone culture
and language.

101 As the syllables ta and tan confirm, in these tables each attack or group of
attacks is followed by a pause of the value of an attack.

102 No manuscript has the full list, and in many cases the order is somewhat
illogical, but there is enough consistency to suggest that a pattern of this type
was intended. Only for the final entry is the presence of the pause that follows
the attack groups spelled out, and the expression of this combination is also
atypical in that in most manuscripts it is elliptical, consisting only of 'naqra
wa-sukim qadr naqra', 'an attack and a pause to the value of an attack', which
is equivalent to a single tan. This is clear, especially when the repetition is made
explicit later, but nevertheless anomalous in a list of duple combinations, and
possibly to be explained by the reductive pull of the following definition of
it as the 'fundamental basis', which is more appropriate to a single element
than to a combination. For the sake of clarity, preference has been given to the
reading in J and..b, which does mention two attacks, even if it might be a later
rationalization.
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The triple ones consist of ten combinations: 103

1 attack + 2 attacks + 3 attacks

2 attacks + 1 attack+ 3 attacks

1 attack + 3 attacks (fo1. 45a) + 2 attacks

3 attacks + 1 attack+ 2 attacks

2 attacks + 3 attacks + 1 attack

3 attacks + 2 attacks + 1 attack

1 attack + 3 attacks + 1 attack

2 attacks+ 3 attacks + 2 attacks

3 attacks + 1 attack+ 3 attacks

3 attacks + 2 attacks + 3 attacks.

These are all the types of rhythmic patterns [lqa(] compounded from
[the three sets of] attacks: three of them are single, nine duple, and ten
triple, making twenty-two combinations in all. [ p. 199] From these,
the following eight types are compounded in Arab music:

the first heavy [thaqil awwal] and its light counterpart

[khafifuh]

the second heavy [thaqil thani) and its light counterpart

ramal and and its light counterpart

hazaj and and its light counterpart.

These eight genera [ajnas] are the fundamentals [U$ul] from which the
remaining types [anwa(] of rhythmic cycles104 are derived and to which

103 As no numerological case is made for this figure, it is puzzling; nor does it
add up with the other sets to yield a symbolically significant number. The total
number of possible combinations is twenty-seven, but it is clear that despite the
lack of agreement amongst the manuscripts, as before, on exactly what the ten
are, some have been excluded systematically. Thus all six combinations involving
all three terms appear, but none of the three combinations involving only one
term does, while, of those involving two, the repeated term is always separated
by the other. So far so good, but this second set is not complete: for reasons that
are not clear, the possible combinations of 1 and 2 (l 2 1 and 2 12) are omitted.

104 When speaking of the rhythms used in practice, the term used is alhan,
whereas in relation to the abstract patterns listed above, we encounter iqa'. Both
the logical hierarchy (ajnas/anwa'), the enumeration, and the later definitions
of the cycles are derived, even if not necessarily directly, from al-Kindi (see
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they are related, just as all the prosodic metres105 are derived from the
eight prosodic feet.

H is clear from what we have expounded that in each of the
propaedeutic disciplines there are four fundamentals from which
the remainder is compounded, and that these four are based upon
one single principle: in the epistle on arithmetic [Epistle 1], we have
demonstrated the manner of combining numbers from the unit 1, which
is prior to 2;106 in the epistle on geometry [Epistle 2], we have shown
that the point in the science of geometry1°? is comparable to 1 in the
science of numbers; in the epistle on astronomy [Epistle 3], we have
demonstrated that the sun) given its position 108 amongst the heavenly
bodies, is like the 1 amongst numbers and the point in geometry; in
the epistle on numerical proportions [Epistle 6], we have demonstrated
that the equation is the fundamental rule in the science ofproportions,
like 1 in the science lO9 of numbers; and in the present epistle, we have
demonstrated that:

Mu'allafat al-Kindt al-mustqiyya, pp. 80-82,97-98), while there is nothing to
connect them to the more detailed analyses of al-Farabl.

105 Specifically, the meaning is, 'all that is in the prosodic cycles', the reference
being to the cyclical alignment of the metres devised by al-KhalIl ibn Ahmad;
see "Anl<;l', E12, vo!. 1, pp. 667-677. Displayed in linear form this shows, for
example, how the metres baslt and tawl! can be mapped onto each other:

mustaj'ilun fii'ilun m us taj'ilun fii'ilun

fa'ulun mafii'llun fa'ulun mafi/llun.

On the role of al-KhalIl ibn Ahmad in the formulation of rhythmiC analysis, see
Neubauer, 'AI-KhalIl ibn Ahmad', pp. 255-323.

106 The literal meaning is '1 which is before 2', but presumably with the notion
of precedence.

107 The term here is handasa, as against the previous jumitriyii, but there appears
to be no difference in meaning.

108 This is a rather tentative rendering of wa-a/:Iwaluha, 'and its states', which
may refer not just to its absolute precedence, but to its particular relationships
to the other heavenly bodies as it progresses from mansion to mansion.

109 In relation to numbers and geometry, 'science' renders $ina'a, but in relation
to proportions it renders 'ilm. Elsewhere ~inii'a may more appropriately be
rendered by 'art' or, where manual dexterity is involved, 'craft'.
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X110 is like 1,

X 0 is like 2,

x x 0 is like 3, and

x x x 0 is like 4.

All [durations of] notes [, both at the level] of the rhythmic cycles and

[at that of] songs[,]1 11 are compounded from these, just as all numbers,

whether units, tens, hundreds, or thousands, are compounded from 4,

3,2, and 1;112 in the epistle on logic,113 we have also demonstrated that

substance Uawhar] is like 1, and the nine other categories [maquliU]
are like the nine units. Four of them take precedence over the others:

substance, quantity, quality, and relationship, the others being

compounds ofthese;114 in the epistle on matter,l15 we have demonstrated

that the body is compounded from substance, length, breadth, and

depth, all bodies being compounded from the body of the cosmos

Uism mutlaq];116 and in the epistle on principles [Epistle 32], we have

demonstrated that the relationship of the Creator, exalted be His name,

to existing things is like the relationship of 1 to the numbers. The

110 The text here has just /:laraka rather than 'naqra muta/:larrika' (or '/:larf
muta/:larrik'), but the 'movement' must be taken as appended to an understood
attack, hence the use of ,x' as the equivalent. The following three symbolizations
correspond to the terms sabab, watid, and fa$ila respectively.

III This is a clumsy rendering of'saJir naghamat al-al/:lan wa'l-ghina". But, as before,
unless al/:lan andghina' are more or less synonymous (yielding a bland but still,
in context, meaningful 'all the notes of melodies and song[s]'), the implication
seems to be ofpitches mapped first onto a rhythmic cycle and then viewed against
the larger (but equally rhythmically structured) canvas of a complete song.

112 That is, in the sense that the remaining numbers up to and including 10
are produced by the addition of some or all of these (e.g., 10 =4 + 3 + 2 + 1).
Similarly, the following reference to nine categories and units also requires the
inclusion of 10.

113 The term is, again, mantiq, pointing to the language/logic interface, but the
following remarks make it clear that the specific epistle intended is 11, 'On the
Meaning of the Categories'.

114 The ten categories (those that can be predicated ofan entity) are Aristotelian. The
remaining six are place, time, position, state, action, and affection (or passivity).

115 Presumably Epistle 15 is meant - but here it is a question of matter, hayula,
rather than jawhar.

116 The literal translation of 'jism mutlaq' is 'the absolute body' - that from which
the heavens and all that is in them are made.
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intellect ['aql] is like 2, the soul [nafs] like 3, and matter [hayula] like 4;117
and all creatures are compounded from matter and form [$ura].

Our purpose throughout these epistles has been to demonstrate
to the practitioners of each art the oneness of the sublime Creator in
relation to that art, [po 200] so that they may understand more readily
and be provided with clearer arguments and more cogent (fo1. 45b)
proofs (just as we have done in all the other epistles), and also to show
the manner in which existing things come into being one from another,
with the permission of the Creator, exalted be His name, and through
his perfect care, supreme wisdom, and subtle artifice. Praise be to God,
Lord of the worlds, the best ofcreators, most merciful of the merciful,
and most generous of the generous.

Let us now return to our [main] topic. We may say that every two

attacks made by striking the lute strings or by percussions with sticks
must be separated by a pause [zaman sukun], whether long or short,

and when the attacks on the lute strings or the percussions made with
sticks follow one another successively [tawatar], there will also follow
successive pauses between themYs Further, the durations of these pauses

must be equal to or longer than the durations associated with these
attacks, but cannot be shorter; 119 the practitioners of this art concur

117 That is, the universal intellect ('aql), the universal soul (nafs), and matter
(hayula), which are the first three in the series of emanations.

118 What was previously implied or understood is now to be made explicit, but
attention needs to be paid to the way the concept of the pause is used. The first
terms to be introduced are naqra and lqa', both indicating an attack, and the
pause separating them from the next attack is termed sukun. The question is
whether this represents any duration or only that necessarily associated with
the attack, the two together yielding the minimum indivisible rhythmic unit, 'x'.
But the fact that the pause is immediately qualified as either long or short points
clearly to the former and to discriminations of note length (i.e., number of time
units per attack) andlor of tempo. The manner in which these are defined below
is, in fact, consonant with the previous use of sukCtn, namely, in relation to the
equivalent (but separate) pause, '0', of the same duration as 'x'.

119 It would be tempting to adopt the reading of C, which is the clearest as well
as much the simplest, yielding 'or shorter', and leaving the rebuttal for the next
statement. However, it is most likely a tidying-up operation of an earlier state
of affairs, an unacceptable degree of syntactic clumsiness revealed by the other
manuscripts. The clause they contain, beginning variously with wa-idha, wa-idh, or
idh, nevertheless makes sense, and anticipates the rejection that is made immediately
after. The version in the Beirut edition presents a logical contradiction.
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that the duration associated with an attack cannot be longer than the
pause of the same class. 120

If the durations of the pauses are equal in length to those associated
with the attacks) and it is not possible to intercalate another attack
within them) the notes are then called the first fundamentat the <light'
[al-khafif]) which is the fastest of all possible [tempi]) because if another
attack were intercalated within them, the note concerned would fuse
with the notes produced by the preceding and following attacks) the
whole becoming one continuous sound. 121 If the length of the pauses
is such that it is possible to intercalate one other attack, these notes
are termed the second fundamental and the 'second light' [al-khafif
al-thanl]. If the length of the pauses is longer than these) such that it

is possible to intercalate two attacks) these notes are termed the 'first
heavy' [al-thaqil al-awwal]. And if the durations are longer than these)
such that it is possible to intercalate three attacks, these notes are termed
the 'second heavy' [al-thaqfi al-thanl].

This is what we have enunciated and described according to the

dictates of analogy and rule. (However, what contemporary singers

120 The possibility that the pause might be shorter is now excluded by reversing the
terms ofthe argument: since at a given tempo successive time units cannot vary in
duration, the duration associated with an attack ('x' or a multiple thereof) cannot
be longer than the equivalent pause Co' or a multiple thereof). The term rendered
as 'class' is jins (literally meaning 'genus'), probably to be identified here with one
of the four grades or specific tempo bands which are about to be defined.

121 It is clearly implied that the pauses (sukunat) are not to be identified with
the durations associated with the attacks (!:tarakat). This allows two possible
readings. One is that it is immaterial whether we are dealing with an attack or a
pause;the shortest possible tempo (khafif) is that in which their durations cannot
be subdivided to allow the intercalation. The other is that it is not immaterial, and
that the theoretical intercalation applies to the pause. The logical consequence
of this reading is that the basic unit for this tempo is x 0 , and the next x 0 0 0

(and not x 0 0, since the intercalation of an attack, which must imply not just
x but x 0, would not be possible). This is contrary to the previous definitions,
where the shortest value is not tan (x 0) but ta (x), and if we consider also the
purely abstract nature of this articulation of relative duration, it is not surprising
to encounter the final admission that musicians see things differently. However,
there is a congruence between the slowest tempo, which would accordingly be
equatable to eight time units, and the definition below of the longest permissible
duration between attacks.
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and instrumentalists understand by 'light' and 'heavy' is different, and
will be discussed after this chapter.)122

You should know, dear brother, that if the durations of the pauses
between the attacks [po 201] or percussions exceed this length, they
fall outside the fundamental structure, violating the norm and [what]
analogy [permits], that is,I23 they cannot be perceived and distinguished
by the sense of hearing. The reason for this is that sounds do not
endure in the air for a long time; rather, by the time that one's ears
have taken in their resonance, they (fol. 46a) are [already] fading from
the air that bears them and conveys them to one's hearing, as we have

demonstrated in a preceding chapter.124 In the same way, the resonance
of sounds does not remain in one's hearing for a long time; rather, by
the time that the imaginative faculty has formed [mental] pictures
of them, these vibrations are [already] fading from hearingYs Thus,

when the durations of the intervals between attacks or percussions are

so long that they exceed the above-mentioned limit, the first note and
its vibrations fade from the hearing before the arrival of the next note,

so that the cognitive faculty is unable to recognize and determine the

amount of time separating them and thereby recognize the relationship
that subsists between them;126 for fine discrimination in hearing is

recognition of the extent of the durations between notes,127 and of the

magnitude of the durations of the pauses and the durations of the
attacks, and the relationship between them.

122 Although the terminology for the four grades overlaps with the names of the cycles
used, in practice it is not coincident, and among the latter it is difficult to be more
specific than to say that in general khafifand thaqil imply faster and slower tempo
bands respectively. The elaboration here ofa fourfold set of tempo discriminations
is one of the few points in common between the Ikhwan and al-Fanlbi.

123 The reading (or emendation) 'a'nimin', found in the Beirut edition, is adopted here
as it seems preferable to either the a'ni or the min/wa-'an of the manuscripts.

124 Presumably, this is a reference to Chapter 4, although that does not cover
the specific issue discussed here.

125 The imaginative faculty (al-quwwa al-mutakhayyila) is that which forms
images from sense impressions and transmits these to the cognitive faculty
(al-quwwa al-mufakkira).

126 Some manuscripts use dual pronouns here, referring specifically to 'the first
note' and 'the nex.t'; others prefer the feminine singular, for which the antecedent
would presumably be more generally 'the durations of the intervals'.

127 Most manuscripts here have a dual, i.e., 'between two [given] notes'.
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The other sensibilia, and the sensory capacity to perceive them,
function in the same way; the faculty of sight is similarly only able
to recognize the magnitude of the distances between visible objects
when they are proximate in space. When the spatial distances between
them are as great as the [excessive] temporal distances between things
heard, that faculty is only able to perceive them [as related] and to
distinguish the distance between them by using the measuring units
[alat] of surveying, 128 such as the inch, foot, cubit, ell, and perch,I29 as

we have explained in the epistle on geometry [Epistle 2]. In the same
way, when the durations associated with the attacks are extended
along with the durations of the pauses,130 the faculty ofhearing is only

able to perceive and comprehend the distance between them by using

128 Considered to be part of geometry, handasa is the term used here.
129 This is a very approximate rendering of the following sequence of measures:

finger (i~ba') =the width of five stalks of barley; fist (qabcja) =4 fingers; cubit
(dhirii') = 8 fists; gate (bab) = 6 cubits; rope (ash/) = 10 gates. (According to the
Lisan al-'Arab, ashl is a local Basran unit of measurement. Its dimensions are
not specified, and the only definition offered is of the plural, ushul, equated with
bibal, 'ropes'.) The original order is random, beginning with dhira' and ending
with i~ba'.

130 This passage is, to all appearances, a classic case of not leaving well alone.
The motive for the seemingly pointless return to the previous argument is,
presumably, symmetry: to allow the introduction of the following references to
a parallel set ofmeasuring devices. But the introductory statement is a tautology
(it is precisely the length of the pauses that determines the durations between
the attacks; more simply, the pauses and the times between the attacks are one
and the same thing). More to the point, however, is that, given the absence of
appropriate instruments for measuring time with sufficient accuracy on a small
enough scale, recourse has to be had to a mixed bag of implements that operated
on much larger scales, so that, despite the logic of the spatial-temporal analogy,
they were hardly relevant to music. The astronomical connection suggested by
the astrolabe is emphasized by Shiloah, who gives alternative interpretations for
the other terms, but ones that avoid the surely central function of measuring time;
and while the astrolabe might in certain contexts serve as a reminder that for
the Ikhwan the movements of the heavenly bodies and the harmonious sounds
they generate are the perfect model for the ordered arrangement of tones in
human music, the reason for its inclusion here is undoubtedly more mundane,
for it was certainly used to determine the time.
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observational tools such as float timers,131 water-clocks,132 astrolabes, 133

and the like. But when they are [po 202] close together, the ear can

131 Rather than the previous tarjahara (pI. tarjaharat), we here find tarjahar; see
Chapter 4, note 49 above. They have in common the feature ofa hole allowing
water to pass through, but the tarjahar is a float constructed to sink after a given
time; see Banl1 Miisa ibn Shakir, The Book oflngenious Devices, p. 260. However,
the distinction was probably not hard and fast, for tarjahara also appears as a
technical term for a chamber in a water-clock (indeed, one where water created
air pressure through a pipe that produced the whistling sound ofsilver birds), and
it is listed among the time-keeping devices (aIM al-sa'at) by al-KhwarizmL See
On the Construction ofWater-Clocks: Kitab Arshimidasfl camal al-binkamat, ed.
and tr. D. R. Hill (London: Turner and Devereux, 1976), pp. 32-34; al-Khwarizmi,
Mafatlb al- 'ulum, ed. G. van Vloten (Leiden: Brill, 1895), p. 235.

132 In place of banakln some manuscripts have banakir, while in others we find
shahln/shayahin or fayajim, all presumably corruptions resulting from scribal
ignorance or misunderstanding. A relevance of sorts attaches to shahin (pI.
shayahin, the reading preferred by the Beirut edition and followed by Shiloah),
which denotes the tongue of a balance, in that it is certainly part ofa measuring
device; but it has nothing to do with time. In banakin we may identify an
Arabized plural of the Persian bingan, and note also the link with the related
pingan --+ finjan (Arabic). But while pingan is glossed in Steingass as 'c1epsydra'
as well as 'cup', bingan is said to denote a copper bowl that operated on the same
principle as the tarjahar: it had a hole in the base, and the time taken for it to fill
when placed in water marked the time allotted to a farmer to draw water from
a canal to irrigate his land. In Arabic it is generalized to mean a time-keeping
device - see Ri<;lwan ibn Mub-ammad al-Sa'ati, 'Ilm al-sa'at wa'l- 'amal biha,
ed. Mub-ammad Ab-mad Dahman (Damascus: Maktab al-Dirasat al-Ishimiyya,
1981), pp. 16-18, where al-Jab-i~ is quoted as saying that it is used as a nocturnal
substitute for the astrolabe - while in the form binkan it refers more precisely
to a water-clock (cf. the previous footnote). It is likely that the Ikhwan are using
the term in this more specific sense.

133 Two terms are used here: to the familiar a$furlab is added dawariq or zawariq.
The word dawraq may denote various kinds of container, from a water-pot
with handles to a cistern, and, latterly, the glass bowl of a water-pipe: all, then,
associated with water, but with no indication ofchronometric filling or emptying.
The zawraq is an apparently less relevant 'skiff, but one notes again an aquatic
association, which might suggest yet another water-based form of measurement
or water-driven mechanical device. Dictionaries give no forms from which the
plurals dawariq or zawariq could be derived, but the appropriate singular for the
latter, zawraq, is attested later in the risala. However, the best clue to its meaning
is given by al-Khwarazmi (see note 131 above), who points us away from water
clocks and back to the astrolabe by including zawraqi (or dawraqi) among a
number of types ofastrolabe named after their shape, presumably, then, a boat
shape; see also W. Hartner, (A~turHib'J E12, p. 725.
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perceive them and has the sensitivity to discriminate between them,
as is well known in prosody.

Through what we have expounded, the cause of the pauses between
attacks has been clarified, and also the fact that when their length is
greater than the above-mentioned measure, they go beyond the basic
structure and the norm. There is also another reason [for this], namely,

that when a single note comes to the faculty of hearing, its image,
before it fades, only remains for the amount of the duration of three

other similar attacks, between each one of which is the duration of a

single pause, so that in all they come to eight time units organized in

the following way:

x

o

x

o

o

x

o

x

where (0' symbolizes the pause, and (x' the attack.134

Having thus completed our account ofthe magnitude ofthe durations

of the attacks and pauses, and of the distance and the relationship

between them, we wish to discuss some sound-producing instruments

and the nature of their construction and set-up, and which of them is

complete and perfect.

Chapter 8

You should know, dear brother, that the sages constructed many

instruments [alat] and devices [adawat] for [providing] the pitches

used in music [naghamat al-muszqf] and the rhythms of songs [alban

134 In most manuscripts, the attacks and pauses are displayed in this format,
clearly meant to represent movement around a circular orbit before arriving
back at the beginning, which would be the next attack. It may thus be regarded
as a prototype of the circular display of the rhythmic cycles that comes to the
fore in (and gives its name to) the influential thirteenth-century Kitab al-Adwar
by Safi aI-Din al-UrmawI. The letter symbols used in the original ( " = x and
I =0) are aIso those used byaI-FarabI.
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al-ghina)].135 They are varied in form and of many types,136 such as
drums [tubul], frame drums [dufufl, and cymbals [$unuj), different
kinds offlute and reed instrument,137 (fol. 46b) shulyaq and shawshak,138
short- and long-necked lutes [Cfdan wa-tanabfr]' the harp Uank], the
fiddle [rabab], instruments with unstopped strings [maciizijl, the
organ [urghun] and armunfqf,139 and other such sound-producing
instruments and devices.

However, the most perfect instrument devised by the sages) and the
best of their creations, is the instrument called the lute ['ud], and we
now need to say something about the nature of its construction, set-up
[i$liib],140 and use) and to quantify the relationships between the notes

its strings produce and their length, thickness) tension, and [the force

of the] attack. This will be a kind of introduction or prolegomenon
to inform the minds of students of the branches of philosophy and

135 This again assumes that the combination of naghamat and all;an is not just
rhetorical but deliberately references the domains of pitch and rhythm.

136 In going considerably beyond the earlier generic list, this catalogue raises several
problems of identification and is discussed in more detail in the Introduction
above. Quite simply, it is not always possible to match items in the early vocabulary
with specific instruments, for, in the absence of definitions, only context can
provide clues, and the Ikhwcln include one or two unusual names for which even
this aid is lacking.

137 This is a particularly difficult area of nomenclature, hence the retreat to
a generalization. The names mentioned are nay, mizmar, surnay, $affara, and
shabbaba. In the absence of precise descriptions, early contexts of occurrence
are seldom informative enough to assign wind instrument names to one type or
another with any certainty; indeed, it is clear that some names could be applied
across the reed/non-reed divide. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to suppose that
collectively these names cover the range from end-blown (and possibly duct)
flutes (probably $affara and shabbaba) to single- and double-reed instruments
(mizmar), with nay at this stage remaining a generic term. For further discussion
see the Introduction, 4.1.2.

138 The confusion about these two terms in the manuscripts, which give s.lbaq /
sh.lbaq / sh.lhaq /shi/ba / si/ya and shawshak / shawshaI / shawashil / sawsal/ sawsak
respectively, indicates that they were evidently not known to the copyists. The
reading for the first suggested here takes into account that given by al-Khwarizmi
and other lexical evidence; see MafatO) al- culum, p. 236. The various readings
and identifications suggested are discussed above in the Introduction, 4.1.3.

139 The identification of this final term, which is not attested elsewhere, as panpipes
is discussed in the Introduction, 4.1.2.

140 That is, attending to the correct positioning of the bridge, the tuning of the
strings, and the accurate setting of the frets.
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inquirers into the propaedeutic sciences,141 and to make dear to them
the finer points ofwisdom and the secrets of the arts [$anaYJ, 142 all of
which are revelatory of the wise artificer who is the Creator, praised
and exalted be He, [po 203] God who created the artists and inspired
them with their crafts, with wisdom, knowledge, and insight - blessed
be God, the best of creators and the wisest of judges.

But let us first begin by mentioning what the practitioners of this art
say, for, as the proverb has it, 'In every craft seek help from those who

practise it'. We may therefore state that according to the practitioners
of this art, the instrument called the lute should be made with a body

Uism] the length, breadth, and depth ofwhich are in perfect proportion,
that is, the length should be one and a half times the breadth; the depth,
half the breadth; and the neck [Cunq ]of the lute, a quarter of the [entire]

length. Its strips [alwabJ should be thin, taken from a hard, light wood
that rings when struck, and the table [wajh J should similarly be thin,
hard, and light.143 One then takes four strings [awtar], each thicker

than the next, according to the ideal proportion; that is, the thickness
of the [fourth and] lowest string [bamm] should be one and a third

of that of the third string [mathlath], the thickness of the third string

should be one and a third of that of the second string [mathna]' and

141 The phrase 'adab riya(jiyya' is a little unexpected as a complement to "ulum
falsafiyya'. Shiloah offers a contrast of 'philosophical sciences' and 'exact sciences'
(and discusses the ramifications of the term adab in al-I:Iasan ibn A1:lmad ibn
'Ali al-Katib, La perfection des connaissances musicales (Kamal adab al-ghina'),
tr. A. Shiloah (Paris: Geuthner, 1972), pp. 7-8.

142 As before, and in what follows, this should be understood to encompass
also crafts.

143 Further translations of the passage on the lute may be consulted in H. G.
Farmer, 'The Structure of the Arabian and Persian Lute in the Middle Ages', repr.
in Studies in Oriental Music, ed. E. Neubauer, The Science of Music in Islam 2
(Frankfurt: Institut fur Geschichte der Arabisch -Islamischen Wissenschaften,
1997), pp. 223-233; and E. Neubauer, 'Der Bau der Laute und ihre Besaitung
nach arabischen, persischen und turkischen Quellen des 9. bis 15. Jahrhunderts',
Zeitschrift fur Geschichte der Arabisch-Islamischen Wissenschaften, 8 (1993), pp.
279-378, at pp. 343-346. Neubauer postulates that the phrase about the strips
(alwabuh) was at a certain point repeated as a result of a copyist's error, with the
first word ofthe repetition then being changed to al-wajh ('the table'), and discusses
this passage in detail on pp. 289-291. It is certainly the case that the phrase about
the table is absent from some manuscripts, but the tradition as a whole allows
the text proposed here, which avoids the particular point of difficulty.
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the thickness of the second string should be one and a third of that of
the highest string [zlr]; that is) the lowest string should be sixty-four
threads l44 of silk; the third) forty-eight threads; the second) thirty-six
threads; and the highest) twenty-seven threads. 145

These four strings are then stretched over the table of the lute, the
bottom ends being attached to the bridge [musht] and the top ends
to the pegs [malawI] [situated] above the neck of the lute. When this
is done) their lengths will be equal but their thicknesses different,
according to the ratio 64:48:36:27.

The length of an aliquot string is then divided into four equal
sections) and the little finger fret [dastan al-khin$ir] is attached at the
three-quarter point towards the neck of the lute.

The length of the string is then divided into nine equal parts from
the top) and the first finger [sabbabaJ fret is attached at the ninth nearest
[the top end of] the neck of the lute; then that part of the string from
the first finger fret to the bridge is divided into nine equal parts) and
the ring finger [bin$ir] fret is attached at the ninth) its position being
below the little finger fret towards the first finger fret; then that part of
the string from the little finger fret to the bridge is divided into eight
parts, and a further similar part is added (fo1. 47a) on what remains of
the string above; and it is here [po 204] that the middle finger [wusfa]
fret is attached, its position being between the first finger and the ring
finger. This is the way the lute is set up) the relationship between its
strings) and the positioning of its frets. 146

144 Each thread consists of three twists; Neubauer, 'Der Bau der Laute', p. 315.
145 That is, the relationship between each is 4:3, the same ratio as the interval

between them, the perfect fourth.
146 This Pythagorean diatonic fretting, identical with that presented by aI-Kind!

(albeit described differently; see Mu'allafiit al-Kindi al-musiqiyya, pp. 48-49,
125-126), fails to reflect the realities of practice, which also involved the use of
neutral intervals, as al-FarabI's account makes clear; see Kitiib al-Musiqi al-kabir,
pp. 127,500,511. The omission may be deliberate; the Pythagorean fretting is
based on, and restricted to, simple ratios (2:1, 3:2,4:3, and 9:8) which accord
with Neoplatonic numerology. To take into consideration the irrational ratios
associated with the neutral intervals would mean disturbing the cosmological
clarity of this scheme.
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With regard to the manner of establishing [i$laJ;] the pitches
[nagham] and understanding the relationships between them,147 [one
proceeds] as follows: the highest string is attached and tightened as
much as it will bear without breaking; then the second string is attached
next to148 the highest string and tensioned. It is then stopped [yuzamm]
with the little finger and sounded [yunqar] together with the open
highest string, and if the notes they produce are heard to be identical
[mutasawi] , the two are in tune [istawa]. If not, the second string has
to be tightened further or loosened [irkha J

] until they are in tune.
Then the third string is attached and stopped with the little finger and
sounded together with the open second string, and tightened further
or loosened until they are in tune and their two notes are heard as a
unison. Then the lowest string is attached and stopped with the little

finger and sounded together with the open third string, and if the notes
they produce are heard to be identical, as if they were a single note,

these two [strings] are in tune.
If [all] these strings are properly tuned as described, then each open

string, compared to the note produced [on it] by stopping with the

little finger, will be one and one third (4:3), both in thickness [ghila?'l
and in pitch [thiqal]; 149 and the note of each string, when stopped with

the little finger, will also be found to be exactly the same as that of the
open string above it;150 and the note of each open string will also be

found to give a note equivalent to one and one eighth (9:8) of the note
produced by stopping with the first finger;151 and the note of each open

string will also be found to give the [lower] octave of the next-but-one

147 Some manuscripts have a dual pronoun here, which does not have an antecedent
but makes perfect sense, as the relationships to be discussed are between pairs
of notes.

148 The original has 'above', that is, the strings are defined not immediately in
terms of high and low pitch but in terms of their relative positions on the vertical
plane of the face of the lute as held by the performer. Thus the zfr, the string with
the highest pitch, is placed lowest, while the bamm, the string with the lowest
pitch, is placed highest.

149 That is, it will sound a perfect fourth lower. The reference to thickness seems
gratuitous, but by referring back to the previous definitions of the composition
of the strings it reinforces the importance of the 4:3 ratio.

150 That is, above it in pitch. The original has 'lower', i.e., in position (see note
148 above).

151 That is, the open-string note is a whole tone below that produced by stopping
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string above when stopped with the first finger; and the first-finger
note of each string will also be found to give a note equivalent to one
and one eighth (9:8) of the note produced by stopping with the ring
finger; and the middle-finger note [po 205] of each string will also be
found to give a note equivalent to one and one eighth (9:8) of the note
produced by stopping with the little finger. 152

All together, none of these strings and frets produces notes that are
not in proportion to one another, except that some of them are ideal
and perfect and others less so. For a proportion to be ideal, either the
notes should be in unison with one another or the lower note should
stand in the relationship 4:3, 3:2, 5:4, or 9:8 with the higher. 153 If the

strings are tuned so as to produce these ideal proportions, and are
agitated [burrika] to produce successive proportional motions, there
then result from them successive proportional notes, quick high ones
and slow low ones,154 and if they are harmoniously combined in various
ways, as mentioned in the preceding chapter,155 the slow low notes will
stand in relation to the quick high notes like bodies, and the latter to

with the first finger. The same whole-tone relationship is repeated below in
other positions.

152 The specification of the various whole-tone relationships concludes the survey
of the tuning and fretting. A resulting representation of the pitches may be
consulted in the Introduction, 4.2.

153 With the exception of 5:4, these simple ratios correspond to the perfect fifth
and fourth and the whole tone, which together produce a Pythagorean scale.
Within the fourth there are then two whole tones and a semitone. This last is
neither discussed nor defined, precisely because its ratio, (4/3 +- (9/8 x 9/8) =)
256/243, is an exception in not being an 'ideal proportion'; it is referred to only
guardedly by the previous admission that some proportions are less than ideal.
These would also include, within the tetrachord in this diatonic Pythagorean
fretting, the minor third (32/27) and the major third (81/64). The latter is
marginally larger than the major third produced by the 5:4 ratio which, however,
stands outside the basic Pythagorean scale. The 5:4 third is thus excluded from
the definition of the lute fretting, but the temptation to cite it as a further 'ideal
proportion' proved irresistible nevertheless.

154 In addition to !:zadd ('high') and ghali? ('low'), the terms used are khafif ('light')
and thaqfl ('heavy'), which presumably here, as in the analysis of rhythm, carry
implications of tempo rather than of pitch, given the need to compensate for
the faster decay of high notes on the lute.

155 Presumably, then, this refers to rhythmic structures. The use of (jurub ('ways')
might be thought a punning transition, as it also means 'blows, strokes', related
to the verb (jarab ('to strike'), which is a standard verb for 'to play (the lute)'.
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the former like spirits, the two being united with each other, mingling
together to form rhythmic melodies and song. The attacks on these
strings then have the status of pens; the ensuing high notes,156 that of
letters; the rhythmic melodies, that ofwords; song, that of utterances;
and the air (fol. 47b) conveying them, that of parchment.

The ideas contained in these notes and measured melodies have the
status of the spirits lodged in bodies, so when these melodies are brought
to the ears of these souls, their natures take delight in them, the spirits
enjoy them, and the souls are pleased by them, because the onset of
these notes and the pauses that occur between them become a measure
and a yardstick for time, and an imitation of the movements [barakat] 157

of the individual celestial bodies, just as the proportional successive
movements of the heavenly bodies and the celestial spheres are also a
measure and yardstick for whole ages,158 so when time is measured out

by them in a regular, equally proportioned way, their notes are similar

to the notes emitted by the movements of the celestial spheres and the
heavenly bodies, and correspond to them. The individual souls in the

world of generation and corruption then recall the joys of the world
of the celestial spheres and the delights of the souls that are there, and

they realize clearly that they are in the best possible state, enjoying

the sweetest delights and the most enduring pleasures, because those
notes are purer and those melodies sweeter, because those bodies are

better coordinated, more finely structured, [po 206] purer in substance,

and their movements are better regulated and their relationships more
excellently organized. So when the individual souls in the world of

generation and corruption understand the state of the world of the

156 At first sight, it would seem that the reading badithat ('occurring'), which some
manuscripts have, is preferable to baddat ('high'), since it would also encompass
the otherwise absent low notes. But their absence is readily explicable as being
in accord with, indeed reinforcing. the inference derivable from other sources,
that for the most part the melody was carried by the upper two strings of the
lute, while the lower register, and in particular the notes on the bamm string,
would play a more supporting role.

157 Here, this is to be understood literally as 'movements', in contradistinction to
the prosodic implication of the 'barakat wa-sukunat' above, where it is rendered
as 'onset of these notes' rather than the more dryly technical 'attacks'.

158 See Alessandro Bausani, L'enciclopedia dei Fratelli della Purita (Naples: Istituto
Universitario Orientale, 1978), pp. 220-223.
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celestial spheres and become convinced of the truth of what we have
described, they then yearn to ascend there and join their fellow souls,
saved long ago from amongst the people ofyore.

If it is objected that the celestial spheres are of a different nature
[tabfa khamisa] ,159 so that their bodies cannot emit sounds and notes,
the objector should understand that even if the celestial spheres are a
quintessence, there is nothing in this that would deny any attributes to
these bodies. Thus, among them there are those that are radiant like fire,
and these are the heavenly bodies, and among them are those that are
translucent like crystal, and these are the celestial spheres, and among
them is one which is polished like the surface of a mirror, and this is
the body of the moon, and among them are those which are receptive
to light and dark like the air, and these are the celestial spheres of the
moon and Mercury. This is demonstrated by the fact that the cone of
the earth's shadow reaches the celestial sphere of Mercury. These are
all characteristics of natural bodies which celestial bodies share with
them, for it has been demonstrated that even if the celestial spheres are
a quintessence, this does not mean that they differ from natural bodies
with regard to all attributes, but only [with regard to] some rather than
others. That is, they are neither hot nor cold nor wet, but they are dry,
and of an extreme solidity, greater than that of sapphire, and they are
purer than air, more translucent than crystal and more polished than
the surface of a mirror. They touch one another, knock together and
create friction, and resonate like ringing iron and copper. Their notes
are proportional to one another and consonant, (fol. 48a) and their
melodies are rhythmically measured, just as we have shown with respect
to the notes of the strings of the lute and their correspondences.

Chapter 9

You should know, dear brother, may God aid you and us with a spirit
of His, that if the movements of the individual heavenly bodies did not

159 Literally, this means 'a fifth nature' or quintessence, the substance of the
celestial spheres that differentiates them from the four standard elements ofwhich
the sublunary world is constituted; see Yves Marquet, La philosophie des Ibwim
aI-Safa' (Algiers: Societe Nationale d'Edition et Diffusion, 1973), p. 109.
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emit sounds and notes, there would be no point to their inhabitants
possessing the power of hearing that they have, and if they lacked
hearing they would then be deaf, dumb, and blind,160 which is the
condition of lifeless, inert, inanimate objects [po 207] at the lowest
[level] ofbeing. 161 It has been conclusively demonstrated and proved
by means of philosophical logic that the people of the heavens and
the inhabitants of the celestial spheres are God's angels and the most
devoted of his servants, who hear, see, reason, know, recite, and they
glorify Him tirelessly night and day,162 and their praise is [in the form of]
melodies sweeter than David's recitation of the psalms at the prayer
niche,163 and tones more pleasing than those of true-soundingl64 lute
strings in the high-vaulted [palace] alcoves. 165

If someone objects that they must also have the senses of smell, taste,
and touch, this person should know that smell, taste, and touch were
given to creatures that eat and drink so that they could use them to
distinguish what is beneficial from what is harmful and to guard their
bodies against excessive heat and cold, both of which are lethal. The

160 Qur'an 2:171. Logic is overridden by the temptation to use a Qur'anic
phrase as rhetorical reinforcement, one which is then taken even further in
the following gloss.

161 This renders 'al-jamadat al-jamidat al-naqi~at al-wujud'.
162 Qur'an 21:20.
163 The term is rni/:zrab, the recess in a mosque indicating the direction of prayer.

As the Ikhwan must have been fully aware of the incongruity as well as the
anachronism, one might have expected rather haykal ('temple') or 'bayt al-'ibada'
('house ofworship'), both ofwhich occur elsewhere in the risala, and in his English
translation Shiloah does in fact tactfully substitute 'temple'. In the circumstances,
it is just possible that the Islamic transposition is not an unexpected solecism
but acoustically deliberate: a pre-echo of the larger-scale architectural support
for resonance implied in the next reference.

164 The term used here, fa~i/:z, which is not technical, implies both clarity and
eloquence.

165 The architectural setting specified here is the iwan, a large recess opening onto
a central area. The shape is normally curved, presumably to acoustic advantage,
while the use of the plural and the additional mention of height suggest an
imposing setting, probably palatial. Indeed, it is possible that we are invited to
see here a reference to the Sasanian palace at Ctesiphon, the musical glories of
the biblical David being balanced by the sophisticated musical tradition of the
Sasanian court, about which various tales are recorded in Arabic literature, and
echoes ofwhich find their way into a famous poem by al-Bubturi on the palace
at Ctesiphon.
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people of the heavens and the inhabitants of the celestial spheres, on
the other hand, have been spared these things and have no need to eat
and drink; their nourishment is praising, their drink is acclamation,
and their fruit is thought, reflection, knowledge, insight, sentiment,
feeling, delight, joy, pleasure, and repose.

It has therefore been demonstrated through what we have expounded
that the movements of the heavenly bodies and the stars produce tones
and melodies that are sweet, delightful, and joyful to the souls of their
inhabitants, and that these tones and melodies remind the simple166 souls
that are there of the joy of the world of the spirits above the celestial
realm, whose substances are more noble than those of the world of

the celestial spheres, which is the world of the souls and that eternal167

abode whose blessing is all rest, ease and a Garden ofBliss as mentioned

by God on high in the Qur'an. 168 What demonstrates the genuineness
ofwhat we have stated and proves what we have described to be true is

that the tones produced by the movements of the musician remind the

individual souls that are in the world of generation and corruption of

the joy of the world of the celestial spheres, just as the tones produced
by the movements of the celestial spheres and the heavenly bodies

remind the souls that are there of the joy of the world of the spirits.

This is the conclusion derived from the premises associated with them

by the sages, that is, their assertion that the states of secondary, caused
entities imitate those of the primary entities that cause them. This is

one premise, and the other [po 208] is their assertion that the higher

phenomena are primary causes to the phenomena that are in the world
of generation and corruption, and that their movements are the cause

of the movements of the latter, and that the movements of these imitate

166 Why these should be basf(, 'simple' (or, in a textual alternative, nashft, 'active'),
is not clear, unless it is a comparative 1erm distinguishing them from others
more complex. The passage begins by referring to 'the people of the heavens
and the inhabitants of the celestial spheres', and as it develops it becomes clear
that the two are not synonymous, for a hierarchy is established in which the
souls of those in paradise are deemed nobler than those dwelling in the celestial
realm. On such distinctions see Y. Marquet, La philosophie des Ibwan al-Safa',
pp. 106-108.

167 Here, as elsewhere, /:rayawanl reflects the Qur'anic (29:64) use of 1;zayawan
in the meaning of (eternal) life.

168 Qur'an 56:89.
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(fol. 48b) their movements, from which it necessarily follows that the
tones of these imitate their tones.

An example of this is provided by the movements of children at
play, for they imitate the movements of their parents. Similarly, in
their actions and deeds pupils and students imitate the actions and
states of their teachers and masters. Most of the wise know that the
individual celestial bodies and their regular movements are existentially
prior to the creatures of the sublunary sphere and their movements,
and the world of souls is existentially prior to the world of bodies, as
we have demonstrated in the epistle on matter [Epistle 15] and the
epistle on intellectual principles [al-mabadf al-Caqliyya] .169 In the world
of generation, the existence of regular movements producing tones
in proportional relationships to each other demonstrates that those
continuous regular movements in the world of the celestial spheres
create tones in proportional relationships that produce joy in their souls
and make them yearn for what is above them, just as one finds in the
nature of children a yearning towards the condition of the parents; in
the nature of pupils and students, a yearning towards the condition of
their teachers; in the nature of the common people, a yearning towards
the condition ofkings; in the nature of kings, a yearning towards [the
condition of] the intellectuals and the learned; and in the nature of the
intellectuals and the learned, a yearning towards the condition of the
angels and towards becoming like them, just as it has been stated in
a definition of philosophy that it consists of an approximation to the
divine as far as human potential allows.

It is said that because of the purity of the substance of his soul
and the intelligence of his heart, Pythagoras the sage was able to hear
the tones of the movements of the celestial spheres and the heavenly
bodies, and through the outstanding quality ofhis thought was able to
derive the basic principles of music and the tones of melodies. He is the
first of the sages to have spoken about this science and to have given
instruction concerning this secret, and after him came Nicomachus,
Ptolemy, Euclid, and other sages.

This was one aim of their use of musical melodies and of the notes
of the strings at sacrifices in temples and places of worship, according

169 The reference is probably to Epistle 32.
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to divinely ordained practice, and especially ofsad melodies that soften
hard hearts and provide a reminder to distracted souls and heedless
spirits forgetful of the joys of their spiritual world, their radiant dwelling
and abiding home. Accompanied by strokes on these strings, they would
intone metrically structured words and verses [po 209] composed to
express this idea, in which the blessed state of the world of the spirits

and the pleasure and joys of its inhabitants are described, in the same

way that, when they go forth to battle, Muslim warriors recite verses
of the Qur'an revealed concerning the same idea, in which desire is

aroused for the blessings of paradise, such as His utterance:

God has purchased thepersons and possessions ofthe believers in return

for the Garden - theyfight in God's way: they kill and are killed - this

is a true promise given by Him in the Torah, the Gospel, and the Qur'an.

Who could be morefaithful to his promise than God? So be happy with

the bargain you have made: that is the supreme triumph. 170

and many other cognate verses in the Qur'an. In battle and when

attacking in war, Muslim warriors also recite verses (fo1. 49a) describing

the houris and the blessings of paradise in order to make souls long to

go there, and also to encourage them to charge and attack. These are
in Arabic and Persian,l71 such as:

I am obliged by my virtue and obliged by my valour,
by the gainful praise I can win,

By thrusting myself forward against what is hateful,
and striking at the head of a brave foe,

And saying to myself, whenever hectic and agitated,
'Be calm, praise or repose will be yours [soon enough]',

To champion pious deeds
and ever protect an honour that is true.

170 Qur'an 9: Ill.
171 This phrase, and the Arabic verse that follows, are in neither t nor i, and

may be a later addition, perhaps to counterbalance the Persian verse that comes
after. Neither quote touches on the delights of paradise, stressing rather heroic
virtue, disdain for worldly matters, and devotion to holy war.
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And, in Persian:

Come, let us entrust our hearts and souls to God.
Let us have neither the worry of wealth nor the cares that

money brings.
Let us sell our souls for the sake of faith

and spend this mortal life in battle.

As for the poetry and verse the divine sages used to intone when they

made use of music in temples and houses of worship to soften hard

hearts and to awaken heedless souls from neglectful sleep and spirits

idling in ignorant slumber, in order to make their spiritual world, their

radiant domain, and their abiding home enticing to them, and to free

them from the world ofgeneration and corruption [po 210], save them

from drowning in the sea of materiality, and rescue them from the

trammels of nature, their sense is as follows:

o soul plunged into the body's gloomy depths,
o spirits submerged in the darkness of dense matter, l72

forgetting to recall the life to come,173

diverted from the ways of righteousness,
remember the promise of the covenant,
when God said to you
'Am I not your Lord?' and you replied 'Yes, we bear witness.' So
you cannot say on the Day ofResurrection, 'We were not aware

ofthis, 'or, 'It was our bodily forefathers who, before us, ascribed

partners to God, and we are only the physical descendants who
came after them '174

in the world of deception
and the oppression of the grave.

Remember your spiritual world,
your abiding home

172 The phrase 'al-ajram dhat al-thalathat al-ab'ad' means literally 'three
dimensional bodies'. This seems to represent a jarring change of tone, but is
rescued somewhat by the fact that the following phrases rhyme with ab'ad.

173 In place of ma'ad, t has mi'ad, 'the appointed hour', a perfectly good
alternative.

174 Qur'an 7:172-173, with the substitution of 'you replied' (qultum) for 'they
replied' (qalil) and the insertion of the two adjectives not in italics. The word
qalil appears in two of the later manuscripts, but surely represents a correction,
suppressing the earlier deviation from the Qur'anic text.
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and your radiant domain,
and long to be with your spiritual fathers, mothers, and

brethren
who are in the highest heaven,
who are free of physical taint
and innocent of contact with natural bodies.

Prepare and equip yourselves and set forth
from the world that will be obliterated
to the one that is eternal

before you are suddenly and forcibly dispatched there,
unprepared,
regretful,

and doomed. 175

With such descriptions and on themes [ma(anf] of this nature, the sages

would intone [labbana] [texts], accompanied by an instrumentalist's
notes [maCa naghamat al-musiqar], in temples and houses ofworship. 176

What we have outlined clarifies some of the aims of the sages in
their use of music and in their invention of the rhythmic principles of
its melodies and the combination of its notes. I??

The reason why music has been proscribed in some of the prophetic
laws is that people have made use of it in a way different to that of the

sages, in fact, for idle entertainment178 and to incite a craving for the

175 The typographical layout makes some attempt to reflect the rhetorical and
stylistic characteristics of this passage, which distills poetry into equally highly
wrought prose marked by syntactic and morphological parallelism and frequent
internal rhyme. Thus, of the first six lines, two, three, and four rhyme (and in
six, one manuscript has a variant rhyming with line five), while of the last six,
minus six rhymes with minus five, and the remainder contain an accumulation
of plurals in -ina and morphologically identical pairs.

176 This passage could be variously interpreted. Shiloah has the sage compose
(mis en musique) and the musician sing (chante), while the suggestion here is
that, rather than produce compositions for a singer to perform, the sage chanted
with (ma'a; the preposition is surely significant) instrumental accompaniment.
A further but much less likely possibility is to regard musiqar not specifically as
an instrumentalist, and have the phrase 'ma'a naghamat al-musiqar' qualify the
verb la/:z/:zana, i.e., the sage intoned or chanted with the tones of a musician, i.e.,
with a musical use of pitch.

177 A more dryly technical rendering of'u$ul al/:zemih wa-tarkib naghamatih' might
be 'its fundamental principles in terms of rhythm and pitch organization'.

178 The key word in the aya that provides the one Qur'anic weapon in the
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pleasures of this world and its deceptive desires. The verses that have
been recited with this kind of theme are those such as:

Take your share of ease and delight,
for everything, however long it lasts, will come to an end.

Or,

No one has come back to tell us that he
has been in paradise or in hellfire since he died.

You should know, dear brother, may God aid you and us with a
spirit of His, that when most people hear such verses they are deluded
into thinking (fo1. 49b) that delight, felicity, pleasure, and joy are only
to be found in what they perceive through their senses, and that the
messages the prophets have conveyed about the blessings of paradise

and the delight of its inhabitants and the messages the sages have
conveyed about the joy, virtue, and nobility of the world of the spirits
are lies and deception, devoid of truth. They are therefore prey to

doubt and confusion.
You should know, dear brother, may God aid you, that if you do

not believe in what the prophets have conveyed to you about the

blessings of paradise, and do not give credence to what the sages have
informed you about the joy of the world of the spirits, but accept the

false imaginings and corrupt views that have been fed to you, you will
remain perplexed, doubting, mired in error, and liable to lead others

into error.
You should know, dear brother, may God aid you, that the purpose

of the prophets in laying down laws and the purpose of the sages in
laying down rules179 is not just to set right the affairs of this world; their

armoury (otherwise based solely on /:ladUh) of the legists who disapprove of
music is lahw, translated here as 'idle entertainment'. The following remark
summarizes in a rather decorously restrained way the nature of the charges
levied in the juridical literature.

179 This offers a particularly clear example of a distinction, which is at the same
time a complementarity, that also appears elsewhere in the risala: the prophets
are associated with shara'i' (sg. sharta), a legal system based on divine authority,
the sages with nawamis (sg. mimus), laws derived from philosophical principles.
The two overlap, or coincide, in aims and methods, but given the divine origin
of the former, it is still surprising to find no reference to revelation here (despite
frequent Qur'anic citations elsewhere); the same verb, wat;la' ('to put down'),
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common purpose is to set right both religious and worldly matters.
Their ultimate aim, then, is to free souls from the travail of this world
and the suffering of its inhabitants, and to enable them to attain the
happiness of the next world and the blessed state of its inhabitants.

To return to our previous topic, we may say that when the meanings
conveyed by melody and rhythm reach the mind [ajkar al-nufus]180

via hearing, so that an image is formed there of the ideas that were
contained within those rhythms and melodies, their existence [as
vibrations] in the air can be dispensed with, just as writing on tablets
can be dispensed with once the ideas written on them are understood
and memorized. Such is the case with individual souls when they grow
to complete maturity and fully achieve their purpose within the body,
at which point the bodies perish, either through natural or accidental
death or through sacrifice in holy war, and the souls are extracted
from the bodies just as a pearl is extracted from the oyster shell, the
foetus from the womb, the seed from the calyx, or the fruit from the
rind. They then begin a new life, just as the pearl begins a new life
when it is taken out of the discarded shell. Similar is what happens
to fruit and grain when they mature and ripen [po 212], for it consists
of harvesting and gathering: the husks and stalks are thrown aside to
reach the core, which then begins another life. What happens to the
soul after it departs the body is similar, for a new fate awaits it, as God,
praised be He, said:

Consider [the semen] you eject - do you create it yourselves or

are We the creator? We ordained death to be amongst you. Nothing

could stop Us if We intended to change you and recreate you in a way

unknown to yoU. 181

Similar also is the fate of the souls of animals after slaughter, for you
must not suppose, dear brother, that the purpose of those who set
down ordinances allowing the slaughter of beasts in temples on days

is used in both cases. However, it should not be thought that the distinction is
a hard and fast one, for elsewhere (e.g., in Epistle 47) the concept of namus is
related explicitly to prophets.

180 The literal meaning is 'the thoughts of souls', but the following corresponds
exactly to accounts elsewhere of mental processes.

181 Qur'an 56:58-61.
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of sacrifice is just the consumption of meat; their purpose, rather, is
to free their souls from the defilement of the hell that is the world of
generation and corruption,182 (fol. SOa) as we have explained in the
epistle on the providential nature Ulikma] of death [Epistle 29].183

Now take heed, dear brother, may God aid you, consider, and
understand that your body is an oyster shell and your soul a precious
pearl that should not be neglected, for it is ofgreat value to its Creator.
It has already reached the last door in [the] hell [of the world of
generation and corruption],184 so if you take heart, make ready, and
hasten to come out of this door which patently leads to torment, and go
in through the door wherein is concealed divine mercy,185 prostrated,
having taken on angelic form,186 you will have succeeded, achieved
your goal and been saved.

You should know, dear brother, may God aid you and us with a
spirit of His, that angelic form is the one your soul will be provided
with when it departs the body, as God, exalted be He, mentioned when
He said: Say, 'The Angel ofDeath put in charge ofyou will reclaim you,
and then you will be brought back to your Lord. '187

182 Here some manuscripts add a further passage: 'and to convey them from an
imperfect to a complete and perfect state in human form, this being the most
complete and perfect form in the sublunary world. This form is, further, the
final door in the hell that is the world of generation and corruption.'

183 The literal meaning is 'the wisdom of death'. Death is providential in that it
is a second birth, releasing the soul into eternity, a theme referred to elsewhere
in the present epistle too.

184 That is, as clarified in the additional passage given in note 182 above, by
virtue of being human.

185 The translation is rather clumsy, yet still fails to capture the stark contrast of
the association with the doors of the terms 'exterior' (:?ahir, meaning 'evident',
'exoteric', usually used in relation to the literal sense of scripture) and 'interior'
(batin, meaning 'internal', 'esoteric', used in relation to what are assumed to be its
hidden, symbolic meanings). Shiloah's version is rather free, but certainly more
elegant: 'si tu t'ecartes du cote exterieur de la parte qui ouvre sur le chatiment et
que tu entres du cote interieur de cette parte qui est la misericorde'.

186 That is, the soul takes on angelic form. Two of the older and generally more
reliable manuscripts (i and t) have wa-hiya rather than fl, which would suggest
'prostrated, this being the form [presumably here in the sense of posture] of the
angels'.

187 The Qur'anic passage (32:11) does not seem to follow logically from the
preceding statement, but what the translation fails to capture is the link between
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You should know) dear brother, that the angel of death is the one
who receives spirits and is the midwife of souls, just as the midwife of
bodies is the one who receives the new-born.

[po 213) You should know, dear brother, that the souls of all the
believers have parents in the world of the spirits, just as bodies have
parents in the physical world. 188

Let us return to our previous topic. We may say that the musician
sages restricted the number oflute strings to four, no more, no less, so
that what they produced should correspond to natural phenomena in the
sublunary world, thereby following the model ofthe wise Creator, exalted
be He, as we have explained in the epistle on arithmetic [Epistle 1]:

the highest string [zfr] resembles the element of fire, and its note
corresponds to its heat and fierceness [hidda];189

the second string [mathna] resembles the element of air, and its
note corresponds to the wetness and softness of air;

the third string [mathlath] resembles the element ofwater, and its
note corresponds to the wetness and cold of water;

the lowest string [bamm] resembles the element of earth, and its
note corresponds to the heaviness and thickness of earth.

These characteristics that they have are according to the
correspondences between them and according to the effects of their
notes on the mixture of the temperaments of those listening to them.
This is because [of the following]:

the two supplied by the related verbs tawaffa, 'to take in full' (here yielding' [he]
will reclaim'), and wafa, 'to provide [fully],.

188 Missing from i and C, but found in j" and three other manuscripts, is the
following continuation: 'As the Messenger of God, peace be upon him, said
to 'All, peace upon him: "You and I, 'All, are the parents of those of this faith
[umma]", and as God on high has said: ... the faith ofyour forefather Abraham.
God has called you Muslims [22:78]. This is a spiritual paternity, not a physical
one.'

189 The word /:1idda also has the musical sense of '[sharpness of] pitch'. This
particular set of relationships between the strings of the lute and the elements will
reappear within the more complex set of interconnections laid out in Chapter
14 below, on the tetrads.
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the note of the highest string strengthens the humour of yellow
bile, increasing its power and effect, and opposes the humour
of phlegm, attenuating it;

the note of the second string strengthens the humour of blood,
increasing its power and effect, and opposes the humour ofblack
bile, softening it;

the note of the third string strengthens the humour of phlegm,
increasing its power and effect, and opposes the humour of
yellow bile, reducing its intensity;

the note of the lowest string strengthens the humour of black bile,
increasing its power and effect, and opposes the humour of
blood, calming its passion. 190

When these notes are combined in rhythmic melodies [alban]
corresponding [mushakila] to them, and these melodies191 are then
used at the times of day or night whose nature is counter to that of the
prevailing illnesses and sicknesses occurring, they will alleviate them,
reduce (fo1. SOb) their severity, and ease the pain they inflict on the
sick, because when things that correspond in their characteristics are
multiplied and combined, their effects become more powerful and

190 The positive relationships of the z!r string to yellow bile, the mathna to blood,
the mathIath to phlegm, and the bamm to black bile, are already found in aI-Kind!
(Mu'allafat aI-Kind! al-mus!qiyya, pp. 86-88). He does not, however, mention
the negative counterparts.

191 Although pitch seems to be more important here than duration, it is again
difficult to decide exactly where the emphasis lies. With regard to the first
occurrence of aIban, it seems sensible to think of the structures with which
the notes are associated as being primarily rhythmic rather than melodic; they
are characterized as 'corresponding to them', whereas melodies are, rather,
formed from them. On the other hand, it could be thought that the reference is
to the tessitura of the melody. In any case, it is clear from the context that the
therapeutic function is a consequence of the associations between the humours
and the differently pitched strings, and no comparable correlations are mentioned
for rhythm, even during the later and much more detailed treatment of the
rhythmic cycles. It is also relevant to note that in the later medical literature,
although there is no longer a role for the individual strings, treatment employs
appropriate melodic modes, not rhythmic cycles; see E. Neubauer, 'Arabische
Anleitungen zur Musiktherapie', ZeitschriftfUr Geschichte der Arabisch-IsIamischen
Wissenschaften,6 (1990) [pub. 1991], pp. 227-272.
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their influence prevails, overcoming their opposites - just as people
realize during wars and disputes.

[po 214J From what we have outlined above, something will have
become clear of the wisdom of the musical sages who made use of them
in hospitals at times contrary to the nature of the illnesses and maladies,
and why they confined themselves to four strings, no more, no less. The
reason why they made the thickness of each string one third greater
than the next higher-pitched onel92 is also because they imitated the
wisdom of the Creator, exalted be His name, following the marks of
His creation in natural phenomena. Specifically, scholars of the natural

sciences [/:tukamif tabl'iyyunJ have pronounced that the diameters of
each of the spheres [ukar] of the four elements of fire, air, water, and
earth is one third greater than that of the next lower one with regard

to its quality [kayfiyya], that is, thinness and thickness. 193 They have
stated that the diameter of the sphere of ether [athfr] - that is, fire

which lies immediately beneath the celestial sphere of the moon is one
third greater than the diameter of the sphere of bitter cold [zamharfr];
the diameter of the sphere of bitter cold is one third greater than the
diameter of the sphere of air [nasfm]; and the diameter of the sphere

of air is one third greater than the diameter of the sphere of earth.
This [set of] relationship[s] means that, [expressed] in [terms of

relative] thinness, the substance of fire is one third more than air; the

192 Again, the literal expression is 'the one below', i.e., on the vertical plane of
the lute held in playing position.

193 Two series are conflated here: the elements are projected onto the scheme of
sublunary concentric spheres and are consequently spoken ofas if they themselves
had spheres. As the upper sublunary sphere, the ether, is associated with fire, the
projection is driven by the match between the first and last terms:

fire, neir; air, hawa'; water, ma'; earth, arcj
ether, athlr; bitter cold, zamharlr; air, naSlm; earth, arcj.

The middle two, however, spoil the relationship, there being no sphere in
the lower line corresponding to water. Accordingly, there is no mention of
water when the spheres are discussed, as elsewhere, in terms of their relative
diameters; it is smuggled in discreetly in the following series of relative thinness/
thickness. (Bausani, at L'enciclopedia dei Fratelli della Purita, p. 62, combines
the two, inserting water in the latter, so that there are four rather than three
4:3 relationships between the spheres.) It may be noted, finally, just to confuse
matters further, that the remainder of this chapter will present a different set of
relative diameters for the sublunary spheres.
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substance of air is one third more than water; the substance of water
is one third more than earth.

As for the reasons why they attached194 the highest string, which
corresponds to the element of fire while its note corresponds to the
heat and intensity of fire, above all the others; and why they attached
the lowest string, which corresponds to the element of earth, below
them all; and the second string, next to the highest string; and the third
string, next to the lowest - there are two of these. One [reason] is that
the note of the zir string is high [flddd], light, and moves upwards, while
the note of the lowest string is thick, heavy, and moves downwards,
so that this [placement] is more appropriate for when they are to be
combined [mizaj] and brought together [ittibiid] ,195 and the case of the
second and third strings is similar. The other is that the relationship of
the thickness ofthe highest string to that of the second string, of that of
the second string to that of the third, and of that of the third to that of
the lowest is like the relationship of the diameter of earth to that of the
sphere of air, that of the sphere of air to the sphere of bitter cold, and
that of the sphere ofbitter cold to that of the sphere ofether.196 This is
why they attached them in this [po 215] arrangement.

With regard to their use of the relationship of the eighth197 for the
notes on the strings, rather than that of the fifth, sixth, or seventh,198

194 This renders shadd, which elsewhere means 'tensioning', 'tuning' (and in
later texts 'mode') but here, rather, 'tying on'; the emphasis in this context is on
position rather than pitch.

195 The expression here is a little unexpected. Shiloah understands it as implying
that the high and low sounds meet and produce harmony, but having previously
been told that the high and low notes tend in opposite directions one might
prefer a more mundane explanation, namely that although they must needs
coexist in performance, the contrast between them is such that their respective
strings are best placed as far apart as possible.

196 This restates of the tuning in perfect fourths (4:3, identical with the 1Yl set
of relationships set out above with regard to the successive increase in size of
the various spheres). The parallelism is clear (the thinnest string and smallest
sphere come first), but the resulting order is the opposite of the associations
between the two sets (from zir with fire to bamm with earth).

197 I.e., the ratio 9:8, which yields the Pythagorean whole tone.
198 In contrast to the 9:8 whole tone, the intervals corresponding to the ratios

8:7, 7:6, and 6:5 do not form part of the Pythagorean scale system, despite the
fact that the last is a minor third (for which the Pythagorean ratio is 32:27 =
4:3 - 9:8). By this logic the list could also have included the quarter, since the
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and their preference for it, this is because it is derived from 8, and 8 is
the first cube number. Further, given that 6 is the first perfect [tamm]
number,l99 the cube is the supreme [aJt;ial] hexahedron, being set

above the others because of the equality [tasawf] [of its proportionsJ,
as we have demonstrated in the epistle on geometry [Epistle 2]. This

is because the length, breadth, and depth of this figure are all equal; it

has six (fo1. Sla) square sides all of which are equal; it has eight three

dimensional [mujassam] corners [zawayaJ, all ofwhich are equal; it has

twelve parallel and equal sides; it has twenty-four equal right angles,

which are the product of 3 x 8;200 and we have previously stated that any

entity [ma$nu
C

] in which there is a greater degree of equality is superior,

and after the form of the sphere there is no form with a higher degree of

equality than the cube.201 It is for this reason that, in the last section ofhis

book, Euclid said that the form of the earth bore a strong resemblance

to the cube, and the form of the celestial spheres to the dodecahedron.

We have explained the superiority ffat;iila] of the spherical form and

the number 12 in the epistle on astronomy [Epistle 3].

Concerning the superiority of [the number] 8, we may add the

statement of the wise mathematicians that between the diameters of the

celestial spheres and that of the earth and the air202 there is a musical

proportion. What this means is that if the diameter of earth is 8 [units]

and the diameter of the sphere of air is 9,203 then:

5:4 major third is likewise excluded. However, it is elsewhere recognized as a
consonant interval, even if the lute fretting does not provide for it.

199 A perfect number is defined as a number equal to the sum of its divisors
(excluding the number itself), Le., 6 = 1 + 2 + 3. The next perfect number is
28 = 1 + 2 + 4 + 7 + 14.

200 That is, referring back to the corners, each ofwhich contains three right angles.
201 The idea of the sphere as perfect, indeed the figure encompassing all others,

may be found in Plato's Timaeus.
202 These appear to be lumped together, with just one diameter being mentioned

for the two of them, but they are differentiated immediately afterwards.
203 The celestial geometry is confusing enough without the extra contribution of

a textual substitution in these two cases of 'radius' (ni$fqUlr) for (the emended)
'diameter' (qulr); the resulting values would lead to the sphere of the moon
being smaller than that of the earth. Confusion arises from the use, if the pun
can be excused, of two scales. The previous one was based on the projection of
the fourth (4:3) relationship between the strings onto the sublunary strata, so
that if the earth were 27, the nasfm would reach up to 36, the zamharfr to 48,
and the atMr to 64, which would be the sphere of the moon. Here, however, we
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the diameter of the sphere of the moon is 12;

the diameter of the sphere of Mercury is 13;

the diameter of the sphere of Venus is 16;

the diameter of the sphere of the sun is 18;

the diameter of the sphere of Mars is 21 'l2;

the diameter of the sphere of Jupiter is 24;

[the diameter of the sphere of] Saturn is 27Y9;204

and the diameter of the sphere of the fixed stars is 32.

Accordingly:

the relationship of the diameter of [the sphere of] the moon
to that of [the sphere of] the earth is 3:2, and to that of the
air 4:3;

the relationship of the diameter of Venus to that of the earth
is 2:1, and to that of the moon 4:3;

the relationship of the diameter of the sun to that of the air
[po 216] is 2:1, to that of the earth 21.4:1, and to that of the
moon 3:2;

the relationship of the diameter of Jupiter to that of the moon
is 2:1, and to that of the earth 3:1, and to Venus 3:2;

the relationship of the diameter of the fIXed stars to that of
Jupiter is 5:4,205 to Venus 2:1, to the sun 1%:1,206 to the moon
2%:1,207 and to the earth 4:1.

begin with a whole tone (9:8) relationship between the earth and the sphere of
air, and it may well be because of (or to disguise) this difference that air is here
termed hawa', rather than the previous nasim. The following fourth telescopes
(and fails to mention) the next two strata, arriving directly at the sphere of the
moon. For further details, see the Introduction, 3 (and, for yet another set of
measurements, Epistle 18 on meteorology; see also Bausani, L'enciclopedia dei
Fratelli della Purita, pp. 117-118).

204 Shiloah follows the Beirut edition here, which has sevenths rather than ninths.
205 Except for a marginal note in t, the manuscripts are unanimous, but the

proportion is incorrect, and should read 4:3.

206 This is an approximation: the precise figure is 17
/

9
(which appears as a marginal

addition in t).
207 Another unanimous error; correct is 1%:1 (again noted in the margin of t).
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Mercury, Mars, and Saturn have different relationships, for which
reason they are said to be of ill omen.

These sages have also said that between the relative sizes of these
heavenly bodies, there are relationships ofvarious orders, arithmetical,
geometrical, or musical, and, similarly, such relationships also subsist
between them and the body of the earth, some being noble and perfect
[sharifa fadila] , others less so, this being a matter too long to explain.
Given what we have said, we have clarified that the sum total of the
physical world - with all its celestial spheres and individual heavenly
bodies, its four elements, and the way the whole is internally arranged208

- is organized, combined, and [its parts] placed in relation to one
another according to the above-mentioned proportions; and that the

whole physical world functions like a single organism Uzayawan] or
human being or city, and that He who organized, formed, arranged,
composed, instigated, and created it (fo1. 51b) is One and unique. This
was one of the aims of this epistle.

A further noble property [fadila] of 8, dear brother, may God aid
you and us, is that when you consider and peruse the things that exist,

you will find that many of them are eightfold, like the natures of the
four elements, [which, with their combinations,] hot and dry, hot

and wet, cold and dry, cold and wet, make eight. These are the bases
of whatever exists in nature and the origin [(un~ur] of living things
subject to corruption.

It is also a noble property of8 that you will find the complementary

positions [muna?arat] of the heavenly bodies at eight specific locations
in the heavenly sphere, to the exclusion of others. These are [as follows]:
the base position [markazp09 and its opposition [muqabala], and the

208 Grammatically this phrase could qualify just the elements, possibly referring
back to the conflation with the concentric sublunary spheres, but it seems more
likely that the whole of the cosmos is intended, in which case the 'internal'
arrangement could be a reference to the various concentric spheres of the
celestial bodies.

209 The reading of this whole section is indebted to Shiloah's explication of
its astrological content. Here, however, he rejects markaz, found in all seven
manuscripts, in favour of muqiirana ('conjunction'), attested in .J. The reason
is primarily logical, being based on the assumption that the text only mentions
five rather than eight positions, and therefore appeal is made to a list of eight
combinations found elsewhere which is headed by muqiirana. But the text as
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trine, quartile, and sextile aspectsYo [po 217] These eight are also one
of the causes [asbab] of [astrological influence upon]211 living things

subject to decay in the sublunary sphere.
When you consider and reflect further, you will find that the [names

of the] twenty-eight letters ofArabic, which correspond to the twenty
eight mansions of the moon,212 are spelt with [the aid of] the eight letters

a, I,f, y, rn, n, d, and W;213 the prosodic feet found in Arabic poetry are
eight in number;214 and the [rhythmic] types [ajnasF1S ofArab song are

also eight in number, as we shall also make clear in another chapter.

It is said that paradise has eight levels and the fires [of hell] seven
gates,216 and we have explained the truth of this in the epistle on the

resurrection and the day of judgement [Epistle 38] .217

Ifyou consider existing things in this way, dear brother, may He aid

you, and examine the conditions of living beings, you will find many

things that are twofold, threefold, fourfold, fivefold, sixfold, sevenfold,

eightfold, ninefold, tenfold, and so on. By mentioning eightfold things

we wished to arouse you from the slumber of forgetfulness. You should

know who the Seveners are, obsessed with expatiating on sevenfold

we have it yields eight positions readily enough, for each of the last three of the
five listed implies two positions.

210 See P. Kunitzsch, 'al-Nu.djum', E12, vo!. 8, p. 97; and also Susanne Diwald,
Arabische Philosophie und Wissenschaft in der Enzyklopiidie. Kitab Ibwan a~-~afa'

(Ill). Die Lehre von Seele und Intellekt (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1975), pp.
115-116. These terms define the angle between two bodies: trine 120°, quartile 90°,
and sextile 60° (which complement the 180° between markaz and muqabala).

211 See the discussion of sabab in Andrew Rippin, 'The Exegetical Genre asbab
al-nuzul: a Bibliographical and Terminological Survey', Bulletin ofthe School of
Oriental and African Studies 48 (1985), pp. 1-15.

212 As noted above (see note 199),28 is the second perfect number.
213 That is, these are the letters that combine with the initial letter, the orthographic

symbol of the sound itself, to form the names of the twenty-eight letters. Thus
a (with the values a and ') appears in, e.g., ba'; land f in alif; y (= nand m in
mim; n in 'ayn; d in ~ad; and w (= u) in nun.

214 See Chapter 7 above and also the Introduction, 5.2.
215 More properly, ajnas means 'genera', so one might have expected alJ;an, as

the reference must be to the rhythmic cycles discussed in Chapter 13 below. (The
corresponding eight melodic modes are not discussed in the risala.)

216 See Qur'an 15:44.
217 But there is no elucidation in Epistle 38 of the seven gates; we are informed,

rather, that hell has many layers (tabaqat). The reference to the seven gates
alongside the catalogue of merits of 8 is not germane to the argument.
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things, setting them above [all] others; their views are partial and their
pronouncements incomplete. Similarly with the dualists as regard
twofold things, the Christians with their trinitarianism, the scholars
of the natural sciences [tabi'iyyun] with sets of four, the Khurramiyya218

with sets of five, and the Hindus and the Kayyaliyya219 with their sets of
nine. But this is not the way of our noble brethren, may God aid them
and us with a spirit of His, wherever they may be; on the contrary, their

views are rounded, their researches comprehensive, their knowledge
encyclopaedic, and their insight all-embracing.

Let us return to our topic, and state that we have clarified, through

what we have expounded, aspects of the construction of the lute,

the number of its strings, the relationship between their respective

thicknesses and thinnesses, the number of their frets, the method of

mounting [shadd]220 them and the [intervallic] relationship between

them,221 according [to the principle] that the best-made artefacts, the

most perfect combinations [rnurakkabat], and outstanding compositions
[rnu)allafat] , are those in which the arrangement [ta)lifJ of the parts and

the organization of the structure [tarkib] are perfectly proportioned. It is

because of this that most listeners come to enjoy them and most people

ofintelligence approve their creation [po 218] and use, and [it is because

of this that] they are sung in the assemblies of kings and rulers.

218 The Khurramiyya was a movement, going back to Mazdak in the fifth
century, associated in the early Islamic period with various sectarian uprisings
and noted, if anything, for dualism; see Wilferd Madelung, 'Khurramiyya', El2,
vol. 5, p. 63. The association made here with 5 remains unclear. It is, however,
repeated elsewhere; see S. Diwald, Arabische Philosophie und VVissenschaft in der
Enzyklopadie, p. 102. Mention is also made in this parallel passage, despite the
present encomium, of those concerned with music (muslqiyyun) as having an
exaggerated veneration for 8.

219 The Kayyaliyya were followers of Ahmad ibn al-Kayyal, a Sufi/Gnostic
ninth-century philosopher; see al-Shahrastfml, al-Milal wa'l-ni/:zal, pp. 138-141;
Diwald, Arabische Philosophic und Wissenschaft, p. 117; W. Madelung, 'al-Kayyal',
Ell, vol. 4, p. 847.

220 An alternative translation would be 'tensioning', 'tuning' (see note 194 above),
which is in any case a prerequisite for (and is therefore implied by) the next
statement.

221 Four manuscripts add here, 'and the number of notes played on its strings,
either open or stopped, and the [intervallic] relationship[s] between them'. It
is likely that this is a later amplification, as it does not appear in either t or i,
although it does in ..b.
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Chapter 10

Another perfect, well-structured product is the art of language and
speech. That is, the best utterance is that which is clear and effective
(fo1. 52a), and the most perfectly effective is that which is eloquent, and
the supremely eloquent is that which has metre and rhyme; the most
enjoyable metred verse is that which is regular and without prosodic
variations,222 and the verse without prosodic variations is that in which

the long and short syllables follow a regularly recurring pattern.223

Examples of such [patterns] are the metres tawil, madid, and basit,
each of which is compounded from eight prosodic feet, namely:

u--/u---/u--/u---/

u - - / u - - _ / u _ _ / u _ _ _ j224

and these eight are compounded from twelve long syllables [sabab] and

222 As noted above (Chapter 7, note 91), zil:uijat deviate from the full form of the
metre, but are considered allowable variations rather than defects. They consist,
specifically, of reductions (ofa long to a short syllable or of two shorts to a long)
within any foot of the hemistich save the last.

223 This is a free rendering of the more literal, 'its quiescent letters [/:Zuruj sakina]
and their durations [Le., the long syllables] are corresponding [munasiba]
to its moving letters [/:Zuruj muta/:zarrikat] and their durations [i.e., the short
syllables],. For these terms and the rudiments of prosody, see the Introduction,
5.2 (also 5.5). There is no explicit reference here to the vital notion ofa recurring
pattern, but something of the kind may be thought to be implied by the notion
of correspondence.

224 These are expressed as:

ja'ulun maja'ilun ja'ulun maja'llun
ja'ulun maja'tlun ja'ulun maja'ilun.

The particular set of prosodic feet given here is that of a complete line of the tawil
metre (consisting of two identical, and here superimposed, half-lines). The other
two metres named begin at different points within the same recurring pattern
oflong and short syllables. The starting point of madid is at the third syllable,
with basit at the sixth (both marked by I):

v-/-v-/--v-- v---
tawil ja'ulun maja'ilun ja'ulun maja'ilun
madid ja'ilatun ja'ilun ja'ilatun
basit m ustaj'ilun ja'ilun mustaj'ilun ja'ilun

It is hardly fortuitous that the exposition should begin with these three metres,
which are those occupying the first of Al).mad ibn KhalU's circles.
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eight short + long syllable pairs [watid]. 225 In alt they are made up of
forty-eight letters, twenty ofwhich are syllable-final, and twenty-eight
syllable-initial.226

Each hemistich is made up of twenty-four letters, ten syllable-final
and fourteen syllable-initial. The half hemistich, or quarter line, is
made up of twelve letters, five syllable-final and seven syllable-initial.
The relationship of the five to the seven in the quarter line is like the
relationship of the ten to the fourteen in the hemistich and the twenty
to the twenty-eight in the whole line.

Similarly with the structure of the metres wafir and kamil. Each of
these is compounded from six prosodic feet, namely:

v---/v---/v---
v - - - / v - - - / v 227

([ i.eO) (v - - -'] six times). 228 The relationship of syllable-final letters to

syllable-initial letters in one third of the line [6:8] is like the relationship

of syllable-final to syllable-initial letters in a hemistich and like the
relationship of syllable-final to syllable-initial letters in a whole line.

This is an example of the structural principle that applies in every line

225 That is, using standard prosodic elements to analyse each foot into an initial
'-' - (watid) followed by either - (sabab) or - - (two sababs).

226 Each symbol ('-' and -) represents a syllable. There are twenty-eight syllables,
and a syllable is, by definition, consonant-initial. In a short syllable, the script
represents only the initial consonant, while a long syllable is written with
two letters, the second representing the syllable-final element, which may be,
phonologically, either a consonant or a long vowel.

227 These are expressed as:

mafcl'ilun mafifilun mafa'ilun
mafa'ilun mafa'ilun mafcfilun.

228 Similarly, the particular set of prosodic feet given here is that of a complete
line of the wafir metre, while the kamil metre begins at a different point (syllable
three, marked J) within the same recurring pattern of long and short syllables.
The structure of the hemistichs of these two metres (with // marking the end of
wafir) is:

v -/-- v --- v - --//v-
wafir mafa'ilun mafa'ilun mafa'ilun
kamil mustaj'ilun mustaj'ilun mustaj'ilun

(These two metres are usually given in a form with two short syllables in place
of one of the three longs, the waftr foot becoming '-' - v '-' - mufa'alatun and
the kamil foot '-' v - v - mutafa'ilun.)
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of verse when it is free of prosodic deviations, whether divided into
two, four, or six parts. The same holds for the durations between [their
elements]. It maybe represented thus: [po 219]

\ 0 \ 0 \ 0 0

[this is repeated six times, forming the circumference of a circle running

counter-clockwise]

(The symbol (0' represents the syllable-initial letters and the symbol
(I', the syllable-final letters.)

We have also demonstrated through this example that the best
formed products and the most perfect combinations are those in which
the conjunction of the parts and the structural basis both accord with
the proportional ideal.229

Another example of this is provided by calligraphy, the most
noble of the arts, that in which, with its many forms and varied

styles, ministers, scribes, and cultured courtiers all take pride. This
is because every people has a script which differs from those of the
others - for example, Arabic, Persian, Syriac, Hebrew, Latin, Greek,
Indian,230 etc., the total being known only to God, who created them

with their varied tongues, colours, natures, characters, arts, sciences,

and fields of knowledge - all this by His extensive knowledge, His
effective will, and His perfect (fo1. 52b) wisdom, glory and praise be
unto Him.

229 Three manuscripts add a further ponderous gloss: 'This is just as we have
explained through both elucidation and exemplification in this diagram, in
order to make it more comprehensible to those learning and studying it and
pondering its meanings with clarity of mind, thoughtfulness, perspicacity,
and reflection.'

230 Exactly which scripts are to be understood is not quite clear. By 'Persian'
it is possible that Pahlavi is meant (and one manuscript even has fahlawiyya in
place offarisiyya). By rumiyya would normally be understood 'Byzantine', i.e.,
Greek, but given the inclusion ofyunaniyya it presumably refers rather to the
Latin script. The following examples make it clear that the reference to hindiyya
relates not to Devanagari script but to numerals. However, for the alphabets
they provide no help; only Hebrew and, to a lesser degree, Syriac appear in some
manuscripts in more or less recognizable form. For the others we have, in the
main, either regular or distorted Arabic letters or nothing at all.
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In this chapter we wish to mention the fundamental structure of
letters, the way their [elements] are combined, the measure of their
dimensions, and the ideal proportions of their shapes. We may state that
the foundation of the letters of scripts, for whichever language they have
been devised, to whichever nation they belong, with whichever form of
pen they have been written or with whichever kind of engraving they

have been formed, and however many they may be, is based in every

case on the straight line which is the diameter of a circle and the curved
line which is its circumference. All letters, then, are compounded from

these two and composed in the way we have elucidated in the epistle
on geometry, which introduces this science [handasa].231

With regard to what we have stated, let us give an explanatory

example taken from the letters of the Arabic script, to provide proof

of the veracity of our claim and of the truth of our characterization

of the letters as being all derived from straight and curved lines, one

being the diameter of a circle and the other its circumference. They
are [as follows] :232

~ j 0 J i J ~ J j t t .1 J, ~ uP.y v j) ~ .) t CC";'; u ~ \

Now, if you look [closely], dear brother, may God aid you with a

spirit ofHis, consider, and reflect, you will find that some ofthese letters,

for example, u, ~, \, and..;,; are straight lines,233 and some [p.220],

for example, .), j, and J are curved, while others are combinations

of the two, for example, t, c' C' ete. The letters of the scripts of all
other nations will be found to be analogous. For example, the Indian

[numerals]:

and similarly Syriac [script], and Hebrew:

231 The word handasa seems to be synonymous with the jumitriya ('geometry')
of the epistle title.

232 Five manuscripts, including t and r, add '':}' to the following list. But as the
Ikhwan insist elsewhere that the alphabet consists of twenty-eight letters, this
must be a later interpolation.

233 After the first letter, a straight vertical stroke, the shape of the remaining three is
deemed to consist of a straight horizontal stroke between the initial and terminal
upward turns and not, as in the modern typeface used here, of a slight curve.
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235n tv 1 i' ~ ~ '!J) 0 ) ~ , :J ' ~ n T1 i1 1 " :J N

Now that we have demonstrated with the above that all letters and
scripts are derived from a straight line which is the diameter of a
circle and a curved line which is its circumference, we wish, further,
to demonstrate that the most excellent of scripts, the soundest style of
writing, and the best composed is that in which the measurement of
the letters relative to each other stands in the most perfect proportion.
Let us first quote the practitioners of this craft, that is, the craft of
penmanship, in order to give a stronger justification [for this] and a
clearer demonstration, leading to a more secure analogical rule.

The skilful scribe and geometer236 has said that he who wishes to have

an excellent hand and a correct style should give it a basic measure [a~l],

according to which his letters are constructed, and a standard [qanun],
to which his strokes are correlatedY7 An example of this in the Arabic

script would be first to assign an arbitrary unit ofmeasurement to the

letter \, making its width in the proportion of one eighth of its length,
then to make \ the diameter of a circle. The remaining letters are then

structured in proportion to the length of \ and to the circumference of
the circle to the diameter of which \ is equal.

Accordingly, the length of each one of~, y, (fol. 53a) and ~ is

made equal to that of \, with their initial and terminal upward turns

234 Only i makes a serious effort at reproducing the Syriac (Estrangelo) script.
The others use Arabic letters and numbers, some distorted.

235 Similar distortions and substitutions affect the representation of the Hebrew
alphabet in the manuscripts.

236 The Arabic reads, 'al-mu/:larrir al-/:ladhiq al-muhandis'. It is only in relation to
calligraphy that this phrase appears, and if, as seems likely, the Ikhw<ln are relaying
a statement attributed to a specific individual, one might think it a particularly
apposite characterization of Jbn Muqla (886-940), an outstanding scribe who
was at the same time the formulator of an innovative geometric armature for the
cursive script types that would, in manuscripts, oust the earlier angular forms
collectively termed Kufic. It may be added that when the phrase reappears it
again introduces a summary statement of structural principles attributed to a
figure of evident authority.

237 The two phrases are fundamentally equivalent, providing stylistic balance
rather than further information.
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being one eighth of\ [in length]. For each ofC' C' and t the [horizontal]
extension at the top is made halfof \, and the curvature downwards, half

of the circumference of the circle to the diameter of which I is equal.

Then each one of ~ and ~ is made equal to \ when it is curved. Then

each one of .J and j is made equal to a quarter of the circumference of

the circle. Then the upward points of each one ofif and J' are made

equal to one eighth of \ [in length], and their extent downwards, equal

to half the circumference of the circle. Then the forward extension of

each one of i.f' and uP is made equal to the length of \; their aperture,

the amount of one eighth of \; and their extent downwards, equal to

half the circumference of the above-mentioned circle. Then the length

of each one of.b and ..k is made equal to the length of I, their aperture

equal to one eighth of \, and their vertical strokes equal to \. Then the

curvature of the upper part of each one of t.. and t is made one quarter

of the circumference of the circle, and the curvature downwards is made

equal to half the circumference of the circle. Then the forward extent

of j [po 221] is made equal to the length of \, and its aperture, one

eighth of \. Its circle and those of J, J, i' and 0 are all equivalent to one

third of \ turned into a circle; and the downward extent of J is made

equal to half the circumference of the circle. Then the forward extent

of..s is made equal to the length of \; its aperture, one eighth of \; and

its angled line above, one quarter of 1.238 Then the length of J is made

the same as that of \, and its forward extent, one half of 1.239 Then the

downward extent of each of i and J is made equal to the curvature of .J

and j. Then the curvature of J is made equal to half the circumference

of the circle to the diameter ofwhich \ is equal. Then 1.$ is made equal to

238 This description is best understood not to relate, as with the other letters, to
a final/independent form similar to the later Naskh, in this case' !.I', but to the
Kufic equivalent. The kisra ('fragment, broken off piece') would then designate
the upper part, which is written with a second, separate stroke. The first stroke
would be the lower rotated V-shape, with the two horizontal sides parallel, like D,
and it is to the gap between them that the term 'aperture' (jut/:ta) relates.

239 In relation to the modern independent form (J), one would have expected a
reference to the downward curvature being equivalent to halfof the circumference
of the circle, so that what is referred to here is the alternative written form with
a flat final stroke.
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;) and its extension backwards equal to the length of \, and its curvature
downwards equal to half the circle.240

What we have enunciated about the proportions of the letters and
the measures of their dimensions relative to one another is determined
by the laws of geometry and ideal proportions. However, what is
generally acknowledged by people and approved by scribes is not
congruent with the measures and proportions we have enunciated
because, according to function, they have selective preferences,241 as
determined by long experience and force of habit.

Now that the measures of the letters and the magnitude of their
lengths have become clear, given what we have stated about the essence
of noble proportions, we wish to add something about the nature of
their forms, the drawing of their shapes, and the manner in which they
are conjoined, according to the requirements of analogy and rule, in
geometric fashion.

[po 222] You should know, dear brother, may God aid you and us
with a spirit of His, that the forms of the letters (fo1. 53b) of scripts
are multifarious and of different kinds, as has been mentioned above,
and they accord with the functions and selections agreed on by master
scribes, for reasons that it would take too long to explain. However,
we may make an abbreviated statement in three propositions, based
upon the laws of geometry and the analogical method of philosophy,
as stipulated by the skilful scribe and geometer, who has said that the
forms ofall letters, to whichever community242 they belong, in whichever
language they are expressed, and with whichever type of pen they are
drawn, must follow the norms of curvature and inclination - except

for the \ in the Arabic script; the thickness of the letters must follow the
norms of rotation;243 and when they are put together, the changes of
direction must all follow the norms ofbeing angled or rounded.

240 The description seems to be related to the alternative final form of l$ which is
precisely that illustrated in ~, the one manuscript to provide exemplification.

241 This renders 'bi-J;asab maw~u(atihim', implying that scribes will choose a style of
composition (from very informal to highly formal) appropriate to the subject matter
and purpose of the document in question, and will vary the hand accordingly.

242 The use of umma here might reflect awareness of the close relationship between
religious affiliation and script.

243 The reference is presumably to the differences in thickness caused by maintaining
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This is what has been said by the practitioners of this art concerning
the calculation and the proportions of the individual letters. When
they are combined and joined together, they may sometimes alter and
change but in ways that would be too long to elucidate, although, when
teaching calligraphy, the master scribe must dwell on such features.

Given what we have said, it has become evident that the things that
are the most wisely produced, the most perfectly arranged, and thebest
composed are those where the arrangement of the structure and the
composition of the parts accord with the ideal proportion.

You should know, dear brother, that the ideal proportion, as
we have explained before, consists of the ratios [2:] 1, 3:2, 4:3, 5:4,

and 9:8.244 This is further exemplified by the human form and the
structure of its frame. Thus the Creator, exalted be His name, has
made the height proportionate to the width of the body; the width
of the body, proportionate to depth of its internal cavity; the length
of the forearms, proportionate to the length of the shins; the length
of the upper arms, proportionate to the length of the thighs; the
length of the neck, proportionate to the length of the spine; the size
of the head, proportionate to the size of the body; the circumference245

of the face, proportionate to the width of the chest; the shape of
the eyes, proportionate to the shape of the mouth; the length of the
nose, proportionate to the width of the forehead; the size of the ears,
proportionate to the measure of the cheeks [po 223]; the length of
the fingers, proportionate to the toes; the length of the intestines,
proportionate to the length ofthe jugular veins; the cavity of the stomach,
proportionate to the size ofthe liver; the volume ofthe heart, proportionate
to the size of the lung; the shape of the spleen, proportionate to the shape

the angle of the nib unchanged as it goes round a curve.
244 The absence of 6:5, 7:6, and 8:7 from this series is readily explained; none

of them corresponds to an interval within the Pythagorean scale produced by
the lute fretting. But then neither does 5:4, therefore its inclusion, if not an
inadvertent but natural addition, might be thought to relate to some of the
following proportions given for the human anatomy; see above, Chapter 8, note
153 The first set of relationships, however, is not quantified, and although a 5:4
relationship is present in the second set (the relationship of height + extended
arm above to height = 10:8), it slips by without comment.

245 The term used here is istidara rather than the standard 'mubit al-da'ira', but
there seems to be no difference in meaning in this context.
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of the stomach;246 the width of the throat, proportionate to the size of
the lung; the length and thickness of the limbs, proportionate to the size
of the bones; the length and curvature of the ribs proportionate to the
rib-cage;247 and the length and width of the veins proportionate to the

distance between the sections of the body.
In this way, when every part of the human body is carefully

considered, it will be found to be in a certain proportion to the body as
a whole and to have another proportion in relation to each individual
part, (fo1. 54a) knowledge of the true nature ofwhich belongs solely to
God Almighty, who created it and gave it form as and how He wished.
As God, majestic is His bounty, has stated, We create man in the finest
state,z48 and, further, He created you, shaped you, proportioned you, in
whatever form He chose. 249

Chapter 11

You should know, dear brother, may God aid you and us with a spirit

of His, that when the sperm in the womb is unaffected by the harm
that may come to it there from defects of the humours, alterations of

temperament [mizaj], or inauspicious astrological conjunctions, both

at the moment of conception and month by month during the early

stages [of pregnancy], and when the body is completely developed
and reaches its final form, as we have explained in an [other] epistle of
ours [Epistle 25],250 the child emerges from the womb physically sound

and perfectly formed. It will have a height of eight of its hand-spans
[shibr]; two hand-spans from its knee-caps to the soles of its feet; two

hand-spans from its knees to its groin; two hand-spans from its groin
to the top of the heart; two hand-spans from the top of the heart to
the parting.

246 'Stomach' (ma'ida) is the reading of t and J, whereas the other manuscripts
have 'liver' (kabid). Either, presumably, would do.

247 This is even more uncomfortably tautological than the previous entry, but
the only variant is the unhelpful '$unduq ?-ahrih' ('back cage') in t.

248 Qur'an 95:4.
249 Qur'an 82:7-8.
250 Epistle 25 deals with conception and the stages of pregnancy, importance being

attached to varying astrological influences during the successive months.
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When it opens its hands and stretches [its arms] right and left like a
bird stretching its wings, the distance from the finger-tips of the right
hand to those of the left will be found to be eight hand-spans, [po 224]
the half-way point being reached at the clavicle,251 and the quarter, at
the elbow.

When it stretches its hand out above its head, and a pair ofcompasses
with one point on its navel is extended to its fingertips, and a circle
is described to the tips of its toes, the distance between them will be
equal to ten hand-spans - a quarter more than its height.252

The length of its face from the point of its chin to the onset ofhair
above its forehead will be found to be a hand-span and an eighth; the

distance between its ears will be found to be a hand-span and a quarter;
the length of its nose will be found to be a quarter of a hand-span; the
length ofeach of the apertures of its eyes will be found to be an eighth
of a hand-span; and the length of its forehead, a third of the length of

its face; the length of the aperture of the mouth and each lip will be
found to be equal to the length of the nose; the length of each foot will

be found to be a hand-span and a quarter; and the length of the hand
from the base of the wrist to the tip of the middle finger, a hand-span;

the length of its thumb and little finger will be found to be equal; the

tip of the ring finger is one eighth of a hand-span longer than that of
the little finger; the same difference occurs between the middle and the

ring finger and also [between the middle finger and] the first finger;
the width of its chest will be found to be a hand-span and a half; the
distance between its nipples, a hand-span; the distance from its navel

to its genitals, a hand-span; and from the top of its heart to its clavicle,
a hand-span; and the distance between its shoulders will be found to

be two hand-spans.
On the same basis, when one considers the length of the intestine

and gut, of the blood vessels of the body, of the sinews that adhere to the
bones and the tendons of the joints, it will be found, according to this

251 To be understood is the inner end of the clavicle, although, to be pedantic,
this is still not quite the centre, which is properly on the vertical throat to breast
bone axis, so that one would have expected here nahr rather than tarquwa.

252 As noted above, the comparison with the Leonardo da Vinci drawing of
Vitruvian man is irresistible. See the Introduction, 3.2.2.
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model, that they are proportionate to one another in length, thickness,
and depth in the same way as we have described for the measurements
of the (fol. 54b) external parts. According to this model, and by analogy,
the anatomical structure [binya] of all animals will be found to be
proportionate; the parts of every form of every species [naw(] [are
proportionate] to its body as a whole and [also] proportionate to
each other, either quantitively, qualitatively, or both, being in no way
deficient if they are unaffected by the harm that may come to them
at conception and during gestation from the defects of the humours,
alterations of temperament, [po 225] and inauspicious astrological
conjunctions.And it is according to the same analogy and model that
skilled artists produce their artefacts, whether shaped, sculpted, or
painted, so as to be proportionate to one another in construction,
composition, and arrangement, in all these respects emulating the
work of the Creator, exalted be His name, and imitating His wisdom,
just as it has been stated in defining philosophy that it is an imitation
of the deity to the extent that human faculties allow.

Chapter 12

You should know, dear brother, may God aid you and us with a spirit
of His, through considering the examples mentioned above in these
chapters which demonstrate that the best-made artefact, the most
masterly construction, and the most beautiful composition is that in
which perfect proportion determines the form of its structure and,
likewise, the composition of its parts, that they provide an analogy and
a demonstration to every reflective, intelligent thinker that the structure
of the celestial spheres and their heavenly bodies, the dimensions of
their parts, the measures of the elements, and what is derived from
them are also placed in relation to each other according to the most
perfect proportion, and likewise the order of the distances of these
spheres and stars, with their motions corresponding to one another
[mutanasib] and being set according to the most perfect proportion;
and that these corresponding motions engender delightful, pleasing,
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harmonious253 tones, as we have explained in relation to the motions
and tones of the strings of the lute. If a person of intelligence ponders
and considers [the matter] it will thereupon become clear to him and
he will know that they have a creator who has made them and a skilled
artificer who has constructed them and a benign composer who has
organized them. He will be convinced of this, and there will be an
end to the deluded suspicions which beset the erring mind of many
a sceptic; doubts will be allayed and the truth will be evident; and he
will also know and see clearly that from the movements of these bodies
and the tones they produce, their inhabitants experience pleasure and
delight, just as the inhabitants of this world experience pleasure and
delight from the tones of the lute strings, whereupon their souls yearn
to ascend [to the world above] in order to listen to these [harmonies]
and to gaze upon these [movements], just as the soul ofHermes [po 226]
Trismegistus ascended and saw - he who is Idris the prophet, peace
be upon him, referred to in His words We raised him to a high position254

- and just as the soul of the sage Pythagoras heard, after it had been
purified of its base physical desires and refined by spiritual thought
and arithmetical, geometrical, and musical mathematics.

So strive, dear brother, may God aid you and us with a spirit of
His, to purify your soul and free it from the sea of matter, the fetters
of nature, and the enslavement of physical appetites; (fol. 55a) do as
the wise have done, for the substance of your soul partakes of the
substances of theirs, and act according to the prescriptions of the books
of the prophets, peace be upon them. Purify your soul of that which
is morally bad, of corrupt ideas, of accumulated folly, and evil acts,
for it is such characteristics that prevent it from ascending there after
death, as God, exalted be He, has enunciated: The gates ofheaven will
not be open to them; even ifa thick rope were to pass through the eye of
a needle they would not enter the Garden. 255

253 This is a slightly different rendering of mutanasib. Some manuscripts add
also muttazin, suggesting a balanced, proportionate temporal relationship.

254 Qur'an 19:57. Idris is stated in the Qur'an to be a prophet and is later identified
either as Enoch or as Hermes. See G. Vajda, 'Idris', £12, vo!. 3, pp. 1030-103l.

255 Qur'an 7:40. This echoes the New Testament, 'It is easier for a camel to
go through the eye of a needle than for a rich person to enter the Kingdom
of God.' (Mark 10:25 and Luke 18:25), and, as there, the usual understanding
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You should know that the substance of your soul comes from the
celestial sphere; it descended at the time of conception, as we have
explained in one of our epistles [Epistle 25], and it will return there
after death, which marks its separation from the body, just as the body
is of dust and will return to dust after death.

You should know, dear brother, that this terrestrial life, for the
souls that are incarnated until the moment of separation that is death,
is comparable to the time the foetus spends in the womb from the
moment of conception until birth.

You should know that death is nothing other than the sours departure
from the body, just as birth is nothing other than the foetus' departure
from the womb, as Jesus, peace be upon him, said, 'whoever is not
born twice shall not ascend to the kingdom ofheaven'256 and as God,

praised be He, has said, concerning the attributes of the inhabitants of
paradise, After the one death they will taste death no more,257 which is the

departure of the soul [po 227] from the body a single time according to
the above-mentioned condition. These are the blessed ones to whom

He referred when saying, They will say, 'Praise be to God, who guided
us to this: had God notguided us, We would never havefound the way. '258
As for the damned, they are those who desire to return to this world

and to cleave to their bodies once more; but they will taste death once

more, as God, exalted be He, has stated, quoting them, They will say,
'Our Lord, twice You have caused us to be lifeless and twice You have
brought us to life. Now we recognize our sins. Is there any way out?'259
May God protect you and us, and all our brethren, wherever they may
be;260 He is merciful to those who serve Him.

of the term jamal is <camel'. The present translation prefers an alternative
interpretation, usually associated with the readingjummal, which means 'thick
rope' or 'hawser'.

256 A reflex of John 3:3: '[Verily, verily I say unto thee:] Except a man be born
again, he cannot see the kingdom of God'.

257 Qur'an 44:56.
258 Qur'an 7:43.
259 Qur'an 40: 11.
260 Implied here is <from such a fate'. The thought is, indeed, made explicit in i and

J, with the phrase <min bal hadhih al-ta'ifa', 'from the plight of this [doomed]
group'.
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Chapter 13

Let us return to the rules of the Arab rhythms [aNuln]261 that we had
promised to discuss. We can state that Arab song and its rhythms
have eight fundamental structures [qawanin] that are like its species
[ajnas]; everything is derived [yatafarra'] from them, and the remaining
[manifestations] are traced back [yunsab] to them, in the same way
that in poetry there are eight feet [maqati'J - all the prosodic cycles
[dawa'ir] and the metres [anwtf] they contain are compounded
[yatarakkab] from them, and the remaining [manifestations] are traced
back to them, being assessed by analogy [yuqas] with them,262 as is

stated in treatises on prosody and commentaries on them.263

Of the eight which are the fundamentals [qawanin] ofArab song, the
first is the first heavy [thaqil awwal]; then the light of the heavy [khafif
al-thaqil]; then the second heavy [thaqil thani]; then its [corresponding]
light [khafifuh]; then ramal; then the light of ramal [khafifal-ramal];
then the light of the light [khafif al-khafif]; then hazaj.264 These eight

are like species [ajnas], and the remainder are like (fo1. 55b) subtypes

[anwa'] that branch off from them and are subsumed by them.
The first heavy consists ofnine attacks [naqarat]:265 three consecutive

261 The context here clearly brings the rhythmic dimension of la/:mlalban to the
fore. The other authority to use alban for rhythmic cycles is Saadiah Gaon; see
Farmer, Sa'adya Gaon, p. 29. It is worth noting the repeated qualification that the
phenomena to be discussed relate to Arab music, and the point is emphasized
after the exposition of the individual cycles, where it is stated that other musical
traditions have different rules. This is a theme that recurs in later theoretical
writing: Safi aI-Din al-Urmawi (d. 1294), for example, is equally explicit, stating
that the main set of rhythms he describes are those used by the Arabs, and
adding a further one specific to the Persians; Kitab al-Adwar, pp. 143, 153; tr. in
R. d'Erlanger, La musique arabe, vol. 3 (Paris: Geuthner, 1938), pp. 485, 513.

262 Taking here baqiha to be the subject of both preceding verbs, i.e., construing
the second as an insert, expanding the repetition.

263 This a condensed restatement of material discussed much more fully in
Chapter 7. The reference to cycles, dawa'ir, is a recognition of the prosodic
analyses of al-Khalil ibn Ab-mad. For rhythmic cycles, however, music theorists
generally prefer the cognate dawr (pI. adwar) to da'ira (pI. dawa'ir).

264 Whereas the previous list was perfectly symmetrical, the last two entries
being hazaj and the light [counterpart] of hazaj, the present one is not. It is likely
that the present asymmetry accords better with contemporary practice (see the
Introduction, 5.3).

265 The following definitions are all couched in terms of naqarat. The structure
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[mutawali] ones, one heavy isolated [mufrad] one followed by a pause
[sakin]) 266 then five attacks following one which is suppressed [wa/:lida

matwiyya fi awwaliha]. 267 It is like uttering

mafculun mafmafacilun maf,

that is,

tan tan tan tan tanan tan tan tan. 268

Then the pattern (iq,f] returns and is constantly repeated until the
musician [musiqar] falls silent.

The second heavy consists of eleven attacks: three consecutive ones,
then a pause [naqra sakina], [then another attack,J269 then one heavy
one) then six attacks following a suppressed one lfi awwaliha tayy]. It
is like uttering

mafculun mafcu mafitilun mafu,

or

tan tan tan tan tan tanan tan tan tan tan.

Then the pattern constantly returns.27D

of the cycles is in some instances clear, but in others, as in the present case, not
immediately obvious. The interpretative problems raised by the definition are
best tackled in the context of the whole set, since this and the other longer cycles,
where similar problems appear, are more efficiently examined together, and it is
also helpful to consider them in the light of principles derivable from the shorter,
simpler ones. Accordingly, rather than lengthy and rather repetitive footnotes
for each, a general treatment of the topic is provided in the Introduction, 5.4-5.7,

including separate discussions ofeach individual cycle (in this case, 5.4.5). These
also deal with the relationship between the verbal definitions and those given by
al-Kindi, to whose account of the rhythmic cycles the Ikhwan are indebted.

266 'Followed by a pause' renders sakin, the term applied to a letter not followed
by a vowel.

267 The term matwi derives from the prosodic term tayy ('folding'), which refers to
the substitution of a short value for a long. See the discussion in the Introduction,
5.4.4, where it is argued that the concomitant reduction is to be understood not
as the omission of the first of the attacks mentioned but as the omission of an
attack from a preceding time unit.

268 The mnemonic representation seems to point to a total number of time units
different from that suggested by the verbal definition. This is a recurring problem,
alluded to in the discussions of the individual cycles in the Introduction, and
examined more particularly in 5.5.

269 The reasons for this emendation are put forward in the Introduction, 5.4.6.
270 This cycle is discussed in the Introduction, 5.4.6.
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The light [counterpart] of the first heavy consists of seven attacks:
[po 228] two consecutive ones between which there is no time for
an[other] attack) then a heavy isolated one) then four attacks following
a suppressed one. It is like uttering

mufaci lun mutafaci lun)

or

tanan tanan tanatan tanan.

It is constantly repeated until the musician falls silent. Our
contemporaries call this rhythm makhurl.271 It is like the call of the
ring-dove: kuku kuku kukuku kuku.

The light [counterpart] of the second heavy consists of three

consecutive attacks between which there is no time for an[other] attack)
but between each [group of] three attacks and the next is the time of
an attack. It is like uttering

facilun facilun)

or

tananan tananan.272

It is constantly repeated until the singer [mughannl]273 falls silent.

Ramal is the reverse [Caks] of makhurl) that is) it likewise consists of

seven attacks but begins with an isolated heavy one) followed by two
consecutive ones between which there is no time for an [other] attack)

then four attacks, each two ofwhich are consecutive, with no time for

an [other] attack between them.274 It is like uttering

facilun mufacilun)

271 The name relates this rhythm to the wine-tavern (ma-khur). It is discussed
in the Introduction, 5.4.4.

272 This is one of the more straightforward definitions, yielding a cycle of four
time units which the prosodic and rhythmic articulations give twice. This cycle
is discussed in the Introduction, 5.4.2.

273 It is unlikely that any importance should be attached to the substitution here
of mughannl in place of the previous mUslqar.

274 Ibn Hind} has 'four attacks, each two 0_(" which are consecutive, with between
the two the time of an attack' which, if understood to mean that the two pairs are
separated by a pause ofone time unit, gives a clearer and more precise account
of the situation.
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or

tan tanan tanan tanan,

like the call of the francolin: kay kakay kakay kakay.275

The light [counterpart] of ramal consists of three consecutive
attacks.276 It is like uttering

mutafa'ilatun,

or

tananan tananan.277

The light [counterpart] of the light consists of two consecutive
attacks between which there is no time for an[other] attack, but between
each successive pair there is the time of an attack. It is like uttering

mufacilun mufacilun,

or

tanan tanan tanan tanan.278

HazaF79 consists of a soft attack [naqra musakkanaJ280 and another
[even] lighter [akhaff) one, with[out] the time of an attack between

275 Whereas the previous cycle names are peculiar to music, ramal is also the
name of a poetic metre. But whatever might be conjectured about earlier links,
by the ninth century, if not before, no structural overlap can be detected. The
metre is based upon the foot - v - - (jacilatun). The cycle is discussed in the
Introduction, 5.4.7.

276 It is peculiar to this cycle that the attacks are qualified as mutaharrikat,
especially as it is not contrasted with another term (in the emendation proposed
above for the second heavy, mutaharrik counters the preceding sakin). Since every
attack is automatically followed by a duration (haraka), the term mutaharrik
(= '+ duration') here may in fact be redundant. If not, we may refer to the
primary sense of taharrak ('to move') and possibly read into it the suggestion
of a characteristically fast tempo.

277 Here the verbal definition is terse; it says nothing about pauses and mentions
only three consecutive attacks. The manuscripts are far from unanimous on the
mnemonic definitions, and that offered by Ibn Hindi (see Neubauer, Arabische
Musiktheorie, p. 325), mafa'ilun, is unhelpful. They appear, however, to offer a
(repeated) cycle offour time units. This cycle is discussed in the Introduction, 5.4.3.

278 The verbal definition is almost identical with that given by al-Kindi, and
corresponds to a cycle consisting of three time units, given four times over in
the mnemonic definitions. This cycle is discussed in the Introduction, 5.4.1.

279 As with ramal, hazaj is also the name of a poetic metre (based upon the foot
v - - - mafaCllun).

280 Several manuscripts have the more straightforward-sounding sakina.
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them; and between each successive pair there is the time of two attacks.
It is like uttering

jaCilun jaCi[un,

or

tan tanan tan tanan.

These are the eight genera which we have stated to be the fundamental

matrices [a$l wa-qawanin] of all Arab song. The songs and rhythms of

non-Arab [musics], such as Persian, Byzantine, and Greek,281 have other

matrices that differ from these, but despite their multiplicity ofgenera

[ajnas] and variety of types [funun anwaciha], none of them dispenses

with the basic principles that we have mentioned before this chapter.

If you ponder and consider well, dear [po 229] brother, you will find

what we have stated to be correct, and you will recognize the truth of

what we have described.

(fol. 56a)

Chapter 14

You should know, dear brother, may God aid you and us with a spirit

of His, that God, majestic is His bounty, through the dictates of His

wisdom, has made both the natural phenomena that are subject to being

and decay and the causes and reasons that occasion their existence to

be mostly fourfold. Some are in opposition to each other [mutat;iadd],
others concordant [mutashakil], according to the precision of their

creation and the perfection of [the divine] wisdom [that underlies

them],282 knowledge of the essence of which none of His creatures can

Reasons for preferring the less usual musakkana (which is also the reading
of Ibn Hindi), and for suggesting an emendation to the text, are given in the
Introduction, 5.4.8.

281 What seems to be a distinction between (contemporary) Byzantine and (ancient)
Greek is almost certainly illusory, in the sense that it can hardly reflect awareness
of Greek theoretical literature; the reference to 'Greek' is a gesture, a mark of
cultural reverence for the classical tradition of learning.

282 The phonological and semantic echoes of these two phrases ('i/:zkam al-$an'a',
'itqan al-/:zikma') overlap and reinforce each other; divine wisdom is inherent in
their creation.
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attain - only He who has created, originated, occasioned, combined,
and assembled them as He intends.

We wish to enumerate some ofthese opposed and concordant tetrads
in order to alert those heedless spirits that have failed to consider them,
to urge them to reflect and learn from them, and to aid those spirits
searching for knowledge of their causes and seeking [to fathom] the
wisdom they embody.

Among the most evident and obvious of tetrads are the four
seasons into which the year is divided: spring, summer, autumn, and
winter.283

Corresponding to spring, we have: of the zodiac, the section from
the beginning of Aries to the end of Gemini; of the quarters of the
celestial sphere, the eastern quarter that ascends [the ecliptic from the
vernal equinox] to the turning point of the summer solstice [watid
al-samif];284 of the month, the first quarter: seven days from the
beginning of the month; of the applications [itti~alat] of the heavenly
bodies, [the movement through] the left quadrantL from east to
north];285 of the elements, air; of the natures, heat and wetness; of
the cardinal points, south;286 of the winds, the south; of the quarters

283 Obvious, because it is a given within the intellectual tradition. The characteristics
of the seasons are given elsewhere; see Diwald, Arabische Philosophie und
Wissenschaft, pp. 239-242. A useful tabular presentation of the whole range
of associations (if with one or two differences of detail from what follows
here) is given in the notes to Shiloah's French translation. The whole scheme
is a reworking of material from al-KindI's Risaia fi ajza' khubriyya fi'i-musiqi
(Mu'allafat ai-Kindi ai-musiqiyya), pp. 100-106, tr. in Farmer, 'AI-Kindi on
the "ethos" of Rhythm, Colour and Perfume', pp. 29-38. The organization is
broadly similar, with the one major difference that al-Kindi begins each section
not with a season but with one of the strings.

284 Although freer, the translation is here indebted to Shiloah's French version,
not only for its explication of the astrological technicalities but also for the
valuable accompanying diagram. In astrology, watid ('peg') can refer to one of
the four signs of the zodiac deemed to be more potent in influence but here
designates points of transition, the sequence beginning from the spring equinox;
Shiloah offers 'point culminant' and 'pivot'.

285 Dozy cites a gloss of itti~ai as 'conjunction', but the implication here appears
to be that of an approaching movement, more akin, therefore, to the technical
term 'application', which in astrology has the sense of 'the action ofapproaching'.
ShiIoah refines this further as 'mouvement tendant vers un aspect caracteristique
qui est id la quadrature'.

286 For al-Kind!, who does not include the cardinal points, it is the east wind.
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of the day, the first six hours of the day-time; of the humours, blood;
of the four ages of man, childhood; of the natural faculties [quwa
tabi'iyya], the digestive [hat;iima];287 of the mental faculties [quwa
bayawaniyya],288 the imaginative [mutakhayyila]; of manifestations
in action [afCal -?,ahira], joy, pleasure, and delight; of moral qualities
[akhlaq], generosity, nobility, and justice. [po 230] The sensibilia
[mabsusat] that also correspond to them include such things as the
g string [mathna] and its notes; and of rhythms, the zir-bamm;289 of
speech and poetry, panegyric; of tastes, sweet things; of colours, the
moderately tinted, like the wall-flower; of scents, a perfume of musk
and ambergris, violets, marjoram, and similar warm, gentle scents 
in sum, all moderate tastes, scents, and colours.

Corresponding to summer-time, we have: of the quarters of the
celestial sphere, the quarter that descends from the turning point of
the summer solstice to that of the autumn equinox [watid al-maghrib];
of the zodiac, from the beginning of Cancer to the end of Virgo; of
the quarters of the month, the second quarter, seven days; of the
applications, that which goes beyond the left quadrant to the position
opposite [muqabala] [the starting point]; of the elements, fire; of the
natures, heat and dryness; of the cardinal points, east; of the winds, the
east;290 of the quarters of the day, the six hours to the end of day-time;
of the humours, yellow bile; of the four ages of man, young adulthood

287 The four faculties derive from the Galenic medical tradition; the digestive
corresponds to Galen's retentive, one of the examples adduced being, precisely,
the stomach, which retains food until digested.

288 The use of !:zayawcmi here is perhaps unexpected (and to be noted is the
substitution of nafsi in i), but the contrast with the previous entry is clear:
aI-Kind! expresses them as 'in the body' and 'in the head' repectively; see
Mu'allafat al-Kindi al-musiqiyya, p. 101. Shehadi offers a literal 'animal powers';
see Fadlou Shehadi, Philosophies of Music in Medieval Islam (Leiden: Brill,
1997), p. 42. Shiloah, more appropriately, gives 'les facultes de l'ame'. Other
possibilities might be 'intellect' or 'consciousness'.

289 Despite the fact that this startling juxtaposition of two of the string names
is not recognized anywhere else as a rhythmiC feature, the manuscripts are in
general agreement (and none mentions a rhythmic cycle instead), and given
that the tripartite division of the cycles established elsewhere is maintained
by distributing them, at least by implication, over the other three blocks, there
seems to be no pressing need for emendation. See the Introduction, 5.3.2.

290 For aI-Kind!, this is the south wind.
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[shabab]; of the natural faculties, the attractive [jadhiba];291 of the
mental faculties (fol. 56b), the cogitative [mufakkira]; ofmoral qualities,
bravery and liberality;292 of manifestations in action, swiftness of

movement, strength, and endurance. The sensibilia that correspond293

to them include such things as, the notes of the c' string [zzr]; and of

rhythms, makhurl and the like; of speech and poetry, corresponding

panegyrics of warriors and citations of the brave;294 of tastes, spicy

things [birrifiit]; of colours, yellow and red; of scents, musk, jasmine,

and the like - in sum, all hot and dry colours, tastes, and scents.

Corresponding to autumn-time, we have: of the quarters of the

celestial sphere, the quarter that descends from the turning point

of the autumn equinox to that of the winter solstice [watid al-an;i];
of the zodiac, from the beginning of Libra to the end of Sagittarius;

[po 231] of the quarters of the month, the third quarter: the seven days

after the mid-point; of the applications, from the opposite point to

the right quadrant; of the elements, earth; of the natures, cold and

dryness; of the cardinal points, west; of the winds, the west wind;295 of

the quarters of the day, the six hours from nightfall to midnight; of

the humours, black bile; of the four ages of man, maturity [kuhula]; of

the natural faculties, the retentive [masika];296 of the mental faculties,

memory [dhakira]; of moral qualities, virtuousness; of manifestations

in action, deliberation and caution. The sensibilia that correspond to

them include such things as the notes of the d string [mathlath]; and

of rhythms, the heavy and suchlike; of speech and poetry, that which

291 For Galen, this has to do with nutrition; each part of the body attracts to it,
through the veins, the appropriate nutrient.

292 Since generosity (here sakha'; above, jud) is such a core value, it is hardly
surprising to find it in more than one set.

293 'Correspond' is an emendation by analogy with the remaining three seasons,
all of which have mushakila. Here, however, we encounter in virtually all
manuscripts muqawwiya ('reinforcing'), which, if not original, must be a very
early scribal slip, in either case presumably being influenced by the preceding
quwwa (,strength').

294 Again, since panegyric is such an important genre, there is nothing untoward
in finding it, suitably qualified, in more than one set.

295 For al-Kindi, the north wind.
296 This corresponds even more directly than the previous 'digestive' to the Galenic

retentive; the duplication is possibly to be explained by a degree of carelessness
in filling a gap left by al-Kindi, who has no comparable entry in this set.
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describes reason, composure, gravity, and sound judgement; of tastes,
tartness; ofcolours, black and dusty [grey] and sucWike; of scents, rose,
aloes, and similar cold, dry scents.

Corresponding to winter-time we have: of the quarters ofthe celestial
sphere, the quarter that ascends from the winter solstice to the vernal
equinox [ufuq al-mashriq];297 of the zodiac, from the beginning of

Capricorn to the end of Pisces; of the quarters of the month, the last
quarter: seven days; of the applications, the right quadrant; of the
elements, water; of the natures, cold and wetness; of the cardinal
points, north; of the winds, the north wind;298 of the quarters of the

day, the second halfof the night; of the humours, phlegm; [of the four
ages ofman, old age;J299 of the natural faculties, the expulsive [dajl'a];300
of the mental faculties, the recollective [mutadhakkira];301 of moral

qualities, forebearance and tolerance; of manifestations in action, ease

in dealing with people and sociability. The sensibilia that correspond
to them include such things as the notes of the A string [bamm]; and

of rhythms, hazaj and ramal; of [po 232] speech and poetry, that which
praises liberality, nobility, justice, and good character; of tastes, rich
and sweet dishes; of colours, green [to brown]; of scents, the scent of

narcissus, gillyflower, water lily, and suchlike - in sum, all cold and

wet colours, tastes, and scents.
By (fol. 57a) analogy with this model, dear brother, ifyou scrutinize

the conditions of things occuring [mawjud] in nature and consider
the attributes ofexisting [ka'in] sensibilia,302 you will find that they all

fall into these four divisions, some concordant with each other, others

297 Literally, this means 'to the dawn horizon': the point at the far east where
this annual traversal of the ecliptic begins.

298 For al-Kindi, the west wind.
299 Although absent from all manuscripts, logic requires the addition here of

old age, shaykhukha. It is included by al-Kindi.
300 For Galen, this is the opposite of the attractive faculty. It may, however, have

acquired the meaning 'repulsive', in the sense that it leads an animal, say. to
avoid what is inimical to it.

301 The distinction between the closely related terms dhiikira in the autumn
list and mutadhakkira is by no means clear, but the latter has a slightly more
ruminative feel to it, representing memory at work.

302 A case of rhetorically charged parallelism, so that mawjud and kii'in can be
taken straightforwardly as synonymous.
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opposed to one another, as specified by God Almighty when He said,
and We created pairs ofall things,303 and when He said, He created all
the pairs of things that the earth produces, as well as themselves and
other things they do not know about.304

You should know, dear brother, may God aid you and us with a
spirit of His, that when these concordant things are joined together in
a harmonious relationship [nisba ta'lifiyya], they combine [i'talafa],
doubling their potency; their effects become manifest, they overcome
their opposites, and subdue that which is contrary to them. Through
knowledge of them, doctors have been able to create medicines that
successfully treat illnesses and cure sicknesses, like the antidotes,
ointments, and potions30s which are known to medical practitioners
and are described306 in their works. A similar approach is adopted by
the makers of talismans in preparing [na$ab] them on the basis of their
knowledge of the nature and properties of things, their correspondences,
how they are structured, and the relationships underlying their
composition. An example of this is the [magic] nine-slot square which
eases childbirth when the nine numbers are entered in the ninth month
ofpregnancy at the ninth hour of labour. The lord of the ascendant will
be in the ninth [house], or the lord of the ninth [house] will be in the
ascendant, or the moon will be in the ninth [house], or in aspect with
[mutta$il] a heavenly body in the ninth [house] from it, and similarly
with other ninefold things.

[p.233]
Chapter 15

You should know, dear brother, may God aid you and us with a spirit of
His, that for every class of object Uins p07 in existence, God, majestic is
His bounty, by the dictates of His wisdom, has established a particular

303 Qur'an 51:49.
304 Qur'an 36:36.
305 This probably covers most preparations, from medicines to broth, in liquid

form. Two manuscripts add ma'ajin, 'electuaries'.
306 Or 'prescribed'; wa$afcovers both.
307 The animal or vegetable implication of the more obvious and smoother

equivalent, 'species', would be too narrow here: the argument is global.
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sense that can perceive them, and a specific faculty in the soul by which
it can grasp them and understand them in a way that no other would
be capable of. Further, He has made it part of the natural disposition
of every perceptive sense or cognitive faculty to take delight in its
perception of the sensibilia related to it and to long for them when it
is deprived of them, but to become bored with them when it dwells on
them too long308 and seek refreshment with others of the same type, as
is well known amongst people in respect of their food, drink, dress and
scents, and what they see and listen to. Accordingly, the skilful musician
is the one who, when he realizes that the listeners have become bored
with a particular rhythmic-melodic combination [labn],309 will sing to
them in a different one, whether contrastive or similar.

You should know, dear brother, that leaving [khuruj] one such
combination and moving [intiqal] from it to another can only be
done in one of two ways: either he stops completely, pauses to adjust
[yu$lib] the frets and the strings, increasing or decreasing the tension,
and then begins again, resuming with another mode;31o or he leaves
things as they are, and goes from the first rhythm to another which
is related to it and resembles it. This is done by changing from a
heavy cycle to the corresponding light one, or from a light cycle to
the corresponding heavy one or to a similar one [ma qaraba dhalik].
For example, if one wishes to change from heavy ramal to makhuri,
one stops at the last two percussions of heavy ramal,311 then continues
with a single percussion, makes a brief pause, and then commences
makhurl. The skilful musician will also excel at clothing the poems that

308 Here 'damat 'aIayha' is rendered with 'it dwells on them too long'. The grammar
also allows the possibility 'they last too long'.

309 The bald translation of IaJ:m as 'rhythm' would be suggested by the main topic
to follow, but it is clear from what precedes it that initially no sharp distinction is
being made between purely rhythmic and rhythmic/melodic phenomena or, rather,
the melodic aspect is briefly discussed first before concentrating on rhythm.

310 In this particular context, which deals only with pitch, 'mode' seems the more
appropriate equivalent for Iahn.

311 The manuscripts have 'heavy ramal' (thaqiI aI-ramal) on the second occasion,
but on the first they agree on 'light ramal'. That this is mistaken is shown not
only by the logic of the passage but also by the source text (whence derives the
qualification 'heavy', not otherwise used by the Ikhwan in relation to ramal), for
this passage is derived from al-Kindi, who speaks specifically of 'heavy ramal';
Mu'allafat aI-Kindi al-musiqiyya, pp. 84 and 98.
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arouse pleasure in rhythms that correspond to them, such as ramal and
hazaj; and those that (fol. 57b) eulogize topoi of glory, generosity, and
nobility he will clothe in rhythms that correspond to them, [po 234]

such as the first heavy and the second heavy; and those that eulogize
topoi of bravery, valour, vigour, and impetuous action he will clothe
in rhythms such as makhuri) the light, and suchlike.312

It is also part of the musician's skill to use the rhythms corresponding
to [various] moments [azman] according to the [different] moods
(abwal] that correspond to them,313 that is) to begin at social invitations,

feasts) and drinking parties with rhythms that reinforce the moral
qualities of generosity, nobility, and liberality, such as the first heavy
and the like, and then afterwards to perform joyful, gay rhythms such
as hazaj and ramal, and when there is dancing [raq~] and ensemble
dancing [dastband],314 makhuri and the like. At the end of the session,

if he is afraid that those who are drunk might be noisy, rowdy, and
quarrelsome, he should use slow) calm, and sad rhythms that quieten

people down and send them to sleep.

312 That such correspondences should not be taken too literally is suggested by
the disjunction between the pairings offered here and those given above in the
catalogues for the four seasons. Spring, for example, associates generosity and
nobility not with the first and second heavy but with the puzzling 'zir-bamm',
while autumn associates heavy rhythms with reason, judgement, and virtue.
Likewise, winter associates ramal and hazaj not with pleasure but, variously,
with forbearance, nobility, and justice. Only with summer do we have agreement,
makhuri and other light rhythms being associated in both cases with dashing
martial qualities.

313 The general idea is clear: as before, and as developed after, the rhythms (and
melodies) should be selected to fit the mood of the moment. At this point,
however, the text has become somewhat confused in most manuscripts. It is
possible that either azman ('times') or a/:zwal ('states') is a later addition; i has
only the latter, t. only the former. As stages and states are inextricably linked in
what follows, either reading would be acceptable. It may be noted that although
al-KindI expresses the notion that certain cycles are appropriate for certain times
of day, this is not taken up by the Ikhwan.

314 The generic term for dancing, which could be solo or collective, is raq$. The
precise sense of dastband is not clear. A likely implication is of a group dance
involving hand-holding, but as dastband also means a bracelet it is possible that
it refers more particularly to a circular formation, although line-dancing cannot
be excluded.
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Chapter 16
On the Wise Sayings

of the Philosophers Concerning Music

It is related that one of the Greek kings held a feast) to which he invited
a number of learned men) and he instructed that all the wise things
they uttered should be recorded.315 After the musician had sung a joyful
song [labn mutribJ, [the learned men spoke in turn.]

1.316 One of them said: Music [ghina'] has a quality that speech cannot

render, and words cannot express. The soul manifests it as a rhythmical
melody [labn mawzunJ,317 so that when nature hears it, it takes delight)

pleasure) and enjoyment in it. Listen) then) to what the soul relates

315 Several manuscripts have a slightly different version of this introductory
paragraph, but the essentials remain the same. Models for the material that
follows are provided by al-Kindi and I:Iunayn ibn Isbaq, the latter fully referenced
by Shiloah, who notes the presence of four common items. A translation (via a
Hebrew intermediary) ofI:lunayn's compilation, which shows generic similarities
rather than specific correspondences, may be consulted in E. Werner and
I. Sonne, 'The Philosophy and Theory of Music in Judaeo-Arabic Literature'
(part 2), Hebrew Union College Annual, 17 (1942-1943), pp. 511-573,atpp. 526-532.
AI-Kindi's text seems closer but, unfortunately, only exists in truncated form
just six items survive; see Mu'allafiit al-Kindl aI-muslqiyya, pp. 106-108. These
do not coincide exactly with the beginning of this chapter, with three of them
not present here (the ones that are being 1,3, and 5). Inevitably, there are also
thematic parallels elsewhere; the very beginning, for example, is echoed in the
'Iqd aI-farid by Ibn 'Abd Rabbihi, ed. Abmad Amin, Ibrahim al-Anbari, and
'Abd al-Salam Harem, vol. 6, (Cairo: Matba'at Lajnat al-Ta'lif wa-'l-Tarjama
wa-'l-Nashr, 1949), p. 4. However, given the thematic links that both provide a
very clear structure to this section and emphasize some of the main concerns
of the risiiIa, it is likely that some of the material, as well as the organization of
it, is unique to the Ikhwan.

316 The numbering of the various dicta is an editorial addition.
317 The equivalent text in the 'Iqd aI-farM is as follows: 'The philosophers have

asserted that music [nagham] is a remainder [fadl] left over after speech [mantiqJ,
which language [Iisiin] cannot bring forth, so nature brings it forth through
melodies [al~iin].'

A very similar version is given by al-Mas'lidi in his Muruj aI-dhahab; Les prairies
d'or, vol. 2, p. 321. This makes no division between mantiq and lisiin (the latter
does not appear). It continues with the reaction of nature almost exactly as in
the Ikhwan text.
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and intimates, and do not let nature and reflection upon its beauty
deceive yoU.318

2. Another said: When you listen to music [musiqi], beware its arousal
of animal desires in your soul for the beauty of nature, which might
seduce you from the practice of right conduct and divert you from the
higher sours intimations.

3. Another said to the musician [musiqar]: Inspire the soul towards
its noble capacities of forebearance, generosity, bravery, justice, and
nobility, [po 235] and do not let nature arouse its animal desires.

4. Another said: If the musician is skilled in his art, he will inspire souls
towards virtuous things and banish base things from them.

5. Another said: It is related that a philosopher heard the sound ofa lyre319

318 It is not wholly clear whether 'soul' here could imply the universal soul,
although, as the following discussion suggests, the individual soul is perhaps
more likely. Matters are not helped by the argument, the logic of which is at
first sight obscure. It appears reasonable that nature should take delight in
something occasioned by the soul, but wherein, then, lies the potential deception?
Comparison with the version in the Clqd al-farid suggests a possible original
form lacking the final exhortation: the soul (nature in the tqd al-farid) creates
melody and nature (soul and spirit in the tqd allarid) takes delight in it. If so, the
remainder, absent from the tqd al-farid but present in al-Kindi's version, would
be a moralizing extrapolation. The soul - that is, the individual soul, viewed
as joined to the body (the pairing is clearly stated in statement 11 below) - is
a potential prey to the moral danger presented by animal urges, as statement 2
here makes explicit. But it is important to note that nature is not equated with
gross carnality; it is, rather, a vehicle of temptation because of its beauty, even if
ofa lower order than spiritual beauty. In this context, then, Cwhat the soul relates'
(whichever soul is intended) represents the higher, morally elevated message,
with nature a beguiling means of seduction that cloaks it.
In al-Kindi's version, the soul creates melody and itself takes delight in it, so that
what follows is a much simpler and positive injunction, entirely devoid ofany nature/
soul opposition: cso listen to the soul and commune with it [najuh]; and pay heed
[raCu] to communing with nature and contemplating it [al-ta'ammullaha],.

319 If understood as a lyre, qitara would emphasize the setting in the world of
classical Greece, since lyres were not used by CAbbasid court musicians. It
might, however, designate a form oflong-necked lute; al-Khwarizml defines the
qithara (although the reading of this word is conjectural) as a Greek instrument
resembling a tunbur (ala lahum [= al-yunan] tushbih al-tunbur). See Mafatib
al-culum, pp. 236-237. The Beirut edition of the risala has the reading qaynat
Csinging slave-girls').
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and said to his pupil, (Let us go towards this musician [musiqar]; he
may be able to inspire us with a noble idea.'32o But when he approached,
he heard that the rhythm [la~m] was irregular [ghayr mawzun] and
the melody [naghma] unpleasant,321 and he said to his pupil, 'The
soothsayers claim that the sound of the owl presages someone's death.
If what they say is true, the voice of this musician presages the death
of the owl.'

6. Another said: Although an instrument is inanimate,322 it gives clear

expression, revealing the secrets of souls and the innermost recesses

of the heart, but it is as ifwhat it says is in a foreign tongue that needs
an interpreter, for its utterances lie deeper than words.323

320 This renders 'yufidunii $ura sharifa', taking $ura, here, in the sense ofa Platonic
idea, presumably conveyed through the mathematical relationships that the
music, if properly crafted, should embody.

321 In the prefatory statement to this chapter, the context evidently requires
the sense 'musician' rather than 'instrument' and, accordingly, musiqiin in t.
is to be rejected in favour of musiqiir, found in all the other manuscripts. But
thereafter matters are not so clear-cut, and as the two terms, which for most
scribes must have been unfamiliar, are confused or reduced to one, appeal
must often be made to the context. In statement 5, it seems clear that we are
again dealing with the musician, musiqiir, especially as in two manuscripts we
encounter instead qithiiri Ccitharode'). Thereafter, however, attention switches
to instruments.

322 It seems incontrovertible that it is an instrument that is being referred to
here, although musiqiin appears only in .1, all the others having musiqiir, as does
the Beirut edition. (To avoid the absurdity of an inanimate musician, Shiloah.
emends the text to musiqi.)

323 The last phrase is difficult to render, and the version offered correspondingly
distant. The literal meaning is, 'because its utterances are simple, lacking dotted
letters' Cli'anna alfii?ahu basita laysa lahii huruf mu'jama'). Beyond invoking
the need for translation, the general idea that the instrument can communicate
profound emotion but, lacking human speech, has a surface inarticulateness, is thus
conveyed by a reference to script predicated on a profoundly literate analysis of
language. Its simple expressions are said to lack dotted or ordered letters, that is, by
implication, an alphabet; they lie beyond, or beneath, the scriptable representation
with which the semantic realm of words is equated. (It might also be possible,
if rather less likely, to construe the metaphor more narrowly, taking 'simple' to
refer to letters without dots, so that the utterances of the instrument are defined
as rudimentary, not pejoratively but in the sense oflacking the sharper focus and
clearer legibility that are provided by the addition ofdots to the consonantal ductus,
thereby aVOiding possible misreading and ambiguity.)
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The following Persian verses were then recited, indicating the
veracity of what the philosopher had said:324

The nocturnal lament of the lute string325

is sweeter to my ear than [the cry of] 'God is great!'
If the plaint of the lute string - and do not think this strange 

attracts its prey from the wide plains,
With no arrow it yet from time to time

pierces its body, the dart transfixing the heart,
Now weeping, now grief-stricken,

from break of day through noon till dusk.
Although bereft of a tongue, its eloquence

can interpret the lovers' story,
Now making the madman sane,

now casting the sane under its spell.

7. Another said: An instrument is the musician's326 interpreter, speaking

for him. If he is good at expressing ideas,327 it will convey the souls'

secrets, and it will sometimes reveal what is deep in the heart. If it does

not, though, the deficiency will be in him.328

324 I am grateful to Abbas Hamdani, who kindly volunteered to send me a paper
in which these verses are identified as by RiidakI (d. 940). The text here differs
from that of the published Diwan, in that the first line corresponds to hemistichs
1 and 4 in the published edition which, however, is missing a second hemistich;
see Diwan, ed. Jahangir Man~iir (Tehran: Intisharat Nahid, 1373/1994), pp. 125-126.
Some manuscripts contain material (given in the notes to the text) corresponding
to hemistich 3 ofthe edition. Although benefitting greatly from Abbas Hamdani's
translation, I have, with some trepidation, preferred to attempt my own.

325 The zir is properly the top string; here, it could also have the general sense
of a soft or high-pitched sound, but in context it is best understood in relation
to instrumental sound. The association is reinforced by the reference to lutes
in the third hemistich of the Diwan text.

326 The same confusion of terminology continues: t has milsiqiin followed by
musiqiir, which makes perfect sense, but the others begin with musiqiir, and
then grope for a contrasting term, one coming up with the nonsensical musiqiit
(probably a Simple misreading of the original musiqiir), while others opt for
milsiqi. The Beirut edition follows this reading, as does Shiloah's translation.
The entries musiqan, musiqiir, and musiqiit in al-Faruqi, An Annotated Glossary,
need to be considered in the light of this material.

327 The word ma'iini is probably to be understood here, as in literary theory, as
topoi, standard themes.

328 Grammatically, most of the verbs could have either the instrument or the
musician as subject, so reliance has to be placed on the sense, assuming human
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8. Another said: Even if the sounds [a$wat] and tones [naghamat] of
the instrument are simple, lacking words,329 the soul is still strongly

attracted to them and is (fol. 58a) quickly receptive to them because
of the correspondence between the two.330 This is because souls are

also simple, non-composite spiritual substances, and so, too, are the

notes of an instrument; and things are most strongly attracted to those
that are akin to them.331

9. [po 236] Another said: The meanings of the notes of an instrument

and its subtle expression of the heart's secrets can only be understood

by noble souls, unsullied by natural deficiencies, innocent of animal

desires.

10. Another said: When the Glorious Creator conjoined individual

souls with animal bodies, He combined in their nature love of bodily

desires, and enabled them to partake ofphysical pleasure during youth.

But He then deprived them of it in old age and made them abstain

from it, in order to direct them towards the delights and joys that exist

in their spiritual world and to give them a longing for them. So when

agency utilizing instrumental means, while at the same time taking account of
parallel phrases elsewhere.

329 This offers virtually the same definition as that translated much more freely
above (and discussed in note 323 above): the notes are simple (basit) because
they lack letters (IJuruf - and nearly all manuscripts add mu'jam, implying
the letters ofan alphabet), that is, when compared to the written word they are
inchoate, existing in a pre-linguistic state.

330 The majority of manuscripts have here a dual pronoun, explicitly pointing
to the affinity of the soul with the sound-producing instrument.

331 In t.. this sentence is made a separate item, but the sense is so congruent
with what goes before that it seems better to regard it as a continuation. Both
here and in statement 9 all manuscripts have musiqar, but the logic of the
context requires musiqan. The sequence of statements from 6 to 12 all pursue
the theme of a profound empathy between musical sound and the soul that
can transcend, or does not require, the intermediary of verbal expression in
order to communicate the deepest emotions. At the same time, it stresses the
necessity of resisting the temptations of nature, that is, of not yielding to the
baser appetites.
The notion of instrumental sound as spiritual substance is echoed in statement
15 below, and recalls the distinction made at the very beginning of the risala
between the reliance of the other arts and crafts on the material, whereas music
has to do with the spiritual.
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you hear the tones of an instrument, ponder on its intimations of the
transcendental.332

11. Another said: When rational [natiq] souls are free of the filth of
bodily desires, abstain from natural pleasures, and are untarnished by
materiality, they intone (tarannam] sad songs, recalling their exalted
and noble spiritual world and yearning for it. But if [their animal]
nature hears that [same] melody, it will reveal itself to the soul in the
beauty of its forms and the splendour of its colours, in order to draw
it back. Therefore, beware the cunning of nature; do not fall into its
snares.

12. Another said: Hearing and sight are the best and most noble of
the five senses that the Creator - sacred be His name - granted all
animals. But, in my opinion, sight is superior because sight is like the
day and hearing is like the night.333

13. Another said: On the contrary, hearing is better than sight because
sight goes forth to seek its percepts, serving them like slaves in order
to reach them, whereas the percepts of hearing are brought to it in
order to serve it as kings [are served].

14. Another said: Sight only takes cognizance of its percepts in linear
fashion, whereas hearing does so in the round.334

15. Another said: Most of the percepts of sight are physical, but all the
percepts of hearing are spiritual.335

332 The literal translation is 'the world of the souls' ('alam al-nufus), that is, the
spiritual world, the transcendent spiritual domain; on 'soul' (nafs), see Chapter 1,
note 8).
Again, the emendation musiqan has been adopted. Retention of musiqar would
yield 'So when you hear the musician's tones, ponder on his intimations of the
transcendental', which makes perfectly good sense in its own terms.

333 This begins another theme which continues from statements 12 to 17. As the
stress, not unexpectedly, is on the superiority of hearing, 12 is the exception that
is speedily brushed aside.

334 The contrast is, literally, between 'in straight lines' ('ala khutut mustaqima)
and 'from the circumference of a circle' (min mul:zit al-da'ira).

335' One might wish to argue that, in relation to hearing, ru/:lani could have (or
have as well) the sense 'pneumatic', but, given the tenor ofthe chapter as a whole, a
straightforward physical/spiritual contrast seems more likely, incidentally echoing
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16. Another said: Through hearing the soul attains knowledge of those
who are distant from it in space and time, but through sight it only
attains what is temporally immediate.336

17. Another said: Hearing makes more acute differentiations than sight,
for it can distinguish with sure taste metrically organized [mawzun]
speech and proportionately related [mutanasib] tones; it can discriminate

what is [metrically] correct from what is aberrant [munzabif] and

deviation [khuruj] from the rhythmic cycle and the proper structure
[istiWlf] of the melody.33? But sight is fallible in most of its perceptions,

for it frequently sees what is [po 237] large as small and what is small

as large, what is near as far and what is far as near, what is mobile as

immobile and what is immobile as mobile, what is straight as bent and

what is bent as straight.

18. Another said: Given the affinity and resemblance between the

substance of the Soul and harmonic numbers [al-aCdad al-ta'lifiyya],
(fo1. 58b) when the tones of the musician's melodies [albiin] are tied to

a rhythm [mawzun], and the durations of the attacks and of the pauses

separating them338 are proportionate [mutanasib], [people's] natures

[tabaT] take enjoyment from them, [their] spirits are delighted by them,

the distinction made at the beginning of the risala between music and the other
arts, one working on the soul of the listener, the others manipulating matter.

336 Given the distinction drawn in statement 15, the contrast between who and
what may not be fortuitous.

337 Another passage in which it is not wholly clear whether properties of pitch
as well as duration are being referred to, although the latter clearly predominate.
The initial statement might be thought to combine both domains, granting
hearing the ability to identify speech that is mawzun and notes that are mutanasib.
But although the latter term normally implies harmonious pitch relationships,
the proportions it refers to could also be temporal, and are, indeed, explicitly
so in statement 18. That such is also the case here is suggested by the fact
that the following expansion proceeds from metrical discriminations to the
cognate domain of rhythm (the unambiguous term here is iqa'). The only query
concerns whether the following phrase, 'istiwa' al-la/:m', is simply an expansion
of iqa' ('the regularity of the cycle') or implies beyond that (as the translation
'the proper structure of the melody' prefers) more general formal properties, a
reading supported by the fact than neither istiwa' nor the variant nasaq appears
as a technical term in discussions of rhythm. In any event, as such properties
could only be identified through a temporal sequence of events, the distinction
is hardly of crucial importance.

338 A literal rendering would offer, 'the durations [azman] of the movements
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and [their] souls take pleasure in them because of the resemblance,
proportion, and affinity between them. Similar considerations apply to
evaluating the beauty of faces and the splendour ofnatural phenomena
because the beauties of things existing in nature result from the
harmony [tanasub] of their colours and the judicious ordering [busn
al-taJLif] of their constituent parts.339

19. Another said: The gaze of onlookers only fixes itself on faces that
are beautiful because they reveal traces of the world of the Soul, and
because most visible things in this world are not beautiful, having been
affected by deleterious and distorting defects, either at the original stage
of their composition [tarkib] or later. A demonstration of that is the fact

that newly born young are more finely structured and elegant in form
and appearance because of their proximity in time to the completion
of the Creator's work on them; and similarly with the beauty and

splendour ofplants in the earliest phase of their existence, before they

are affected by the ravages of age, decrepitude, and corruption.

20. Another said: The gaze of individual UuzJi) souls only fixes itself

longingly upon beautiful things because of the affinity between them
resulting from the fact that the beauties of this world contain traces

of the perfect [kulli] celestial souls.340

21. Another said: The measure [wazn] ofthe musician's strokes [naqarat]

and the proportions between them, and the delightful nature of their

tones, inform individual souls that the movements of the celestial
spheres and the heavenly bodies produce proportionate, harmonious,

delightful tones.

22. Another said: When images of beautiful percepts are inscribed

[~uwwira] on individual souls, they become analogous to and correspond
to the perfect [kulli) Soul and are filled with longing for it and the desire
to be conjoined with it. When they depart from the physical shell they

[harakat] of their attacks and the pauses [sukunat] between them', which amounts
to no more than saying 'the durations between the successive attacks'.

339 The terminology here, 'ta'lifajza'iha', is suggestive of atomism.
340 The soul of an individual human being is defined as 'partial, incomplete'

(juz'i), while the celestial (jalakt) souls, in contrast, are defined as 'complete'
(kulll) and thus perfect.
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ascend to the heavenly realm and are united with the [po 238] highest
host [aI-mala' al-acla], and thereupon they become sure of eternity,
are safe from annihilation, and experience the pleasure ofexistence in
[a state of] purity.

23. There ensued the following exchange with another speaker:

'What is "the highest host"?'
'Those who dwell in the heavens, and the inhabitants of the celestial

spheres.'
'So how can they see and hear?'
'If there were no one in the world of the celestial spheres and the

expanse of the heavens who could see those regular movements, look
at those virtuous beings, and hear those delightful well-measured
[mawzun] tones, Divine Wisdom would then have created something
pointless, and it is an accepted principle amongst the wise that nature
has not created anything that is pointless and has no use.341

24. Another said: If there are no beings and inhabitants in the vast
space of the celestial spheres and the expanse of the heavens, they will
be desolate and empty, and how could the wisdom of the Creator allow
the vast space of these celestial spheres to remain, despite the nobility
of their substance, empty, void, and desolate, without any beings
there, when he did not leave the dark, bitter, salty bottom of the seas
empty, but, rather, created in their depths a variety of creatures, so
many kinds of fish, whales, (fo1. 59a) and others that only God, exalted
be His name, who created, formed, and shaped them could count the
number of their species and kinds; and when He did not leave the
delicate air empty, but, rather, created for it various kinds ofbirds that
'swim' in it just as the fish and whales swim in the waters; and when
He did not leave the dry land, the desolate places and the towering
mountains [empty], but, rather, created in them various animals and
wild beasts; and when He did not leave the dark earth and the bodies

341 As with soul, nature appears in different contexts: one is that of the individual,
where it co-exists with the soul, and one, that of the world or creation. Whereas
earlier nature is often viewed as in opposition to the spiritual, as a site of
seduction, here it is seen as a creative force, aligned syntactically in parallel
with Divine Wisdom, and it might almost be seen, fancifully, as a precursor of
Spinoza's natura naturans.
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of plants, [their] grain and fruit [empty], but, rather, created in them

various species of reptiles342 and insects.

25. Another said: The animal species that inhabit this world are only

representations [ashbab] and likenesses [mithalat] of those forms

[~uwar] and beings that inhabit the world of the celestial spheres and

the expanse ofthe heavens, just as the pictures and images [~uwar] on

the surface ofwalls and ceilings are representations and likenesses of the

forms of these flesh and blood animals. The relationship of creatures

of flesh and blood to those beings whose substance is pure is, in fact,

like the relationship of these painted, embellished images to such

creatures of flesh and blood.343

26. Another said: If there are creatures there that are devoid ofhearing,

sight, [po 239] intellect, comprehension, speech, and discrimination,

they will be deaf, dumb and blind. 344

27. Another said: If they have hearing and sight, but there are no sounds

to be heard and no tones to occasion delight, their hearing and sight are

pointless and useless;345 but if they have powers ofhearing, these will be

of a nobler and better kind than those we have because their substances

are purer, more radiant, finer, and more complete and perfect.

28. Another said: The musical rhythms [alban] that exist here have

actually been created by the wise to be analogous [mumathil] to what

exists there [in the other world], just as instruments of observation

such as the astrolabe, water gauges,346 and annular devices have been

constructed to be analogous to what is there.347

342 The term hawiimm also encompasses vermin and pests.
343 This is a perfect encapsulation of the Platonic view of mimesis; see Republic

X.596-598.
344 Qur'an 2:17l.
345 To be presumed here is the conjunction of hearing and sight (same wa-ba~ar)

as an automatic reflex, rather than any omission from all manuscripts of a
reference to the absence of visible things.

346 The term for this is binkiin, discussed in note 132 above.
347 This is an abbreviated rerun of the argument in Chapter 8 above. There

is, evidently, a lack of parallelism in that the instruments mentioned are not
analogous to celestial phenomena in the same way that rhythms or melodies are
thought to be; there is no hint that human rhythm was conceived as a means of
measurement. But the dislocation of a shift from the temporal domain to the
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29. Another said: If the sensibilia that are there are not nobler and
better than what is here. and souls have no access to them, then the
philosophers' encouragement of the yearning to return to the world
of the spirits, and the prophets', peace be upon them, arousal of the
desire for the blessings of paradise are false, fraudulent deceptions,
and God forbid that this should be so. If someone should foolishly
imagine. erroneously think, or vainly claim that paradise lies beyond
the celestial spheres and outside the expanse of the heavens, ask him
how, in that case, he can aspire to reach it if he does not first ascend
to the heavenly realm and [then] pass beyond the furthest extent of
the celestial spheres?

It is said that when the dawn breezes of paradise blow, its trees sway,
their branches tremble. their leaves rustle, their fruit scatters, their
flowers shimmer, their scents waft forth, and one can hear from them
resonating tones [ranmlt wa-naghamat], so that if the people of this
world were to hear just one of them. or were to catch just one glimpse
and breathe in their scent, they would find no joy in this life, nor would
they ever after take any advantage from their existence (fo1. 59b) in this
world. It is for such ends that people should strive and compete; let them
rejoice: these are better than all they accumulate.348 The philosophers,
dear brother, call paradise the world of the spirits.

visual implied by the phrase 'observational instruments' (alat ra$diyya) is only
apparent: the astrolabe can be used as a rough indicator of time; the water gauges
were designed to apportion time; and the implement termed 'that of the rings'
(dhat al-balaq) is placed by al-Khwarizmi in the class of'alat al-sa'iit', devices
for measuring time - even if again done by observing the sky, for he describes
it as having 'overlapping [mutadakhil, possibly 'geared'] rings with which the
heavenly bodies are observed'; see Mafatib al- 'ulum, p. 235. Such instruments thus
mimic, and are hence analogous to, the movements of the celestial spheres.
Two of the manuscripts add a fourth term, kura ('globe'), but none has the wholly
eccentric rabab which has found its way into the Beirut edition.

348 Qur'an 10:58.
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[p.240]
Chapter 17

You should know, dear brother, may God aid you and us with a spirit of
His, that the effects of the musician's349 tones [naghamiit] on the listeners'

souls are ofvarious kinds. The joy and pleasure the souls take in them
provide manifold differing delights. This is all on account of their

[varying] degrees of enlightenment350 and the kinds of beauty familiar
to them that they love; when each soul hears sounds corresponding

to what it loves, and notes consonant [yulii>im] with what is dear to
it, it experiences joy, delight, pleasure, and ecstasy351 commensurate

with the images [rusum] it has formed [ta$awwar] ofwhat it loves, and

with what it believes concerning what is dear to it, to the extent that

the disapproval of others may sometimes be aroused when they are

unfamiliar with both the [spiritual] direction and the ultimate goal.

An example of this is what is related about a certain Sufi who heard

someone recite You, soul at peace: return to your Lord well pleased and
well pleasing. 352 He asked the reciter to repeat the passage over and over,

and began to say (How often do I tell it to return, but it doesn't'. He

then passed into a state of ecstasy [tawiijad], shouted out, collapsed,

and his soul left him.353

Another one heard someone recite (And ifwefind that you are lying,
what penalty shall we apply to you?> and they answered> (The penalty
will be [the enslavement of] the person in whose bag the cup is found.'354

349 Given the previous material, it might be suspected that here, too, instrument
(muslqan) rather than musician (muslqar) was intended. But the specific references
to recitation that follow make this unlikely.

350 The word ma'arif implies here, as the following passages make clear, degrees
of knowledge on the Sufi path.

351 To the standard three verbs the Ikhwan here add tariba, which in this context
points to the ecstasy of the Sufi which figures in the following narrative.

352 Qur'an 89:27-28.
353 This example is repeated by al-Ghazali; see [bya' 'ulum al-dln, vol. 2 (Beirut:

Dar al-Qalam, n.d.), p. 273), tr. in D. B. Macdonald, 'Emotional Religion in Islam
as Affected by Music and Singing. Being a translation of a book of the Ihya' 'ulum
aI-din of al-Ghazzali, with analysis, annotation and appendices', Journal of the
Royal Asiatic Society, 22 (1901), p. 736.

354 Qur'an 12:74-75. This passage is from the story of Joseph, who devises the
following stratagem in order to separate Benjamin from his other brothers: Once
he had given them their provisions, he placed the drinking-cup in his brother's
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He asked for it to be repeated over and over, collapsed, and his soul
left him. Those who experience states of ecstasy said that he took the
meaning of His words The penalty will be the person in whose bag it

is found to be that the beloved was the requital of the lover because
it is he who is present in his bag, meaning that the image [~ura] of
the beloved is depicted [mu~awwara] in the soul of the lover, and
representations of his form are inscribed upon his heart, and that is
his recompense.355 Can you not see, dear brother, how he fitted the
text to his spiritual path and his goal, despite the well-known surface
meaning of the verse?

Another one heard a reciter singing this verse:

The messenger said, (He will visit tomorrow'
I said (Do you know what you are saying?'

and was carried away by both the words and the music [labn]. He
experienced a state ofecstasy, and began to repeat the line, substituting
(w' for [the initial] (h', so that he kept on reciting, 'We will visit
tomorrow', until he lost consciousness, so intense was his joy, pleasure,
and delight. When [po 241] he recovered consciousness, he was asked
about the cause of his ecstasy and replied that he remembered the
saYing of the Prophet, prayer and peace be upon him, 'The inhabitants
of paradise will visit their Lord once every Friday'.356 In this report it
is related that the most delightful tone [naghma] experienced by the

pack. A man called out, 'People ofthe caravan! You are thieves!' and they turned
and said, 'What have you lostt They replied, 'The king's drinking-cup is missing,'
and, 'Whoever returns it will get a camel-load [of grain],' and, 'l give you my
word. ' They said, 'By God! You must know that we did not come to make mischief
in your land: we are no thieves.' They asked them, 'And if we find that you are
lying, what penalty shall we apply to yout And they answered, 'The penalty will
be [the enslavement oj] the person in whose bag the cup is found: this is how we
punish wrongdoers.' [foseph] began by searching their bags, then his brother's,
and he pulled it out from his brother's bag.

355 The key term is jazd', which can be either positive or negative: it is obviously
negative in the Qur'anic account of Joseph and his brothers, where it refers to
a punishment, but it is given a positive interpretation by the Sufi, for whom it
has the sense of 'recompense, reward'.

356 This example is also repeated by al-Ghazali in l/:lya' 'ulum aI-din, vo!. 2
(Beirut: Dar al-Qalam, n.d.), pp. 263-264. In this edition, the reading 'tazur'
(and hence 'makan al-ta") is preferred. MacDonald translates as here, with 'he';
see 'Emotional Religion in Islam as Affected by Music and Singing', p. 707.
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inhabitants ofparadise and the sweetest tone they hear is their intimate
communication with the Creator, majestic is His bounty, according
to His statement: their greeting on the day they encounter Him will
be <Peace' and the last part of their prayer [will be] <Praise be to God,
Lord ofthe Worlds'.357

It is said that when Moses, peace be upon him, heard his Lord
speak to him, he was affected by such delight, pleasure, and joy that
he could not contain himself, (fol. 60a) and he sang358 in ecstasy. After
that, he found all notes [naghamat], rhythms [alban], and melodies
[a$Wat] trivial.

*******

May God enable you, 0 dear virtuous and compassionate brother, to
understand the meaning of these subtle allusions and hidden secrets,
and may He convery their import to you, to us, and to all our brethren,
wherever they may be; He is generous and open-handed. Here ends
the epistle on music.

357 Qur'an 10:10.
358 The verb used here is tarannam, which has a general implication of vibration

. (it would be used, for example, of the twanging of a bowstring), as if not just
his voice but his whole being was set in sympathetic motion, the intensity of
the experience accounting for his later, negative reactions.
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cosmological inferences, 34
short-necked ('idan), 28, 91, 112
types, 28-9, 35, 91, 112
See also chordophones

lyre (shulyaq), 29-31, 163. See also
chordophones

al-Ma'arri,48
manuscripts,

Group A, 3-7
Group B, 4-7
chronological distribution of, 6
coincidence, 3
relationships, 2-3
See also editorial

medicines and antidotes, 159
melodies,

alleviating exhaustion ofbody, 83
alleviating pain, 83, 129
alleviating suffering 83, 129
calming, 79, 122
for dealing with animals, 84
emboldening, 83
in places of worship, 81-2, 122,

123-4
for rejoicing, 84
proscribed as idle and worldly,

124-5
sorrowful, 83
stirring in battle, 77-8, 122-3
to stop children crying, 84
transforming, 80
See also metrical verse

membranophones, 24-5, 36

~ercury, 19,20, 118
metre. See under prosody
metrical verse,

describing the world of spirits, 122
enticing to the spiritual world,

123-4
idle and worldly, 125
patterns without prosodic variations,

137-9
stirring anger, 77-9, 122-3
See also melodies

metrically regulated notes, 92
attacks and pauses, 92, 106-8,

109-11
moon, 19,20, 118
Moses, 175
motion and rest, 92-3
al-Mufaddal ibn Salama, 29
mukhannathun (effeminate

musicians), 25
music,

creation of by the sages, 81-2
defined, 84-5
nature of, 91-2, 99
reminder of the celestial spheres,

120
universal appeal of, 80-1
wise sayings of the philosophers,

162-72
therapy, 16, 129

Muslims, 81

Neoplatonic numerology, 34, 114
neutral intervals, 33, 34
notes, 16, 34, 77, 85, 92, 94, 95, 99,

102, lOS, 107, 108, 112, lIS, 116,
117, 118, 124, 128, 129, 131, 166,
173, 175

Nicomachus, 121
numbers, 15, 18-20, 21, 41, 103,

104, 105, 132-6, 160, 168. See also
proportional relationships

numerical expression, 18-20
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organ (urghun), 27, 37, 97, 112
mouth,28

organological classification) 23) 26,
34-7

orthography, 10-11
owl, voice of presages death) 164

panpipes (armuniql), 27) 37) 112
percussion instruments) 35-6
phenomena) higher)

as primary cause of secondary) 120
imitatation of, 120-1
tones produce yearning for, 121
world of spirits above the world of

bodies) 120) 121
physiology,21-2

proportions of the body) 21) 144-5
proportions of the parts of the body,

145-7
poetic)

metres) 40) 41) 42) 45
themes) 46

proportional relationships (nisab) 75,
76) 134) 140) 143) 168) 169.Seea~o

under calligraphy) celestial spheres)
physiology

prosody)
prosodic circle) 39, 45, Ill, 139
definitions of) 64-70) 100-1
elements, 40
feet, 40-1) 42) 99
long syllable) 40
short syllable) 39,
sababJa$ila) watid 99, 101, 105, 135)

137) 138
psaltery (ma'azij), 28, 29
Ptolemy) 121
Pythagoras, 121, 131) 148

Qur'an) 14) 120) 122, 127, 149) 158-9,
172, 173) 175

reed instruments, 26) 35,91, 112. See
also aerophones

rhythm, 18
beaters (qur;lban), 24, 25
perception of) 37-8
time units, 38-9, 40

rhythmic cycles, 39, 41-5
associations of, 45-6
cell combinations, 40-1 101-3
changes of cycle, 69
the first heavy, 55-6) 65-6) 150-1
hazaj,60-3,67, 150) 153-4
individual cycles, 48-9
light counterpart of the first heavy

(milkhurl),52-5,67-9, 150, 152
light counterpart of the light, 1,49,

66, 150
light counterpart of ramal, 50-2,

66-7, ISO, 153
light counterpart of the second

heavy,49-50,66, 150, 152
ramal, 57-60,65,68-9, 150, 152-3
the second heavy, 56-7, 66, 150,

151
variants, 70-1
zir-bamm, 46-7
See also harmonious melodies

rhythms and melodies, 77, 79, 80
changing to fit the mood, 160-1
corresponding natures and

temperaments, 97-8

Sa'adya Gaon, 48
Sasanians, 29
seasons,

autumn, 157-8
spring, 155-6
summer, 156-7
winter, 158.
See also fourfold phenomena

SI-'iloah, Amnon, 13-14,62
sight, 109, 167-8
souls) 76-7,80)81,83)84,96)97,98,

106, 107, 118, 120, 121, 122, 123,
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128,149,161,163-4,165,166,167,
168-9,172,173, 174
angelic form 127
departing the body, 126,127, 150
purification of, 149

sound divisions,
combination ofhumours, 96-7

sounds,
animal, 89, 90-1
artificial, 86, 91-2
consonant and dissonant, 96
continuous and discontinuous,

94-5
fast and slow, 93-4
from impact, 85, 86, 88-9
great and small, 93
high and low, 94
loud and soft, 88, 94
of instruments, 91

stringed instruments ,95-6
wind instruments, 95

natural, 86, 91
made by waters, 90
made by winds, 90
thunder, 86, 89-90

resonating, 8-9
wave-like motion, 86-7

spirits, world of,
above celestial realm, 120
messages of the sages, 125
yearning to return to, 172

strings, correspondences of, 15-16,
17-18, 18-19, 130-1, 155-8
See also fourfold phenomena

talismans, 160
temperaments (mizaj), 96-8,128,145,

147. See also humours
tones, 19, 77, 84, 85, 90, 92, 96, 109,

115-6, 120, 121, 124, 131, 133, 149,
167,168, 169, 170

trumpets and horns (buqat), 27, 35,
89,91. See also aerophones
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Umayyad period, 29

Vitruvian man, 22, 147

water-clocks, 39, 110, 171
wind instruments. See aerophones
winds, 17, 155, 156, 157, 158. See also

fourfold phenomena
women, 81, 84
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